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Clinton's Agenda

50 CENTS

BACK TO SCHOOL
-

Health, welfare, crime on list
By DAVID ESPO
ASS/Jailed PIGS,'

Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Beckoned by President Clinton to
join a "journey of renewal,"
Congress is turning to the administration's ambitious domestic
agenda. Republican Senate Leader Bob Dole proclaimed today
that Clinton's demand for universal health "is in trouble."
Brushing aside Clinton's threat
to veto any bill that doesn't provide guaranteed health coverage
for all Americans, Dole said,
"That's very hard to legislate."

The Kansas senator said the pres- Lion," he said.
The president's speech drew a
ident "doesn't have the votes on
the Democratic side" for has swift, sharp response from Republicans, signaling a strenuous
plan.
In an hour-long State of the election-year battle ahead. "Our
Union address that called for country has health care problems,
action on a dozen domestic but no health care crisis," Dole
issues, Clinton brandished a slen- said in the party's formal
der ball point pen from the House response. But we will have a
podium as he challenged lawmak- crisis if we take the president's
ers. "If you send me legislation
medicine — a massive overdose
that does not guarantee every of government control."
American private health insurWhite House aide George Steance that can never be taken
phanopoulos said today that Clinaway, you will force me to take
this pen (and) veto the legisla- • See Page 2A

Two face murder charges
PADUCAH, Ky.(AP) — Two
teen-agers were arrested and
charged with murder, kidnapping,
assault and auto theft in a pair of
shootings that left one youth
dead, McCracken County Sheriff
Frank Augustus said.
The teens, both 16 years old,
were lodged in the McCracken
County juvenile detention facility
and will appear in McCracken

District Court today, Augustus
said.
The arrests were made late
Tuesday and early today after
authorities received anonymous
Ups, the sheriff said. He said
there could be more arrests.
Matthew Fiorenuni, 19, told
authorities two men approached
his car and shot him about 1:20
a.m. CST. He was wounded in

the chest and back while auempting to shield his girlfriend.
The body of James Allen Pearson, 16, was found about 6:30
a.m. Monday in the front yard of
a residence.
His mother said Pearson had
telephoned about 8:30 p.m. Sunday to report that he was leaving

AMY VVILSOWLeckyv

Imes photo

The halls at Calloway County High School were tilled with students Tuesday for the first time sines the Jan.
16 ice and snow storm. Murray Independent Schools were in session Monday.

• See Page 2A

Local leaders question Jones' engineering plan
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
In spite of Gov. Brereton
Jones' $10 million proposal for a
four-year engineering school at
Paducah Community College,
Murray officials remain unconvinced that the project will be
feasible.

"In this day of too few dollars
chasing too few students, it
doesn't serve the taxpayers well
when we start talking about new
programs, etc., when we have
Murray State University here that
niects those needs," said Bob
Jackson, one of the governor's
local contacts and a member of a
task force examining engineering

education.
Jackson said one of the problems centers around the fact that
Paducah and Murray officials did
not sit down and discuss the need
for an engineering school in the
area.
"Paducah and Murray must
work together cooperatively and
map out a strategy for higher

Campus Lights
is part of
local tradition
Traditions. They are a link to the
past that we cherish.
Mention traditions to Murray
State alumni and you hear homecoming, derby day, the shoe tree
and All Campus Sing and, of
course, Campus Lights.
Of all the traditions Murray State
holds dear, "Campus Lights" may
be one of the oldest. The 57th
annual production of the studentwritten and produced musical will
be presented Thursday through Saturday in Lovett Auditorium.
Fifty-seven years ago, the Men's
Music Club at what was then Murray State Teachers College petitioned Phi Mu Alpha, a national
music fraternity, for a campus chapter here.
The big hitch was money. A
charter cost $400 more than the
club's meager budget could fund. To
raise money, the club sponsored a
musical variety show and called it
"Campus Lights." The tradition was
born.
Acts were performed, music written and arranged and rehersals
started for the one-time performance, set for May 10, 1938. However the dues were due before the
show was scheduled. The late Price
Doyle, the chairman of the music
deparunent at Murray State, wrote a
cold check in that amount two
weeks before the show in hopes the
show would be a success arid the
money raised.
• See Page 2A

education," Jackson said. "It
serves no one if we continue to
shoot arrows at each other.
"What concerns me greatly is
this is the creation of a four-year
polytechnic school right down the
road," he said. "The best way for
taxpayers to fill an engineering
education need is to go through
the institution of higher

education."
Jones has proposed a $IO million plan that would require SI
million from the University of
Kentucky. $4 million locally to
be raised in the next two years
and $5 million in state funds.
"My initial understanding was
that the state would give
S500,000 the first year and

$500,000 the second year, and
UK would have to match it each
year," Jackson said.
In a cooperative effort with the
University of Louisville, Murray
State will begin offering engineering classes during the fall
semester via the interactive tele- •
• See Page 2A

Patriots headed for Korea
WASHINGTON (AP) — Raising the stakes in a dispute over
North Korea's refusal to allow
complete nuclear inspections, a
senior Pentagon official said
today the United States will send
Patriot air defense missiles to
South Korea.
Wisner, the
Frank
No.3-ranking official at the

Defense Department. told reporters at a breakfast meeting that
details of the missile deployment
had yet to be decided.
"We will proceed with the
deployment," Wisner said. "It
doesn't mean we're proceeding
with it on a crash basis, that they
have to be out there tomorrow
morning."

He said the move will be made
as part of "sensible, rational
defense preparations" in the
event that North Korea would
launch a Scud missile auack on
South Korea. He said other
defensive measures would be
considered if the United States
• See Page 2A

Commission considers annexation
By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer
Although it will be almost a
year before the City of Murray
can actively pursue annexation
attempts, two landowners are
requesting to be annexed how.
City planner Don Elias said
Tuesday night Joe Hal Spann and
Glindel Reaves, who own property west of Murray on Ky. 94,
have requested to be annexed.

is that the properties are not
Both are planning subdivisions.
immediately adjacent to one
A preliminary plat for Crossanother. H. Glenn Doran owns a
field East subdivision, which is
tract of land which touches the
being developed by Spann, was
city limits, but separates the
approved by the Murray Planning
Spann and Reaves land.
Commission contingent upon the
approval of a state encroachment
However, Doran has indicated
permit.
he will allow a small tract of land
on the north side of his property
Elias asked the commission to
to be annexed. This tract would
begin considering if the annexation request is viable.
The main concern, Elias said, • See Peg. 2A

Open forum set for Calloway High
By AMY WILSON
Staff Maar

Susan Crawford, curator of collections at the National Scouting
Museum, and museum volunteer Brett Mills prepare to hang an original
Norman Rockwell Boy Scout painting for an exhibition at the Wrather
West Kentucky Museum beginning Feb. 3. Joseph Csatarl will present a
program that night at 7 p.m.

-- -------MEETINGS I
•Murray Womine Club wit hold a
communitywide meeting concerning the
renovation of the Murray-Calloway County Pal at 7p.m Wndnesday at the clubhouse on the corner of Seventh and Vine
streets.
II Murray City Council will meet
Thursday at 7:30 p.m. Ni the council
chambers at City Hail.

SPECIAL
• nv $7th Annual Centime VOW
mil open Jan. 27 in Lovett Auditorium if
8 p m. and continue through Jan 30.
The Sunday performance begins at 330
pm. Tickets are $5 for adults and $3 for
students and senior damns. For reserrations cat 782-4288. Proceeds are
used for music scholarships

Calloway County High
School's Site-Based Council is
seeking a parent representative to
fill a vacant council position during a nominating meeting/open
meeting at 7 p.m. Thursday in the
high school's cafeteria.
Parents and concerned citizens
are also encouraged to express
their views of the Kentucky Education Reform Act and school

SPORTS

policies during the open forum.
"This is the first time we have
held an open forum," said Jerry
Ainley, CCHS principal. 'This is
a two-pronged kind of thing.
Parents and citizens can come in
and ask questions and a parent
representative will be selected."

will be there and the teachers
have been invited," Ainley said.
"We want to open the lines of
communication.
"We have parent/teacher conferences, but sometimes parents
aren't able to attend," he said.
"This is another avenue of
communication."
The open council position was
vacated by Robbie Ann Hale,
who was appointed to the Cello-

The results of the 1993 KIRIS
assessments, as well as plans for
the 1994 KIRIS testing will be
discussed.
"The counselors and myself • iee Page 2A
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IN Engineering...
FROM PAGE 1
vision network.
"Murray Stale continues to be
interested in a cooperative
effort," said Dr. James Booth,
provost and vice president for
academic and student affairs.
"We would still like to have a
feasibility study done to determine the needs of the area."
At its Novembu meeting, the
Murray State board of regents
passed a resolution supporting the
idea of a cooperative effort with
the University of Kentucky and)
or U of L.
Dr. Wallace Mann, provost of
the University of Louisville, said
the agreement is still in its formative stages.
"I think there is a need for
more engineering education,"
Mann said. "Cooperative programs are looked upon very
favorably."
The regents approved the creation of a task force to seek
cooperative agreements with
other institutions to provide engineering education in the region.
"We are trying to gather facts

and specifics," Jackson said.
He saves on the task face
with Dr. Gary Boggess, dean of
the MSU College of SCICACC; Dr.
Tom Auer, dean of the MSU College of Industry and Technology;
Dr. Vi Miller, dean of the Center
for Continuing Education and
Academic Outreach; Booth; Sid
Easley, vice chairman of the
board of regents; and Bill Adams
of Adams Construction Co., president of the Murray-Calloway
Chamber of Commerce.
"This has been Paducah's number one project for as long as I
can remember," Jackson said.
"Their mission has been to have a
four-year institution of higher
education in Paducah.
"I think you'll see the task
force taking action — if there is a
need, MSU will step up to the
plate and serve it," he said. "We
can't battle each other because
we will all lose."
Jackson said that although he
keeps hearing the term
"polytechnic school," he still has
not heard a good definition of
what it is.
Dr. Thomas Hanley, dean of

the U of L Speed Scientific
School, said the definition has
changed.
"What it was in the past and
what it is now are two different
things." he said. "It is primanly a
college of engineering and whatever else is deemed necessary."
Hanley said there are not many
of these schools left in the United
States.
"The schools didn't like being

the governor's budget proposal
will go through the appropriation
and revenue committees of both
the 'House and the Senate.
"It will be submiued to subcommittees that will break it
down and examine it," Green
said. "Then it will go before the
Senate and the House.
"There will probably be differences between the two versions,
so it will be sent to a joint corn
mime for deliberation," Green
said.

known simply as an institute
instead of a university because it
offers four-year engineering
programs," Hanley said. "This is
typically not something offered at
a community college."
Booth questioned the logic
behind establishing a four-year
engineering school at Paducah
Community College.
"It would seem rather unusual
to me to have a four-year
polytechnic institute at a community college," he said. "In
order to have an engineering
program, you must have support
courses. I think program duplication should be examined closely."
According to Sen. Jeff Green,

Then, the legislature will vote
on it and send it to the governor
for approval. The final budget
will not be passed until the last
days of the legislature.
"Lots of changes take place
from a legislative standpoint,"
Green said. "But it Is easier LO
keep something in than to add to
IL"
Green said he has spoken with
Murray officials about the
polytechnic school and will continue to keep in touch with them.
"I'm sure we (Murray officials) will all go to the legislature
at some point," Booth said.

•Annexation...
FROM PAGE 1
connect the Spann property,
which is west of Dorm's land, to
the city limits. Futhermore, the
Reaves land, which is west of the
Spann property, would then be
contiguous.
•
is an area where one
riiiice of property is waiting to
annex," Elias said of the Spann
land. "It is in our comprehensive
Elias told the commission the
city plans to pursue annexation
southwest of Murray in 1995.
Commission member Van
Haverstock asked if the annexation would be considered conti-

guous under the law.
Elias said he thinks the annexation is legal. He cited annexing
land near the railroad tracks north
of Murray to get to the industrial
park.
Charlie Adams said he is concerned with the way the city limit
lines would be drawn.
"We do have to be careful of
the precedent we set," said John
Peck.
Einar Jenstrom defended the
idea by stating it is difficult to
annex in square blocks.
"We'd love for Mr. Doran to
annex his whole property," Elias
said. "But we can't ask for that."

ing 24 units.
Elias said the complex will be
financed by the Farmers Home
Administration, which provides
long-term, low-interest loans to
developers who agree to keep
rent at a level set by Farmers
Home.
The units are intended for low
to moderate incomes, Elias said.
"We have several of these in
Murray," he said.
In other business, the commission rejected a preliminary plat
submitted on a subdivision off
Gibb Store Road. The plat,
known as Saddle Creek (formerly
River Oaks), was determined to
be primarily in a flood plain and
not suitable for development as
the current plans reflected.

In order to bring annexation to
a public vote, 51 percent of the
registered voters who own property can sign a petition to get the
Issue on a ballot.
Dunng an advisory meeting on
a Planned Development Project
on North 16th Street, the commission also agreed to hold a
public hearing on the matter.
Elias said Ohen a development
project comes up that is unique,
such as an apartment complex,
the commission will first hold an
advisory meeting, then a public
hearing before a vote is taken.
The project is also voted on by
the Board of Zoning
Adjustments.
The project, University Heights, is a planned complex contain-

II Tradition...
FROM PAGE 1
The show was a success and
Doyle's investment was paid back.
During World War II, when the
student body numbered less than
600 students and most of the men
were in the service, members of
Sigma Alpha Iota, a woman's honorary music fraternity, took over
production, temporarily renaming
the show "Campus Dimout."
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Dear Valued Customer
The recent winter storm that immobilized this Region
brought with it many interruptions in cable services. If you
experienced an interruption in your subscription, please
accept our thanks for your patience while we worked to
restore your service.
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The weather conditions such as ice, snow, power outages,
treacherous roads and bitterly cold temperatures prevented
us from always responding to you as promptly as we prefer.
Rest assured, interruptions were corrected as soon as safely
possible and we remain grateful for your patience.
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Home delivery 6 days a week
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Dr. John Williams is pleased
to announce the opening of
his practice of ophthalmology
(eye physician and surgeon) in
Mayfield. His office is located
in the PineLake Medical
Office Building.
Dr. Williams specializes in
joHN WILUAMS,M.D. all types of eye disorders and
surgeries including cataract, glaucoma, plastic, laser
md strabismus (crossed eyes) surgery. General adult
,ind child eye care are also offered.
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"Campus Lights" returned in
1946 and since then the production
has been a joint effort of Phi Mu
Alpha and Sigma Alpha Iota.
As the show has developed and
evolved over the years, the purpose
changed from being a fund-raiser
for dues to a major fund-raiser for
scholarships. Profits raised from the
production fund two four-year
scholarships for music students at
Murray State.
The theme for this year's production is "Business Before Business."
Music from Broadway is featured
including "Sunset Boulevard,"
"Company" and "Falsetto."
Tickets are $5 for adults and $3
for students and senior citizens.
Show times are 8 p.m. Thursday,
Friday and Saturday and 3:30 p.m.
Sunday in Lovett Auditorium. Saturday night is traditionally alumni
night as former "Campus Lights"
performers return to Murray State to
help carry on the tradition.
To reserve tickets call the MSU
music department at 762-4288.

PINELAKE MEDICAL OFFICES
1029Meckel Cerwr Cock.Mayfield Kentucky 42066

MURRAY POLICE
Jan. 24
•Christina D Brandon, N Eighth Street, was arrested arid
charged with shoplifting from Wal-Mart
*Jerry E Arnett, Puryear, Tenn , was arrested arid charged
with shoplifting from Wal-Mart
SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT
Jan. 22
•Eugene E Kennedy. RI 3 Murray, was arrested and
charged with third-degree burglary and theft by unlawful taking over $300. The charges resulted from an investigation into
a burglary and a theft. The burglary was at the residence of
Leonard Morris of Rt. 3 Murray on Jan 7 in which a table saw,
belt sander and tool box were taken The theft was of a toolbox stolen from a vehicle owned by Tony Denezzo of Rt. 3
Murray. When deputies attempted to arrest Kennedy at
approximately 11 a.m., he allegedly would not cooperate. He
was also charged with disorderly conduct.
Jan. 24
e.One man was injured in a one-vehicle accident on Ky. 94,
approximately 9 miles east of Murray at 7:07 p.m. Craig Darnell of Franklin, Texas was transported to the MurrayCalloway County Hospital by ambulance after he was treed
from his overturned vehicle with the 'Jaws of life' Three other
passengers were also in the vehicle They were treated and
released. All four men are soldiers stationed at Fort Campbell
Apparently, Darnell, the driver, was answering a cellular
phone and took his eyes off the road when the car left the
roadway and skidded 123 yards before coming to rest upside
down. The sheriff's department was assisted by the Murray
Fire Department, Calloway County Fire-Rescue and the Kentucky State Police.

FROM PAGE 1
way County school board in
November.
"The term will expire April 30
and then the regular council election will be held," Ainley said.
"In order to be eligible, the
person must be a parent or legal
guardian of a student currently
enrolled at the high school," Ainley said. "The person cannot be a
district employee or a relative of
a district employee or school
board member."

•Murder._
FROM PAGE 1
the restaurant where he worked
and was heading home.
Pearson's car, reported missing
after Pearson's death, matched
one that Fiorentini said his
attackers were driving. The car
was found Monday evening by a
minister at a Paducah church.
Fiorentini was taking his
17-year-old girlfriend home when
they were attacked.
The girl said a car with four
occupants passed Fiorentini and
slowed down. Fiorentini flashed
his headlights, and the car

FROM PAGE 1
ton would not budge from his
demand for coverage for every
American.
"On that fundamental point we
can't move," he told ABC.
"Because if we don't have universal coverage, you'll never get
the costs under control."
Dole, appearing on NBC, predicted the first votes on health
care would occur in about four
months. "Overall, his program is
in trouble," he said. Dole said
that Clinton is "going to have to
drop a lot of these pnce controls,
mandates, the mandatory health
care alliances, before we make
any real inroads."
White House chief of staff
Mack McLarty countered that,
saying in a CBS interview that
"it's very early to be counting

Murray

shrine Club

a

The site-basal council typically meets each Wednesday at 4
p.m Currently serving on the
council are Jean Watkins, Judy
Williams, and Margaret Richter,
teachers; Ainley, administrator;
and Jan Wilson, parent.
A school council makes policies on curriculum, instructional
practices, schedules for the
school's staff and parents, uses of
school space, discipline and
classroom management and extracurricular programs.

speeded up. As the couple rounded a curve, they found the other
car stopped in the middle of the
road.
When Fiorentini tried to pass.
his car became stuck in a snowbank. The girl said two men got
out and began beating on Fiorentini's door, demanding that it be
opened.
After one man pulled a gun,
the other took the weapon and
shot Fiorentini twice through the
window. They then drove off.
Pearson, a junior at Lone Oak
High School, was a member of
the track and soccer teams.

•Patriots...
FROM PAGE 1
and its allies seek U.N. economic
sanctions against North Korea.
At another point in his remarks
to reporters, Wisner said no final
decision had been made on the
Patriot deployment, but his comments describing the reason for
the deployment appeared to leave
little doubt that the administration was determined to go ahead
once the details had been worked
out.
Dee Dee Myers, the White
House press secretary, said earlier today that President Clinton
had not decided whether to
approve the deployment of Patriots but added, "I think we are
looking favorably on the
request."
Wisner said the request had
been made by Army Gen, Gary
Luck, the commander of U.S. for-

ces in South Korea as part of a
review of defense requirements in
the area. Wisner noted that there
currently are no air defense missiles in South Korea and that a
Patriot deployment had been considered for some time.
In Seoul, South Korean Vice
Foreign Minister Hong Soon.
young said today that "the threat
of North Korean missiles is very
real. We hope that the deployment will enhance (South) KoreaU.S. defense capability."
Wisner said no decisions had
been made on the number of missiles to be deployed or where
they would come from, although
he suggested they may come
from U.S. bases in Europe.
Wisner said North Korea
should not see the Patriot deployment as a threat since they are
purely a defensive system.
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Friend convicted in strangling case
BARBOURVILLE, Ky. (AP)
— A Ary says Sasanne Baker
helped kidnap and kill a (need's
stepson, but the panel decided
she did not commit murder and
did not deserve the death penalty.

land
weed

The Knox Circuit Court jury
deliberated about seven hours
before finding Susanne Baker.
23, of London, guilty of reckless
homicide, kidnapping and corpse
abuse. She had been charged with
complicity to commit murder in
the Nov. 25, 1992, slaying.

and
tak-
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“This is the only thing that has

kept me going for 14 months,"
Ruth Baker, victim Scotty Baker's mother, said following Tuesday's verdict. "And now these 12
people have let me down."
"I don't understand how a person can have their hands around a
small throat and it be reckless
homicide," Commonwealth's
Attorney Tom Handy said.

for the corpse-abuse charge. They
could have given life on the kidnapping, but the other recommendations were the maximum
Judge Rod Messer scheduled
formal sentencing for Feb. 24.

It took the jury less than an
hour to return with a sentencing
recommendation of 20 years on
the kidnapping charge, five years
for reckless homicide and a year

Kentucky State Police say
Susanne Baker dressed in a wig
and used a false name to pick up
the boy from Paces Creek
Elementary School in Clay County. They allege that Stephanie
Baker, the boy's stepmother, was
hiding in the back seat and
strangled $cotty as her friend

drove away.
His charred body was found
six days latex at an abandoned
strip-mine site.
Susanne Baker testified that
she knew nothing of her friend's
plans and later feared that Stephanie Baker would pin the crone
on her. Dunng closing arguments
Tuesday, defense attorney Gary
Crabtree said his client was
duped into an impossible
situation
"There's Just no motive for
Susie Baker to take the boy, to

hurt him or harm him," Crabtree
said. "No friendship would drive
this girl to take such an extreme
risk with her life"
Crabtree said Stephanie Baker,
whose trial has not been scheduled, set up her friend
But Handy said Susanne Baker's story didn't jibe
"A normal person doesn't
wear a wig to check a child out
from school for an innocent purpose," he said
Handy reminded jurors that
Susanne Baker continued driving

while the boy was being
strangled He scoffed at her contention that she believed as first
that her friend and the boy were
yoking around.
"What kind of person does it
Lake to sit that close to a hule
frail child, hear them scream and
thinks it's play? It goes on and
on, the choking, the pulling, the
gurgling," he Said before staring
at the courtroom clock in silence
for more than a minute.
"What reasonable person does
not stop the car and fight with
everything it them?" he asked.

Lyle Menendez jury deadlocked, trying again
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LOS ANGELES (AP) — Jurors in the Lyle Menendez murder
trial said they were deadlocked
Tuesday, and a judge ordered
them to try once more to reconcile their differences. They later
retired for the day without reaching a verdict.
Jurors were given special
instructions by Superior Court
Judge Stanley Weisberg to determine the nature of the deadlock.
After bnefly resuming their 24th
day of deliberations, they went
into recess until Fnday.
The brothers are charged in the
1989 shotgun slayings of their
wealthy parents.
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The jury for Lyle's brother,
Erik, also declared a deadlock on
Jan. 13. Weisberg declared a mistrial after 19 days of deliberations
and sevenl unsuccesful attempts
to prod Erik's the jury into reaching a verdict.
One of Lyle's attorneys, Jill
Lansing, said she thought the
6.6-magnitude earthquake on Jan.
17 had jolted the jury into giving
up. The jury had resumed talks
on Monday after a week's gap
due to the quake.
"I think it is not coincidental
that this jury which had been
working a long time, never indicating that they couldn't reach a

verdict, does so almost immediately upon coming back to begin
deliberations following the earthquake," she said at a hearing.
Weisberg asked jurors if damage to their homes and associated
pressures pushed them to declare
a deadlock. All of them shook
their heads in the negative.
At another hearing, Weisberg
asked if further instructions from
him or clarification of the law
could help break the impasse.
One juror told the iudge "the
gap is too wide here."
Another said that some jurors
seemed not to understand the law.
But the foreman then said he

thought even if the law was clarified on specific points, "it
wouldn't make a difference."
The judge ordered the jurors to
return to their deliberation room
and consider one more time
whether there was any "reasonable probability" that they could
resolve their differences.
After jurors sent Weisberg a
note saying clarification wouldn't
help, he gave them a new set of
verdict forms complying with a
legal precedent known as the
Stone instruction. It seeks to find
out if jurors have discounted the
most serious charge of firstdegree murder and moved on to

consider a lesser charge.
The jury then recessed deliberations until Friday.
Jose and Kitty Menendez were
killed by a barrage of shotgun
fire in the family room of their
Beverly Hills mansion. The
brothers claimed they killed in
self-defense after years of abuse.
The prosecution claimed the sons
killed out of hatred and a desire
to get their hands on the family's
estimated 814 million fonune.
Lyle and Erik testified that a
lifelong reign of terror by their
parents that included sexual and
mental abuse convinced them
they were about to be killed.

They said they had acted in selfdefense when they got shotguns
fom the trunk of a car, went back
inside their house and killed their
parents
The case was tried with two
juries an a single courtroom
because certain evidence was
admissible against only one
brother.
Due to earthquake damage to
the Van Nuys courthouse, Weisberg convened the session at a
nearby trailer courtroom.

Temperature extremes, grading mean potholes
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By The Associated Press
Drivers around Kentucky made
it through days of ice, snow and
slush only to find roadway craters
waiting as their next challenge.
Giant potholes are proliferating
across Kentucky partly because
of plowing after the record snowfall of last week, but officials say
the main producer of potholes is
temperature extremes.
"It's a freeze-thaw cycle,"
Jefferson County Public Works
Director Dale Hettinger said
Tuesday.
"We were 20 below zero and
it'll be 50 Wednesday," Hettin-
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ger said. "All that snow is melting and getting under the pavement and the expansion and contraction creates the problem."
Potholes are reported especially bad along Interstate 75 in
northern Kentucky, where. motorists already must dodge one construction zone after another.
The pothole potpourri even got
attention from state lawmakers on
Tuesday. Transportation Secretary Don C. Kelly reported that
Kentucky is in for a chuckhole
epidemic this year.
Kelly told a legislative committee that usually Kentucky has

INTR

less than three dozen freeze-and thaw cycles that damage roadways each year. But this year, the
number already is above the yearly average with some of the traditionally worst periods of winter
still ahead.
Laura White, a cabinet spokeswoman, said crews art assessing
potholes in each highway district
across the state and some patching already was under way. But
officials wouldn't be able to
place a cost figure on the pothole
problem for at least two more
weeks, she said.
Hettinger also said he couldn't
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and Clark Family Medical Center)
provides a lifetime of care for
your entire family. Treating a
newborn's ear infection.
Examining a teenager's sprained
ankle. Attending to menopause
symptoms of a middle-aged
woman. Caring for a
grandmother's arthritis at her
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On Sunday, crews stuffed fresh
asphalt into a series of potholes
in the right lane of northbound
1-75 in Fort Wright and Covington, which road officials said is
by far the worst stretch of
potholes in northern Kentucky.
But even when the holes are
patched, they don't like to stay
that way.
The asphalt pops out quickly
from the wet road, according to
Charles Meyers, state highway
construction manager.
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predict how much repairs to Jefferson County roadways would
cost, "but it will definitely be
worse than normal."
In northern Kentucky, motorists face a pothole mine field on
1-75.
"The (road) workers are going
to be completely overwhelmed
right now," said Charles Bucklew, president of Eaton Asphalt
in Fort Wnght. "We're going to
have thousands and thousands of
potholes."

and compassionate approach to
prevention, diagnosis and
treatment of illness and disease.
With a tradition of more than 50
years of caring, Primary Care
Medical Center now offers three
different specialties in a single
medical practice. From family
practice to pediatrics and internal
medicine, Primary Care Medical
Center is Treating Your Family
With Care
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over $1,000,000,000 in prize
money since start up. One billion in
prizes equals over $250 for every
person in Kentucky. So if you haven't
played the Kentucky Lottery lately,
maybe it's time to give the games a try.
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Clinton to Congress:

Enact universal
health-care plan
or expect a veto
By JILL LAWRENCE
AP Political Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The president who bragged about getting through his first year without a veto is threatening to end that
streak in year two if Congress doesn't give him the one thing he
seems to want above all else: health coverage for all Americans.
President Clinton's 60-minute-plus State of the Union speech
Tuesday night was notable for a glut of pages and a paucity of new
ideas. Which made it all the more dramatic when he said he'd veto
any health-care reform plan that didn't "guarantee every American
private health insurance that can never be taken away."
Clinton's public shows of force are rare. He won most of his
victories last year on the strength of personal persuasion and countless deals. And was he ever pleased.
"All signed into law with not one single veto," he said Tuesday
night after reciting a litany of bills passed in 1993. "The most successful teamwork between a president and a Congress in 30 years."
Hillary Rodham Clinton and her White House health-care team
worked frenetically to formulate their massive, complex overhaul
of the entire health care system.
But right from the start, both Clintons repeatedly referred to the
plan as a starting point for discussion. There's always been only
one non-negotiable element in Clinton's eyes: universal coverage.
That's not, however, a terrific selling point. Most Americans
already have coverage, so it's not an urgent concern to them. And
where do you get the money to cover the 38.5 million people without insurance?
Clinton's phrasing Tuesday night suggested a revised pitch. Universal coverage was not mentioned anymore; it was guaranteed private insurance, which had a more capitalistic, middle-class ring to
it. It also blurred the distinction between the uncovered and the
merely insecure.
Clinton did leave Congress some leeway because he didn't set a
deadline for universal coverage; his own bill would achieve that by
1998. He also mounted an eloquent counteroffensive against the
notion that there is no health-care crisis.
But he won't convince most Republicans of that, nor are they
likely to agree to universal coverage no matter how slowly it's
phased in. Many favor acting in more limited areas of bipartisan
agreement: streamlining paperwork, ending insurance exclusions,
making coverage portable from job to job.
Clinton would be foolish to veto a bill that fixes parts of the
health-care system just because "it doesn't happen to meet some
prearranged Utopian fantasy," said Rep. Newt Gingrich of Georgia, the No. 2 Republican in the House. He called the ultimatum "silly and self-destructive."
Democrats themselves are far from united on health; they're not
even united on whether it's their top priority.
House Ways and Means Committee Chairman Dan Rostenkowski, D-III., goes around saying Clinton has staked his presidency on
health reform and it's got to get done. Senate Finance Committee
Chairman Daniel Patrick Moynihan, D-N.Y., meanwhile, says welfare — not health — is the real crisis.
Clinton said Tuesday he wanted Congress to tackle both of those
this year along with crime, not to mention education reform, lobbying reform, campaign finance reform and reorganization of the
unemployment and job training system.
No need to pick and choose issues, say Clinton and his advisers;
last year proved that they can accomplish more than one thing at a
time.
But did it?
Clinton's major project for most of the year was his budget plan.
When he tried to wage a fight for his economic stimulus bill at the
same time, he was defeated. He didn't start the drive for the North
American Fret Trade Agreement until after the budget was passed.
And he dumped plans to pursue health reform in order to focus
fully on NAFTA.
Most of the other laws Clinton signed — family leave, motor
voter, the Brady handgun control bill — had been worked over for
years in Congress. All they needed was a willing president.
A lot more than that will be necessary this year. Perhaps miracles, perhaps compromises.
In the end Clinton, whose communications skills rival Ronald
Reagan's, may have to adopt another Reagan technique: whatever
Congress passes, declare victory.
He's already done it at least once, judging by an account in this
week's New Yorker.
"This is a Republican budget. We're Eisenhower Republicans,"
the president reportedly raged last year about the deficit-cutting
budget, complete with spending caps, that was passed in his name.
On Tuesday night he said it was responsible for low interest
rates, record home sales and millions of new jobs. "The people
who supported this economic plan," he said, "should be proud."
EDITOR'S NOTE — Jill Lawrence covers the Clinton administration for The Associated Press,

Attention Washington!
U.S. REP. TOM BARU)W
1533 Longworth Office Building. Washington D.C. 20515
502-444-7216 (Paducah) or 202-225-3115 (Washington)
DS. SEN. WENDELL FORD
173A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
202-224-4343 (Washington)
US SEN. MTTCH MeCONNELL
120 Russell Senate Office Bedding, Washington D.C. 20510
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washington)

Storm just a bad memory now
FRANKFORT — It was the
week no one will forget.
Kentucky came to a standstill,
buried from Paducah to Pikeville
under sleet and snow measuring in
many places two feet or more. And
then the temperature dove to 20
below zero or lower Tuesday night.
It was bad to the north of us, but
Ohio and Indiana are used to this
son of thing and recovered relatively quickly. To the south, trucks
backed up at the Tennessee border,
the drivers grumbling about Kentucky's inability to handle a little
snowfall.
And a lot of other truck drivers,
stranded along Kentucky's closed
parkways and interstate highways,
were not kind to everyone from
Gov. Brereton Jones to the county
road crews for not making it all go
away so they could complete their
scheduled runs.
The fact is that even Michigan
would have had difficulty coping
with all that snow and the terrible
cold that followed it.
Kentucky could not cope and no
one,least of all Kentuckians, should
be surprised.
If not a tropical southern paradise, Kentucky still is below that
historic line that divides the country
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Todd Duvall
Syndicated columnist
north and south. We have snow that
brings Georgia to a screeching halt
— an inch here, two inches there, a
light dusting overnight that melts by
noon. Four inches of white stuff
calls off schools in most Kentucky
counties.
But 15 inches, 18 inches, 24
inches of snow on top of frozen rain
happens so rarely that people forget
what happens under those circumstances. The Winter of'78 Kentucky
came to a halt and the Winter of'94
will go down in the books as worse.
How many snowplows would the
state have to buy to clear 730 miles
of interstates and parkways within,
say 36 hours? The investment
would be enormous -- and used
every 15 to 20 years.
Of course, the economic loss of a
week's business, commercial and
industrial activity that came to a
standstill is even more cnormous.

Many industrial plants, particularly
auto and auto parts manufacturers,
keep only a few days' supply of
inventory on hand. Those few that
were able to open last week didn't
stay open long because that scant
inventory ran out. Replacements
couldn't be transported or were
sitting in 18-wheel trucks on the
side of closed interstate highways.
Jones has asked that Kentucky be
declared a federal disaster area.
From an economic standpoint, last
week assuredly was a disaster.
When virtually nothing is made,
virtually nothing is sold. When 4
million people are stranded in their
homes for days on end, they don't
spend money — except on their
heating bills. Home sales drop to
zero and banks that aren't open can't
make mortgages. New cars sit in
dark showrooms. Many grocery
stores did record business the Sun-

day of the storm, but were large')
idle — and nearly empty of goods
----- through much of the rest of the
week.
And all that economic inactivity
doesn't generate taxes to pay the
heavy bills for a couple of thousand
state highway workers trying to
clear roads and working around the
clock. It certainly doesn't help city
and county governments whose already strained budgets now have to
pay bills for cleaning up city streets
and rural roads.
Indeed, when the first quarter ol
1994 state tax revenue report is
issued, there will be a very large and
costly gap of the week in which
people didn't spend and many people didn't earn money.
By then, of course, the grass will
be green and the spring flowers
beginning to fade. The Winter of'94
will be something to reminisce
about over the backyard grill.
In the meantime, all those fuming
Detroit truckers with a bad impression of Kentucky ought to settle
down and relax. It will be in the next
century before they have to worry
about getting stranded on 1-75 and
spending a week as guests of the
Commonwealth of Kentucky.
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The resuscitation of the GOP
Five years ago, in his inaugural
address, George Bush offered
Democrats the "open hands," thus
signaling the end of a Republican
philosophy that had served the GOP
well during the Reagan years. The
result was the inauguration of Bill
Clinton one year ago and an ideological crisis for Republicans not
seen since the days of Franklin
Roosevelt.
Now there are signs that Republicans may have rediscovered what
they used to believe. That rediscovery could revive the party at a time
when many thought it was at death's
door.
In his recent Inaugural Address,
Virginia's new Republican Governor, George Allen, sounded , Reaganesque as he blasted big government and the welfare state. Styling
himself as the outsider, Allen said,
"Like Patrick Henry, I have a
healthy distrust of our overburden.
government
federal
some
Whenever the rights and prerogatives of Virginia are threatened by
Washington, 1 will stand up to fight
the beast of tyranny and oppression
that ,,our federal government has
become."
This was too much for The
Washington Post, which had endorsed his Democrat opponent,
Mliry Sue Terry. The Post's angle
was to interview Democrats who
were upset by the speech. "Too
partisan," said some of the Democrats, who never think of anything
as too partisan when they are in
charge. Democrats know that, when
Republicans start talking and acting
like Republicans, they arc in trouble.
Allen then spoke words that sent
shivers down Democratic spines —
shivers unrelated to the cold wave

('AL'S MOUGIITS

Cal Thomas
Syndicated columnist
that put the wind-chill below zero
and kept the crowd light: "By
empowering people to determine
their own destinies, we offer them
the opportunity to succeed.
Throughout our history, it has been
the power of the individual, not the
government, which has propelled
our country forward."
Allen attempted to again link
Democrats to big, costly and unresponsive government and Republicans to an agenda that includes
self-determination,
self-control,
lower taxes and smaller government. That's the kind of rhetoric that
has persuaded so many to vote
Republican in the past.
Virginia has become a testing
ground for the new Republican
Party and new (really old) Republican ideas. If Republicans unseat
incumbent Democratic Sen. Charles

Robb in November(a distinct possibility), the GOP will have a Republican governor and two U.S. senators, giving the party the encouragement and momentum it needs as it
prepares to retake the White House
in 1996.
Given seven major GOP victories
last year and the continuing personal and political problems of
President Clinton, the party thinks
it's on a roll.
There was another incident last
week that bodes well for Republicans and those looking to that party
for people of principle. The new
mayor of New York City, Rudolph
Giuliani, told the Rev. Al Sharpton
to stifle it when Sharpton tried to
meet with him after a melee at a
Harlem mosque in which eight
police officers were injured.
Police had responded to an

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to es,press their
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
writer's address and telephone number included in PSC verification is
necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not
be more than .529 words. Letters should be typewritten and doublespaced if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter
and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.

emergency call of a robbery in
progress. When police arrived, they
were set upon by thugs. One female
officer had her nose broken. Giuliani said the mosque incident was
"as unambiguous as it gets."
Sharpton, whose inflated ego and
sense of self-importance came to
public attention during the Tawana
Brawley fiasco, in which the teenager falsely claimed to have been
raped by a white sheriff, demanded
that he and his fellow conspirator in
the Brawley affair, C. Vemon Mason, be allowed to meet with Giuliani to discuss the mosque incident.
Giuliani courageously responded
that he had no interest in meeting
with "people who divide us." He did
meet with several officials of the
Nation of Islam and said that meeting was very productive.
Sharpton, with little following
and with an ego so large it could fly
over football stadiums, is attracted
to television cameras like dogs are
attracted to fire hydrants. Giuliani
had the guts to stand up to his
megalomania and to attempt to
isolate him from responsible black
leadership.
That is long overdue. Not since
Bill Clinton "disscd" Sister Souljah
during the campaign has a white
politician dared to criticize outrageous behavior by a prominent
black.
Voters respond well to Republicans with the right convictions who
say the right things. George Bush
was fired by the voters because
many believed he didn't stand for
anything. Now, just one year after
he left office, at least two major
Republican figures are trying to
resuscitate the party, recalling what
worked before. They believe it can
work again.
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Former MSU student receives education award
Barbara Sloan, a Murray State
University graduate and language
arts teacher at South Marshall Middle School in Benton has been
selected as a recipian of a 1993
Milken Family Foundation NallOnal
Educator Award.
Sloan was chosen as one of six
-exemplary teachers in Kentucky
for the award. These six were
among 150 teachers m 25 states who
were selected for the honor. All of
the recipients were given special
recognition at awards banqueu held
in their states. As a Milken Award
recipient, Sloan will receive a financial award of $25,000 in April.
Although Sloan is uncertain as to
how exactly she was selected for
such an honor, she does know that
the principal of the school where she
teaches had been undergoing
numerous interviews pertaining to
her However, Sloan said she was
unaware of anything pertaining to
the selection process while it was
underway. "I've been shocked to
death!" exclaimed Sloan about the
award. "1 just kept thinking, why in
the world would anyone choose me?
All I know is that I'm a hard
worker," she said concluding that
maybe that was the main reason for
her being selected. Sloan did note
that everyone in the school system
does a superb job in their teaching
which was part of her confusion as
to why she was singled out for the
honor.
The $25.000 award that Sloan
will receive at the 1994 Milken
Family Foundation National Education Conference in April, is to be
used at her own discretion. "I was so
speechless the day that they came
and told me," she said. Originally,
Sloan misunderstood, thinking that:
she had won the large sum of money
for the school. "I thought 'Ott, this is
great_ I've won all this money for the
school,- she said. However, she
was quite surprised to realize that
the award money is all hers. "I
mean, it's not everyday that someone comes in and tells you that
you've won that much money," she
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Marsha Weinstein, the executive
Director of the Kentucky Commission on Women, will be in Murray
Jan. 31 to present a program on
women's issues before the '94 Kentucky legislature.
All people interested in bills now
in consideration before the General
Assembly in Frankfort are encouraged to attend this informative
meeting at the Murray Woman's
Club clubhouse, Vine at 7th at 7
p.m.
Among those issues that will be
discussed are legislation effecting
child support enforcement, gender
equity in education, health reform,
child care and child sexual abuse.
Weinstein is visiting Murray at the
invitation of the League of Women
Voters of Murray-Calloway County
arid the meeting is co-sponsored by
the Murray Woman's Club. The
audience will have an opportunity
to inquire about topics of personal
concern.
The Kentucky Commission On
Women is comprised of 26 citizens
appointed by the Governor and
functions as a branch of the Governor's Office. Its mission includes
initiating research, disseminating
information and administering
programs which promote equality
for women.
Before assuming the position of
executive director of the Commission, Weinstein served as chair of
the Board of Kentucky Women
Advocates, a statewide coalition of
women's organizations that encourages wider participation of women
in the political process She is cofounder of that organization. As
executive director of the Commission on Women, Weinstein serves
as a member of the Attorney General's Task Force on Domestic Violence, the Task Force on Child
Sexual Abuse, the Governor's Kentucky Health Care Reform Commission and the Chief Justice's Gender
Fairness in the Courts Committee.

62 percent of Kentucky
television viewers with
cable or satellite availability watch cable or
satellite stations about
"half of the time" or
more.
Shopper Attitudes in Kentucky, 1943
The Preston Group, Lexington, Ky.
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According to Sloan, the conference
will teach partimpanu how technology, such as computers, can be
applied in the classroom.
A Murray Stale University
alumna, Sloan received her bachelor of science degree in business and
elementary education in the spring
of 1966 and began teaching that fall.
Later, she went on to earn her
master's degree in elementary education and her 30+ in secondary
education at Murray State. Her
husband, Don Sloan is a 1971

You'll need us one day...

graduate of Murray State. He received both his bachelor's and master's degrees at MSU and now
teaches at Marshall County High
School. The Slosn's 22-year-old
son, Chad is currently attending
Murray State.
The Milken Family Foundation is
a supponer ofseveral organizations,
in addition to programs established
and administered by the Foundawns. The Milken Awards, however, are the Foundation's largest
single endeavor
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added. 'I've been teaching for 27
years and I've just never thought
about winning anything for it."
Professional development is an
essential pen of the Milken Awards
program. New and forma rer
poems of the Milken Award will
attend the Milken Family Foundation National Education Conference to be held in California. These
educators will participate in three
days of workshops, discussions and
presentations conducted by national
leaders in the field of education
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53-HP 22-1n power-propelled lawn
mower with hi-tech Eager-I engine
Allow reasonable time 40.(911.9i69fy

Bel-Air Center
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Former sheriff,
police chief dies
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HARTFORD, Ky.(AP) — Former Ohio County Sheriff and
Beaver Dam Police Chief
Lawrence T. Westerfield died at
Owensboro-Daviess County Hospital. He was 71.
Westerfield suffered a heart
attack Jan. 16 and a stroke while
in the hospital. He died Monday.
He was sheriff from 1962 to
1965 and 1970 to 1973. He was
police chief from 1966 to 1969.
Westerfield, a Republican, was
elected president of the Kentucky
Sheriffs Association in 1973. He
campaigned for an amendment to
allow Kentucky sheriffs to succeed themselves.
Survivors include a son and
two daughters. The funeral will
he Thursday.
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PETS OF THE WEEK —
These four animals are available for adoptioe at Animal
Shelter, East Sycamore Street
off South Fourth Street, operated by The Humane Society of
Calloway County. They are,
from top, "Homer," a neutered
male Pointer; "Washington," a
male red tabby kitten; "Lucky," a spayed female Lab mix;
and "Lincoln," a mal Dalmation mix. Animals who do not
find homes must be destroyed.
Hours of the shelter, open to
the public, are 1 to 4:45 p.m.
Monday. Thursday and Friday,
1 to 6:15 p.m. Tuesday, 1 to
4:30 p.m. Saturday, and closed
Sunday. Humane Society is a
United Way agency. For information call 759-4141.
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WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Federal Trade Commission says
Dahlberg Inc. falsely Claims as
"Miracle-Ear Clarifier" filters
out unwanted background noise
and focuses on voices.
Acting on behalf of the FTC,
Justice Department lawyers filed
suit Tuesday in U.S. District
Court in Minneapolis, seeking
substantial civil penalties against
Dahlberg Inc. for allegedly violating a 1976 agreement not to
make false or misleading advertising claims about the performance of its hearing aids.
In a pervasive national adverusing campaign. Dahlberg has
told the nation's more than 20
million hearing-impaired consumers exactly what they wanted
to hear," said Christian S. White,
acting director of the FTC's
Bureau of Consumer Protection.
"Specifically, Dahlberg advertised that the Miracle-Ear Curlflee was a breakthrough product
that would suppress unwanted
background noise, so hearing-aid
users could understand and enjoy
conversation again, even in
crowded environments," White
said at a news conference at FTC
headquarters here. "We are prepared to prove that Dahlberg's
claims of noise suppression were
false and unsubstantiated."
Dahlberg, a subsidiary of
Bausch & Lomb in Golden Valley, Minn., is the world's third
largest hearing aid manufacturer,
according to the FTC.
Karen Turner, Dahlberg's
director of public relations, said
in a telephone interview the company "never made the claim"
that the Miracle-Ear Clarifier
separates general noise from
human speech.
"The noise suppressor circuitry does reduce background noise,
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she contended. "But it does not
separate noise from speech. Our
promotional materials are
accurate."
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Oneida Institute
president dies
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ONEIDA, Ky.(AP) — Barkley
Moore, president of Oneida Institute since 1972, died of an apparent heart attack at his home on
the Baptist boarding school's
campus. He was 52.
Funeral arrangements were
incomplete for Moore, who died
Tuesday.
Moore moved the school from
the brink of financial ruin to its
current enrollment of 600 and
nearly $4 million budget. He was
a 1958 graduate of the school.
Moore was perhaps best known
for his six-year stay in Iran with
the Peace Corps in the 1960s,
dunng which he helped establish
a public library, a kindergarten,
two school buildings and a modem science laboratory.
"He had a tremendous amount
of faith, not just in God, but faith
in people," said friend A.B. Colvin who was also Moore's special
assistant at Oneida Institute. "He
is considered by Kentucky Baptists as a super-human type of a
fellow."
Moore, a University of Kentucky graduate, is survived by his
parents and a sister.
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Student killed
at Berea College
BEREA, Ky. (AP) — A
21 -year-old Berea College student was fatally shot at her dormitory Tuesday night, officials
said.
"It appeared to be a dispute
between the student and her husband or estranged husband," said
Ann Ford, a college
spokeswoman.
Ford said the shooting
occurred shortly after 7 p.m.
EST. The victim was an international student, she said.
She said the alleged gunman
had surrendered to authorities.
Berea police said early today
they had arrested Zhuo Wang, 24,
a Miami University student from
Oxford. Ohio, and charged him
with murder. Police would not
release the woman's name, pending notification of family, or the
circumstances of the shooting,
which occurred at Kettering
Dormitory.
The body was sent to Lexington for an autopsy.
Berea College charges no tuition but requires students to work
in a college industry. The small
liberal-arts college in Madison
County was founded about 130
years ago to educate former
slaves and children of the Appalachian poor.
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TODAY

Viledneede
Sparta Park Penes

IcaoratscsriMart

JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
Open Forum on Park is tonight
A special community-wide meeting in the interest of renovation
of Murray-Calloway County Park will be Wednesday, Jan. 26, at 7
p.m. at the Murray Woman's Club House. This is an open meeting
for all persons interested in the further development of the citycounty park.

NARFE meeting on Friday
Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter of National Association of
Retired Federal Employees will have a luncheon meeting on Friday, Jan. 28, at 11:30 a.m. at Sirloin Stockade. Guest speaker will
be Michael Pierce, Certified Public Accountant, who will discuss
income tax form changes. Clara W. Humphrey, president, urges all
members and any federal employees planned to retire soon to
attend the meeting.

VANDA GIBSON photo
Workers at the holiday auction of Gamma Chapter of Delta Kappa Gamma Society, International, Included, from left, seated, Carolyn Colson,
Dr. Alice Koenecke, and Ben Helen Burkeen, and standing, Margaret
Rudd

Gamma Chapter meets
By CAROLYN CRAIG
(lemma Chapter reporter
The brunch and annual holiday
auction of Gamma Chapter of
Delta Kappa Gamma Society,
International, was held at the
Curtis Center, Murray State University. Money raised was to be
added to the scholarship fund for
the upcoming Grant in Aids,

Woodmen offers a
wide tariety of life
insurance plans which
provide flexibility on
insurance protection
and tax-deferred at
interest features. To
find the plan that s
meets your needs,
contact

Clarkl L. Hudspeth
WOW Bldg.
3rd & Maple
Murray, KY 42071
Phon• 753-1820

Ak Woodmen
w of the World
Life Insurance Society
it,,.,,. arm.. Olnah• riettraslia

wavy.

Milissia Sledd, president, welcomed the 33 members and two
guests, Heather Himsel and Eva
Stanton. Sledd asked Ben Helen
Burkeen to give the program and
meditation consisting of stories
and poems.
Auctioneers for the money
raiser were Margaret Rudd and
Burkeen of Cadiz, Jean Elgin of
Benton, and Venda Gibson of
Murray. Judy Mull of Cadiz and
Karen Crick, Mirriarn Ferguson
and Sledd of Murray were runners with items purchased. Recorders were Dr. Alice Koenecke
and Carolyn Colson of Murray.
Three women at Murray State
University have been awarded
$500 Grant in Aids for
1993-1994. They are graduating
seniors in the College of Education. The recipients are Lisa
Jameson Campion of Ledbeuer
and Heather Himsel of Jasper,
Ind., majoring in Early Elementary Education, and Beth Henninger of Murray, with a Spanish
major in Secondary Education.
Hostesses were Opal Howard,
chairman, Ruth Caldwell, Pauline
McCoy, Lee Pinkston and Betty
Gore.
Also present from the local
area were Beth Belote, Sue Fairless, Helen Bennett, Mary Alice
Humphries, Jane Lane, Louise
Swann, Jane Taylor and Dr.
Helene H. Visher.

Wintertime Hair Care
SI'UlFLALL
$2 Off

Off
Hair Cut
• Perm .or Color
(Expires February 261b)
Call Today For Your Appointment
759-1874
Manager/Stylist
Amy McKinney

0 $5

Sun Sensation Hair Salon
604Yr Broad Extended
a

JCPENNEY STYLING SALON

Civitan Club to meet Thursday
Murray Civitan Club will have its second monthly meeting on
Thursday, Jan. 27, at noon at the Horneplace Family Restaurant,
Coldwater Road. The Civitaris will make plans for their annual
Preacher Appreciation meeting on Feb. 3 and their Annual Pancake
Day in March.

Emily Jean Wesley and
A. Scott Phillips to marry

Wesley-Phillips wedding
vows to be said June 11
Emily Jean Wesley and A. Scott Phillips announce their
engagement and approaching marriage.
The bride-elect is the daughter of Connie Wesley of Salem, Ill., and
of Robert Wesley of Terre Haute, Ind.
The groom-elect is the son of Judy Phillips and Robert Phillips of
Salem, Ill.
Miss Wesley will graduate in May 1994 from Murray State University. She is a member of Public Relations Student Society of America
and is employed by Murray, Ky. Tourism Commission.
Mr. Phillips, a 1992 graduate of the University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign, is a member of Amencan Institute of Architects.
He is a corporate architect with State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Company.
The wedding is planned of Saturday, June 11.

End-of-campaign celebration
for United Way on Thursday
Chuck Foster, 1993-94 United
Way Campaign Chairmen, and
Gale Cornelison, United Way
Board President, have announced
plans for an end-of-campaign
celebration to be Thursday, Jan.
27, at 5 p.m. in the George
Weaks Community Center Auditorium, 607 Poplar SL, Murray.
The purpose of the celebration
is to recognize the outstanding
efforts of local United Way volunteers and to also recognize the

successful employee campaigns
that were conducted in many of
our area businesses.
This event will be hosted by
the United Way agencies as a
way of saying "thanks" to everyone who helped make this campaign a success. Refreshments
will be served. The public is
invited.
For further information, contact the local United Way office
at 753-0317.

A View
from Abroad
By Stacy Overbey
Ugh, jet lag — what a drag!
We have jetted across
seven time zones
but our internal clocks
lag behind,
on Murray time.
We've lost seven hours
that we'll never get back.

Granted, no one ever died
from a severe lack
of sleep.
We're wide awake
in the middle of the night
and can hardly keep our eyes
open
through lunch. Try as we
might,
we can't sleep when we should
but slept when we could.
Which meant
cornflakes at noon:
and playing by the
light of the moon;
dinner at midnight,
yeah, we'll get to bed soon.
Bill Clinton knows that
I tell no lies:
Just look at the dark rings
under his poor GI' eyes.
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Don't miss your chance - the
Semi-Annual Perm Sale ends
this weekt Act quickly to save
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come along every day.
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call 1-800-542-5565.
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Southwest meeting on Thursday
Southwest Calloway Elementary School Site-based Decision
Making Council will meet Thursday, Jan. 27, at 5:30 p.m. at the
school. Kent Barnes, urges all members and interested persons to
attend this meeting postponed last week because of the snow.

Hospital Retirees will meet Saturday
Retirees and former employees of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will meet Saturday, Jan. 29, at 10 a.m, for breakfast at Holiday Inn Restaurant. Members are asked to note the change in meeting place this month. This is a monthly social event for all those
retirees and former employees. For information call Nancy
McClure at 492-8640 or Lottie Brandon at 753-3517.

Compassionate Friends on Thursday
Compassionate Friends will meet Thursday, Jan. 27, at 7:30 p.m.
in the Board Room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. This is a
group compnses of those who have lost an infant, child, or young
adult through accident, illness, sudden infant death syndrome
(SIDS), stillbirths, or miscarriages. "You will have contact with
people who listen and who offer supper," said Hospital Chaplain
Rebecca Church. For more information call Church at 762-1274, or
Hilda Bennett, chapter leader, 498-8324.

Parkinson's meeting on Friday
Parkinson's Support Group will meet Friday, Jan. 28, at 2 p.m. in
the private dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For
more information call Dixie Hopkins, speech pathyologist, or Ann
Ingle R.N., at 762-1100.

Art Guild to offer workshop
Murray Art Guild will offer a workshop for beginning and intermediate watercolorists, beginning Tuesday, Feb. I. The class will
meet from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. each Tuesday and Friday through Friday, Feb. 18, for a total of six classes. For further information visit
the Guild at 103 North Sixth St., or phone 753-4059.

CCHS plans meeting Thursday
All citizens of Calloway County and especially those that are
parents of students attending Calloway County High School are
invited to attend a combination open forumaBDM nominating
meeting on Thursday, Jan. 27, at 7 p.m. in the lifgh school cafeteria. The results of the 1993 KIR1S Assessments as well as plans for
the 1994 KERIS Testing will be discussed. The school council and
school officials will be available to answer questions concerning
assessment, KERA and school operations. Anyone with concerns,
questions or more importantly, imput, are encouraged to attend.
Nominations will also be accepted to fill out the remaining term of
parent member of the school council.

Murray BPW to meet Thursday
Murray Business and Professional Women have rescheduled their
meeting for Thursday. Jan. 27, at 6 p.m. at Seven Seas Restaurant,
The Rev. R2 Stockard, assistant pastor of First United Methodist
Church and director of United Methodist Campus Ministry, will
speak on "The Women in Non-traditional Occupations." For more
information call Faye Rogers at753-7743.

Zetas will meet Thursday
Zeta Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Thursday,
Jan. 27, at 7 p.m. Peggy Williams, executive director of
W.A.T.C.H., will be the speaker. Hostesses will be Geri Andersen,
Techla Farrell, Erma Tuck, Lucy Lilly, Ann Vinson and Dew Drop
Rowlett.

Pet Therapy meeting Thursday
A Pet Therapy trip will be Thursday, Jan. 27. Persons will meet
at 3 p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. All PAWS members
and other interested persons are urged to participate in this special
occasion.

Adventist church plans event
Murray Seventh-day Adventist Church will celebrate a dedication of a new church on Saturday, Jan. 29, at 2:30 p.m. at the new
church building at South 15th and Sycamore Streets. Events for the
day include Sabbath School at 9:30 a.m., worship at 11:30 a.m.,
fellowship meal at 12:30 p.m. and Dedication at 2:30 p.m. The
public is invited to attend.

PAAMI meeting Thursday
Purchase Area Alliance for the Mentally III will sponsor a Round
Table Forum on "The Family's Role in the Treatment and Rehabilitation of the Mentally Ill" on Thursday, Jan. 27, at Oval Room of
Ground Floor, Lourdes Hospital, Paducah. Refreshments will be
served at 6:30 p.m. with the forum to start at 7 p.m. Panel members
will be Gene Branson, ACSW, Psychiatric Social Worker, Lourdes:
Carol Ahrens, R.N., Charter Hospital; Jeff Dalton, case manager,
Adult Mental Health Services, WK Mental Health Center, Phyllis
Dale Gibbs, president, PAAMI: and David Meyers M.D.. Psychiatry. For information or assistance with transporation, call Gibbs at
435-4138, or Ginny Hutson at WK Regional Mental Health-Mental
Retardation Board, 1-442-7121.
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Wednesday, Jea. Ba
Special Part Penman al cemetwaity for
rterler•LIOS of Merray:CaLloway Cowley
Part at Murray Woriseat CUM Homan
p.m Public roared wid weed to aimed
t•re Anonyon•usi/5:15
p en /Elbe Community Center.
Hazel Centerropen 10 am.-2 p.m./tor
senior citizens' activities_
Weeks Center/open a am -4 p mita
senior citizens acevises
University Church of Christ events
include Bible Mamma p m
Glendale Road Church of Christ
events include 13tbie cassees/7 p m.
Dexter Baptist Church worship#6:30
pm
First United Methodist Church
events include Children's Handbell
Choir/3. 15 p.m., Adult Handbell
Choir/4 p.m.: Youth Club/5 p m., Turner Covenant Praye06 p m Chancel
Choira:30 pm
First Presbyterian Church events
include ARK/5 p m , Choir
Practicat 30 p.m
Grace Baptist Church events include
Soul-Winning Class/6 15 pm . Kids
Klubs, Bible Explosion, Youth Bib*
Study, College Career Bible Study,
Adult Bible Study/7 p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church events
include Youth and Mission Groups/7
p.m., Choir rehearsal/8 p.m
Reading Room open/12 noon-3
p.m./Christian Science Church
Westside Baptist Church events
include Mission organizations/7 p.m.
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Administrative
Boarcla p.m.
Elm Grove Baptist Church events
include Mid-Week Bible Study/7 p m
New Lite Christian Center/prayer and
praise/7 p.m.
Oak Grove Baptist Church/prayer
meeting, RAs and GAs/6:30 p m.
First Baptist Church events include
Fellowship Supper/5.30 p.m.; Ubrary
open/6 - 15 p.m.; Children's Choirs
(Parents Night for Cherub Choir),
Business
Klaymata/6:30 p.m
meeting/6,45 p.m.. Sanctuary
Choir/7:45 p.m.
St. John's Episcopal Church events
include Holy Eucharist/5- 15 p.m.
Baccalaureate exhibition by Laura
Donaldson/upper level of MSU-Eagle
Gallery, Doyle Fire Arts Center, Murray State. Admission free.
Campus Lights annual music
production/8 p.m./Loven Auditorium,
Murray State University Into/
762-4288
Wrather West Kentucky Museum',
open 830 a m. to 1230 p.m. and 130
to 4,30 p.m.
Thursday. Jan. 27
Campus Lights annual musical
production/8 p m./Lovett Auditorium,
Murray State University. Info/
762-4288
United Way End -of-Campaign
Celebration/5 p.m./Weaks Community
Center auditorium. Info/753-0317.
USDA Food Commodities distributed
8 a.m. to 3 p.m./Calloway County
Road Department, East Sycamore
Street.
Hazel Center/open 10 a m.-2 pm for
senior citizens activities.

Thursday, Jan. 27
Special workshops tor eiders and
ministers at 9 a m and 6 30
p m /01andate Road Church or Christ
Couneekrig Center of
Paducah/1-502-442-5738
TOPS KY PHIS meriting/weigh-in/6
p m and program/7 p m./Annex ot
Calloway County Public Library
Christian Singles Groupa p m./at
800 Nort 20th St. Murray Into/Joan
759-1345, or Richard, 759-9944.
First United Methodist Church events
include Blood Drive at Youth Center/
noon
Young In Hearts Class/10 30
Road Church of Chnst.
First Baptist Church events include
Mothers Day Ouv9 •m and 3 pm.,
Convention Uniform Teachers/11 a.m.;
PriamV6 p.m
Narcotics Anonymous/7.30 p m /St,
John Episcopal Church. Info/
753-0781
Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tonni7 30 p.m./Farm Bureau Building.
Pans Info/Kannith Broach, 753-3580.
AA and Al-Anon closed meetings/8
p m /Senior Citizens Center, Benton
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
°Pen 8 30 a m to 12 30 p m. and 130
to 4 30 p m Admission free
Southwest Calloway Elementary
Site-based Decision M•king
Council/5:30 p m /school.
CallowayCounty High School Open
Forum and Site-based Decision Making nominating meeting/7 p m /school
caleteria
Murray Business and Professional
Women/6 p m ,,Seven Seas Restaurant. Info/Faye, 753-7743
Zeta Department of Murray Woman's
Club/7 p mit:tub house.
Magazine Club/1:30 p m /home of
Gwendola Healey
Chapter SO of Disabled American
Veteransa pm /Legion Hall
Weeks Center/open 8 am.-4 pm for
senior citizens' activities Birthday party at 1 p.m tor those with January
birthdays.
Murray Civitan Club/noon/Horn-solace
Family Restaurant
Murray Kiwanis Club/6 p m/Sirloin
Stockade
Murray Rotary Club/noon/Seven
Seas.
Health Express of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital/Murray Courtsquarei
8:30-11:30 am and 12,30-3 p.m.
Compassionate friends/7,30
p.m /board room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Info/762-1274 or
498-8324
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m /Education Unit/Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Calloway County Middle School
Seventh Grade Boys and Eighth Grave
Boys arid Girls basketball teams host
Mayfield/5 p m.
Murray High School Girls Basketball
team hosts Carlisle County
Purchase Area Alliance for Mentally III
Round Table Forum/6:30 p m./ourdes
Hospital, Paducah Info/Phyllis Dale
Gibbs/435-1138.
Pet Therapy trip/3 p.m /Calloway
County Public Library.

TODAY
Thanks for
Sticking with Us.

Gift.Ability A Cbasta.

Mr. and Mrs. Joshua Herbert Tabers Jr.

Couple will be married
for 25 years on Feb. 1
Mr. and Mrs. Joshua Herbert Tabers Jr. of Rt. 1, Farmington, will
celebrate their 25th wedding anniversary on Tuesday. Feb. 1.
They were married on Feb. 1, 1969, at Coldwater Church of Christ
with Richard Adams officiating.
Their attendants were Drena Bazzell Herndon, sister of the bride,
and Robert Tabers Jr., cousin of the groom.
Mrs. Tabers, the former Nona Bazzell, is the daughter of Bernice
Bazzell of Murray and William Erritt Bazzell of Coldwater.
Mr. Tabers is the son of Joshua Sr. and Hazel Tatters of Coldwater.
They have one daughter, Mrs. Melissa Garland: two sons, Joshua
Herbert Tabers III and Craig Allen Tabers: and one granddaughter,
Sarah Lashae Brown.
A family celebration is planned.

Aren't You I WErr,
LA
Glad There's

Want to motivate
your customers?
Do it with newspaper.
When you compare \
newspaper and television, twice as many
purchases are made as a
result of newspaper
advertising.
Shopper Attitudes in Kentucky. 199,
The Preston Group, Lexington. Ky
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ON "CLOUDY'DIAMONDS!!!
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$499 Mens 1 Carat $499

'499.

Kentucky Cluster

Carat* "Classic" Cluster

Ladies Diamond
Horseshoe $99,
Diamond
Heart

KIMBER WARD,M.D.

Lifetime Achievement
Award to go to Turner
LOUISVILLE - Nadine Turner of Murray has been named as
the Lifetime Achievement award
winner by Spalding University at
Louisville.
Mrs. Turner, a retired director
of nursing at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital, will be presented with the award at the special event at Spalding on Tuesday, Feb. 15.
This will be the fourth year
that Spalding University's Board
of Overseers will recognize outstanding nurses in Kentucky and
Southern Indiana with the Leadership in Nursing Awards.
In October of 1992, Mrs. Turner was honored at the annual
meeting of the Kentucky Nurses
Association at Louisville. The
Assembly passed resolutions in
appreciation of her 50 years of
dedicated service to the excellence of patient care and promoting the goals of the profession.
Mrs. Turner for this honor was
awarded her life membership in
the American and Kentucky
Nurses Associations and gratefully acknowledged the contributions she made in the profession.
A native of Madisonville, Mrs.
Turner entered nursing training in
1940 at Norton Memorial Infirmary in Louisville. Graduating in
1943, she worked as a staff nurse
at Norton until she joined the
Army Nurse Corps.
An Army nurse for throe years,
she served both in the states and
oversaes. During this period, she
was one of three nurses selected
from 150 to attend the Army
Anesthesia School, and while

9A
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Dr. Ward is pleased to
announce that he is accepting
new patients to his medical practice located in the PineLake
Medical Office Building. Dr.
Ward is Board Certified .n general surgerY and colon and rectal
surgery. He specializes in the
!UMBER WARD.kLD.
treatment of gastrointestinal disorders, gallbladder disease including laparoscopy, upper
and lower intestinal entioscopy, breast disease, thyroid
disease, hernias and rectal problems.

serving in England administered
anesthesia to patients in a
140-bed general hospital.
Mrs. Turner holds a bachelor
of science degree in nursing from
Vanderbilt University and a master's in education from Murray
State University. She also has
done post-graduate work in management at Milliken University in
Decatur, Ill., and at the University of Illinois.
She was chosen in 1982 as one
of a 30-member Health Care and
Nursing Delegation to the People's Republic of China. She presented a paper in China on -The
Role of the Hospital in Clinical
Education."
Mrs. Turner and her husband.
Tom, who retired in 1978 as an
assistant engineer at MurrayCalloway County Hospital, reside
in Murray.
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2 Diamond Blue Topaz
Heart Shaped Ring

'99.

FOR AN APPOINTMENT PLEASE CALL

LUSTERS

ANNIVERSARY
BANDS

251-4545 or 1-800-272-9477
PINELAKE MEDICAL OFFICES.
Medical Center Circle. Mayfield. hentucks 42066

"Clear Not Cloudy"
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Pear ut
Diamond Solitaire

If You Think Our Seafood Is
Great, Get A Taste Of Our Prices.
Great seafoodand great prices go together at Captain
D
Ds Like delicious golden fried shrimp, tender fish
filets, stuffed crab,fried clams and much more. Served
quick and easy. For dining in or at home. And all
priced to bring you back for more. We want to please

1/2 Carat'
Diamond
Heart

199.

ptam.

D.
•

Two-Piece Breaded
Fish Dinner $2.99

Three-Piece
Fish Dinner $3.29

Fish & Fries
$1.99

Two breaded fish filets, fries,
cole slaw and hush puppies.

Three golden brown fish filets,
fries, cole slaw and hush puppies

Two golden-brown fish filets,
fries and hush puppies.

One coupon pr. customer Not good with any other
coupon or dIarcurd all...t participating C•prain D'a
Olin Expires 1/31/54

One coupon per oprionor Nal good with any other
coupon ordtwount albite panic'Nunn C•prain rci
Offer Espirito I//i/04

os.coupon per coPorror

nnat good with any other
coupon or discount oriel at participating Captain In
Offer Eapirna 1/51/14

Captain
Clwatitut Itrtl.

Murray. KY
7M-03M

Captasijian
lnyif

Chestnut I tills
Murray, KY
7S3-4311.1

eafood
CaptaSin

2 carat* REF $1999.$999.
3 carat*REF $3999.$1,999.
.$299

"CLEARLY THERE'S A DIFFERENCE"
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199.

Popular
Diamond Tennis
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Bracelet "Clear Not Cloudy" REF
$599.

Seafood

•
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HOSPITAL REPORTS
Dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Saturday,
Jan. 22, have been released as
follows:
Dismissals
Matthew P Cox, 1714 Ridgewood,
Murray, Mrs Menne C. Cook. 1504
South 12th St , Murray; Bobby 13aker,
At 5, Box 830, Murray;
Joshua N Parkar, Rt. 7, Box 130,
Murray. Curtin D Goa. Box 513, Cadiz,
Donald T Burke 2203 Galesborough.
Murray,
Miss Deena 1.4 Reeves. HC Box 78,
Sew Concord, William R Dm:pa 1000
Perrin Dr , Murray. I-toy Starks. At 1,
Box 238, Hardin,
Mrs Brenda K Duncan and baby
girl, Rt 1, Box 441, Ginertsviiks, Mrs
Janne*, L Polo and baby boy, Rt 1,
Box 104, Dexter,
James C Paschall, RI I, Box 62,
Wow Valley. Miss Valerie V Fox. At

Bohannon chosen
member of 1994
All-State Band
Beni' Bohannon has been choen as a member of the 1994
Kentucky Music Educators Assoiiation (KMEA) All-State Jazz
band.
The band will perform as a
pan of the 32nd Annual InService Conference to be held
Feb. 2 to 5 in Louisville.
Bohannon, son of Benny and
Darlene Bohannon of Benton, is a
student at Marshall County High
School where he is a member of
the Marching Marshals under the
direction of Danny Davis.
Students are chosen as members of the KMEA All-State
Bands as the result of rigorous
auditions held during the fall
each year.
Rehearsals for the All-State
Jan. Band will be held Feb. 2, 3
and 4 in Louisville. The experience will culminate in a concert
open to the public on Saturday
morning, Feb. 5, in the Commonwealth Convention Center,
Louisville.

2, Box 1858, Hazel, Tommy Leery,
1403 Garland Ct Mun-ay
• • • •
Dismissals and one expiration
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Sunday, Jan. 23, have
been released as follows:
Dismissals
Mrs Tina M Dobbs, Rt 10. Box
149, Benton, Las Shannon M. Hill and
baby gin. Rt I. Box 154C, Kirtuwy,
Andrew R. korokavich. Nicole L.
Koroisivien and Soon M. Koronvich,
2111 Gatseborough, Murray,
Mrs Melissa Houser and baby girl,
At 3, Box 311A, Symsonia, Mrs.
Micheie Maw and baby boy, Rt. 3,
Box 283p7, Murray;
Mrs. Jackie C. Lee, Rt 1, Box 248.
Dexter; Mrs. Emily J. Marna, 1502 Oak
St., Murray. Hugh E. Mann, 1515 Dudley. Murray.
&similes
Mrs. Modell Basun, 312 Irian,
Murray.
Five newborn admissions, dismissals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Monday, Jan. 24, have
been released as follows:
Nawborn admissions
Van Pelt baby girl, parents, StophaMa and Billy, At 1, Box 405. Hardin,
Franks baby girl, parents. Karen
and Jeff, 406 South Eighth Si..
Murray,
Miller baby boy, parents, Shonna
and Randy. Rt. 3, Box 104, Murray;
Mason baby boy, parents. Jennifer
and Crabtree, At 1, Box 324, Hardin;
Clark baby boy, parents, Karen and
Gregory, At 1, Box 232. Dexter
Dismissals
lArs Mary B. Graves, 522 South'
Sixth St., Murray; Mrs. Lea M. Wells,
503 Lynnwood Ct.. Murray; Gadin E.
Rowland, Al. 1, Box 277C, Almo;
Mrs Dian Edwards and baby girl,
At 1, Box 98., Paris. Tenn.; Miss Anna
E Broach, 504 South 16th St Murray;
Albert W Jackson, Rt. 4, Paris, Tem.;
Mrs. Jinni, R. Cunningham. Lakeland Wesley Village, Benton; James P.
Davis, P.O. Box 84, Farmington; Mrs.
Margaret L. Robbins, Rt. 5, Box 179,
Benion
Hugh A. Noffsinger, 1109 Olive St.,
Murray; Jerry Darnall, P.O. Box 217,
Hardin; Sherman McCulston, 819
North 19th SL. Murray.
Expiration
Wikiy L Baker, Box 2441, Hardin
•

•

•

•

Rov's Discount Pharmacy
For Your tons enience Now Oilers

p
UPS Pick-Up
Daily Monday - Friday
Ship Weekly & Save money
9 J.m.- ti p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.- 7 p.m. sun 1-5 p.m.
Hu) 641 N.
Olimpir Plaza
753-2.350

UPS

Estes Psychological Services
welcomes

Derrell Smothers
Certified Psychologist
to their staff
•
Office Hours By Appointment • 753-7004
101B Walnut Plaza • Clinic Pharmacy
104 North 5th St. • Murray

a

SPECIAL EVENT • KIM and thilan Cook of Martin Heights hosted a gettogether tor some of the staff of the Outpatient Lab at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Pictured, from Wit, first row, Janet Seen, Paula
Webb, Ella Moody, Pat Brunn, and Lillian and Ken Cook, back row,
Tommy Seen, Troy Webb, Both Lasater, Bob Moody, Mike Brum, and
Jimmie and Roy Gartand. The Cooks are voiunteori at the hospital.
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Snowbird
FP reunion
Kummer wins top honors on Feb. 19
44.

Chris Kummer and his wife, JIU, are shown with the new 1994 pickup he
won for winning the Discussion Meet at American Farm Bureau meeting
at Fort Lauderdale, Fla

at national AFB meeting
Chris Kummer, nephew of
Lucy K. (Mrs. G.T.) Lilly of
Murray, took top honors in the
Young Farmer and Rancher Discussion Meet at the 75th anniversary annual meeting of American
Farm Bureau Federation at Fort
Lauderdale, Fla.
Kummer received a new 1994
Dodge Dakota Club Cab 4x4
pickup (valued at $22,000) for
winning the American contest.
To be eligible for the national
contest, Kummer of Franklin
claimed first place in the Farm
Bureau Discussion Meet held
during the Kentucky Farm
Bureau convention in Louisville.
Kummer won over nine other
entrants in the state event, winning an IBM computer, $2,000. a
leather brief case, and a free trip
to Fort Lauderdale for the national event.
The discussion meet tests
entrants on their basic knowledge

of critical farm issues and their
ability to respond in a panel setting to differing points of view.
Topics debated by the contestants
included the difficulties facing
young farmers and alternative
uses for traditional agricultural
commodities.
Kummer is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Romea Kummer of Franklin. He is a graduate of the University of Kentucky in Agroeconomies and is married to the
former Jill Buchanan, a former
classmate at UK.
The Kummers farm 500 acres
of corn and soybeans. Chris is the
fourth generation on a farm that
has been in the family for 107
years.
Attending the convention from
Calloway County were Mr. and
Mrs. Ray Broach, Mr. and Mrs.
Graham Feltner, and Mr. and
Mrs. Tripp Furches.

The Seventh Annual FisherPrice Snowbird Reunion will be
Saturday. Feb. 19, at noon at the
Alice Hall Community Center at
Zephyr Park, Zephyrhills, Fla.
"We will have the use of the
hall for the entire afternoon. We
are aways looking for more people to join us, so if you know
anyone who might be interested,
please encourage them to come,"
said Ken Klotz, reunion
chairman.
At the reunion in 1993, the
group voted to use the same picnic style luncheon again. Each one
is asked to brind a salad or
dessert. The committee will provide meat, bread and beverages.
No alcohol is permitted on city
property. The Cost will be $5 per
person.
Paid reservations are to be paid
by Saturday, Feb. 5. Checks payable to Ken Floes and reservation
forms should be mailed to Ken
Klotz, 37726 Alissa Dr., Zephyrhills, Fla., 33541. For more information call
Klotz a
1-813-788-3774.

Black History Day events
Saturday at Kenlake Park
Kenlake State Park will have a
special Black History Day on
Saturday, Jan. 29, from 1 to 10
p.m.
There will be exhibits, gospel
music and speakers throughout
the afternoon and evening.
Exhibits will be from 1 to 4
p.m. Speakers will be Kim Barreu from 5 to 6 p.m. and Avon
Rollins from 6:15 to 7:30 p.m.

Gospel music featuring the
Golden Ecoho's will be from 8 to
10 p.m.
The dining room at the hotel
will be open from 11:30 a.m. to 8
p.m. with meals on your own.
There is no admission charge,
and the public is urged to attend.
For more information call the
park at 474-2211, or the toll-free
number, 1-800-325-0143.

pounds 11 ounces and measured
20 inches. The mother is the former Amy Pyle. A sister is Megan
Elizabeth.
Grandparents are Billy and
Yvette Pyle of Rt. 2, Murray, and
Glenn and Peggy Futrell of Rt. 7.
Murray.

Merrell girl
has birthday
Rachel Rhea Merrell had her
First birthday on Dec. 29.
Her party was held on Sunday,
Jan. 2, at Pagliai's.
Her parents are Jimmy and
Tammy Merrell of Rt. 2, Murray.
A brother is Brodie, 3.
Her grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Dale Brandon, Mr. and Mrs.
Treva Merrell, and the late Larry
Overbey.

Bearsby boy
celebrates
his birthday

Futrell baby girl is born
Mr. and Mrs. Greg Futrell of
1314/, Vine St., Murray, are the
parents of a daughter, Abby
Michelle Futrell, born on Thursday. Dec. 30, at 12:19 p.m. at
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed seven

Rachel Rhea Merrell

t

Alum

Shawn Allan Bearsby

Shawn Allan Bearsby celebrated his first birthday on Wednesday. Jan. 12.
Family and friends attended a
party held in his honor.
He is the son of Kevin and
Lorraine Bearsby of Almo and
has an older brother, Justin
Bearsby.
His grandparents are Gordon
and Faye Bearsby of New Concord and A. Sanderson of Royal
Oak, Mich.

Burns Supper is Friday
The Murray Caledonia Society
will presents its Second Annual
Bumf Supper on Friday, Jan. 28,

FOR OUTPATIENT SURGERY, YOU CAN FOLLOW THEIR LINE.
SPIED
LIMIT

at 7 p.m. in the Curris Center
Ballroom, Murray State
University.
This is a traditional mid-winter
feast with music, song and dance
honoring Scotland's 18th Century
poet, Robert Burns.
The event will feature a Scottish buffet dinner, the Murray
State University Concert Choir,
Scottish Country Dancing, Bagpipes, and Celtic Fiddling and
Pennywhistle tunes.
Robert Valentine will be emcee
for evening of fun and frolic for
the whole family.
rildkets are $12 for adults and
for students. Seating is limited
and for reservations call
762-6888.

• fi6666fiii6gXr.

A.1 GUTTERS
Quality Work at a fair price.
-Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
(Commercial & Residential
-Vinyl Siding
-Replacement Windows

1

*Lifetime Guarantee*

.

Ever notice that the bigger the hospital,
the longer the lines? That's the problem with
big hospitals. They're just so'big.

Medical Center. Besides a great staff ot nurses
and doctors, there's one more thing you'll like
about PineLake. Our line isn't as long.

If you're going to have outpatient surgery,
consider the Ambulatory Services at PineLake

So call 1-502-2514500. Or just stop by and
well give you a short tour.

PINEI,AKE
MEDICAL
CENTER
1049 Medi( a(
I enter Circle. Mayfield, If;) 421166

FREE ESTIMATES
4

CALL
753-7020
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Republicans claim moral victory in filings

DEATHS
Mrs. Mildred Myers Black

9411t-

Mn. Mildred Myers Black, 81, RL 7, Murray, died today at 4:30
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was a member of West Murray Church of Christ_
Born May 27, 1912, in Calloway County. she was the daughter of
the late Baron Myers and Mary Peak Myers.
Survivors include her husband, atiltitt H. Black, to whom she was
mamed on Oct. IS. 1941: a brother-in-law. Joshua Parker, Rt. 7, Murray; two cousins, Mn. Kathleen Riley and husband, Ralph, Rt. 2,
Murray, and Mrs. Angie Marine, Rt. 1. Murray; one nephew, Stanley
Parker, AshLand.
Ilk fake:al will be Thursday at 10 a.m, in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. James Hahn will officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today
(Wednesday).

luta
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Johnny Phillip Brandon
Johnny Phillip Brandon, 63, of Wilson Avenue, Paducah, formerly
of Murray, died Tuesday at 11:50 a.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
He had been employed in the Car Clean Up business, and was of
BapUst faither.
Boni March 29, 1930, he was the son of the late Isaac Brandon and
Mavis Boggess Brandon. Also preceding him in death were one son.
Rickey Brandon; two sisters, Mrs. Alice Parker and Mrs. Elsie Byrd;
two brothers, James Brandon and Charlie Brandon; half brother, Billy
Briuian.
Survivors include four daughters, Mrs. Shirley Scott and husband,
506 North Cherry. Mumy, Mrs. Wanda Sallmon, South Houston,
Texas, Ms. Rita Brandon, Hopkinsville, and Ms. Marion Paulette
Brandon, Arkansas; two sons, Danny Brandon, Calloway Avenue,
Murray, and Marvin P. Brandon, Rt. 2, Mayfield: one sister, Mrs.
Orris Jackson and husband, Paul, Rt. 5, Murray; one stepdaughter; two
stepsons; 11 grandchildren.
The funeral will be Friday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral
Home of Murray.
Pallbearers will be James Jackson. Billy Ray Parker, Joe Parker,
Stephen Lynn Parker, Frank Dowdy and Nickie Ahart. Burial will follow in Barneu Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 10 a.m. Friday.

Wildy L. Baker
her

iday,
and
nay
and
Mrs.

Wildy L. Baker, 85, Hardin, died Monday at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
He was a retired electrician for EJ. & E. Railroad.
Preceding him in death were his wife, Mrs. Georgia Pearl Conner
Baker, one brother, and his parents, John L. Baker and Lucy Anderson
Baker.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Sandra Kay Allen, La Crosse,
Ind.; one son, Billy Frank Baker, Hebron, Ind.; seven grandchilderen;
11 great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Thursday at I p.m. in the chapel of Filbeck and
Cann Funeral Home, Benton. John Hicks of Hardin will officiate.
Burial will follow in Wadesboro Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m today
(Wednesday).

By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Republican and Democratic party
leaders are making some bold
predictions about this year's General Assembly elections.
Party directors on Tuesday
both predicted they would pick
up seats from the other this year.
GOP Chairman Terry Carmack
said the corruption scandals in
the legislature prompted greater
interest in running.
"Because of Boptrot and an
unpopular governor, we're going
to be able to win more seats,"
Cannack said. "I think we're
going to increase in both the
House and the Senate."
Jim Arnett, executive director
of the Democratic Party, said
Republicans failed to make gains
in four recent special elections
and that contradicted Carmack's
claim.
"We will pick up seats in
November, that is a promise,"
Arnett said.
Republicans filed in 55 of 100
House districts and 16 of the 19
open Senate seats. Both numbers
are up from two years ago.
And there are a lot of open
fights to wage.
A variety of reasons were cited
by the 27 legislators who were
elected in 1992 who are not run -
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people on definitely helps at
night."
Outside the city limits, a
32-year-old clerk works the night
shift alone because the city ordinance doesn't apply and the store
is exempt from the state law
because it hasn't been robbed for
more than two years. He said he
is in constant fear.
"I am looking for another job,
and I have asked for a transfer
into the city," said the clerk, who
also spoke on condition of
anonymity. "It should be a state
law for all stores to have two
clerks, because I think two people deter crime."
Police agree, and have the data
to prove it.
In studying holdups that took
place before the ordinance, "we
found that 92 percent of the time
there was a single clerk on duty
during the robberies," said Pat
Callahan, planning and research
coordinator for the Police
Department.
Both Gainesville and the state
of Florida met stiff opposition
from the convenience store industry when they tried to impose the
laws. Business owners went to
court to try to block the city's
proposal as costly and
unnecessary.
"The robbers are not going to
go away because you have a convenience MOM law," said Victor
Jackson, executive vice president
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Sae r 5 12-1043. o•Spot lo dray
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Unofficial list of candidates who
filed for the May 24 primary
elections.
U.S. House
lit District: Henry Lackey, DHenderson; Tom Barlow, DPaducah; Steve Hamrick, RHopkinsville; Edward Whitfield,
R-Hopkinsville, Charles Banken,
D-Haiderson
State House
5th District: Freed Curd, DMurray; Ron Ball, R-Munay.
ning again. Three resigned after
pleading guilty to corruption
charges. Four others won local
offices last year and 20 more
incumbents simply decided not to
seek another term.
The party makeup in the House
right now is 71 Democrats and 29
Republicans. In the Senate,
Democrats hold 23 of the 38
seats.
At least six former legislators
are trying to return.
Most noteworthy is Nelson
Allen, a Bellefonte Democrat
who was chairman of the Senate
Education Committee for many
years before his defeat in 1990 at
the hands of Republican Charles
Borders, who is running again.
A cavalcade of candidates will

seek the 3rd DISUlt.t scat in Congress being left vacant by Rep.
Romano Mazzoli.
Three Republicans, including
the 1992 nominee Susan Stokes,
filed for the seat Mandl will
give up after two decades. But 13
Democrats will fight over the
nomination of their party.
All of the other incumbent
congressional representatives
drew opposition, though some of
it must be considered nominal.
Democratic Rep. William

PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) —
Investigators found the bodies of
a McCracken County couple and
their adult son inside their brick
home after firefighters responded
to an emergency call placed from
inside the house.
Investigators think the fire early Tuesday began in 36-year-old
Terry Evans' bedroom and might
have been caused by a cigarette
dropped on some bedding. It
apparently smoldered and then
built into an "intense fire," Concord Fire Chief Gary Roach said.
Also found dead were 71-yearold Billy Evans and 69-year-old
Dorothy Evans.
Roach said the family appa-

of Jacksonville-based Lir Champ
Stores, which owns 530 stores in
Florida and Georgia.
It costs Lil' Champ about $400
a week to add an extra clerk on a
night shift, he said. Lil' Champ is
instead closing some stores at
night, he said.
The state law, passed in 1989
and amended in 1991, says stores
must have two clerks on duty
from 11 p.m. to 5 a.m., or provide a bulletproof glass enclosure
for employees, or provide a security guard, or close the business
at 11 p.m. It does not apply to
family businesses and stores that
haven't been robbed since
mid-1989.
Before adopting the ordinance.
Gainesville hired a psychology
professor to survey inmates.
"He asked convenience store
robbers how to rob a store —
what was attractive to them and
what was unattractive," Callahan
said. "If there was a second person on the scene, it was a highly
undesirable place to be."

SNAP
SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

1-800-432-9346
UMW,fie/11/7 PON KIWI ROOtaCtS
vi-

rently became disoriented and
collapsed in the dense smoke and
heat after discovenng the fire.
None of the victims was
burned, and toxicology tests
showed all died from smoke
inhalation, Coroner Jerry Beyer
said. The single smoke detector
found in the home did not have a
battery, authorities said.
Terry Evans was found close to
a door leading out of the house.
His mother was found in a sitting
room, and Billy Evans, who used
a walker, was found between the
living room and dining room,
Beyer said.
The bedroom and attic were
the only areas of the house that
were charred by fire, but smoke
escaped into the rest of the house
when part of the bedroom door
burned away. Roach said. He
could not estimate how long the
fire had been buming before it
was discovered about 4 a.m.
CST.

Finance minister
resigns position
MOSCOW (AP) — President
Boris Yeltsin accepted the resignation of his finance minister
today after the reformer rejected
an offer to stay in the new
Cabinet, which favors a slower
approach to free-market reforms.
Boris Fyodorov's spokeswoman, Olga Leonova, told the
ITAR-Tass news agency that
Yeltsin rejected Fyodorov's conditions for staying, which
included removing two conservatives from the government.
Meanwhile, the Russian prosecutor general's office said it was
opening a criminal investigation
that could lead to prosecution of
extreme nationalist Vladimir
Zhirinovsky on charges of "war
propaganda."
Zhirinovsky has called for
Russia to expand to the borders
of the former Soviet Union and
has threatened to take back former czarist territories, including
parts of Finland and Poland. Russia's criminal code provides for
punishment of three to eight
years in prison for propagandizing war.

CHIROPRACTIC

Natcher. who has held the 2nd
District scat since 1953. drew
only two token Republicans. Rep
Scouy Baesler, in his first term in
the 6th District, also drew [Mlle known Republican opposition.
Republican Jim Bunning in the
4th District also apparently will
have only token opposition.
State Sen. Walter Blevins ol
West Liberty is one of two
Democrats running against
incumbent GOP Rep. Harold
"Hal" Rogers in the 5th District
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McCracken County couple
and son die in house fire

Robberies reported decreasing
GAINESVILLE, flu. (AP) —
After stealing $22 and a carton of
cigarettes, the two robbers left
the convenience store — then
came back and shot the clerk as
an afterthought.
The 1984 slaying and a rash of
holdups led this North Florida
city to pass a law making convenience stores safer. It requires
two clerks on duty between 8
p.m. and 4 a.m., well-lighted
parking lots, safes employees
cannot open, no more than $50 in
the register, and an unobstructed
view into the store.
Police say it's working so well
that it became,abe basis for state
laws in Florida and Virginia, and
some 260 communities around
the country have asked for copies
of the ordinance for study.
"We've reduced convenience
store crime 80 percent over the
last six years," Police Chief
Wayland Clifton said.
From a high of 61 reported
convenience store robberies in
1986, the number fell to 23 in
1987, the year the ordinance went
into effect. There were 18
reported in 1988, 16 in 1989,
seven in 1990, 12 in 1991 and 11
in 1992, the most recent year for
which figures were available.
"I think it is a good idea, but
my boss doesn't like it,— said a
convenience store clerk in
Gainesville, speaking on condition of anonymity. "Having two
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Stop Smoking Program
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FOR BETTER HEALTH
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Blue Grass Airport traffic
continues to be steady
LEXINGTON. Ky. (AP) —
Passenger traffic at Blue Grass
Airpixt in 1993 dropped less than
percent from the previous
record year, according to an airport official.
A total of 899,333 people
traveled through the facility. Fare
wars in mid-I992 contributed to
the airport's all-time traffic total
of 9013,194 in 1992.
"A year ago. I didn't think it
was possible for u3 to COMe Close
to that level of traffic again in
1993," said Mike Flack, executive director of Blue Grass Airport. "But 1993 was almost even
with 1992 and that shows our

To advertise or subscribe to the
Murray Ledger & Times call 753-1916

traffic is still very strong. This
strong airport traffic is another
indicator of a strong economy in
the region."

Store Hours:
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UK Hospital is
listed in top 100
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Modern Healthcare Magazine has
named the University of Kentucky Hospital as one of the top
100 hospitals in the nation.
The study, "100 Top U.S.
Hospitals: Benchmarks for Success," classified 5,600 hospitals
into five categories: academic
medical centers, teaching hospitals with more than 250 beds,
non-teaching hospitals with more
than 250 beds, urban hospitals
with fewer than 250 beds and rural hospitals with fewer than 250
beds.
The UK Hospital was listed in
the academic-medical center
category.
The Appalachian Regional
Healthcare hospital in Whitesburg was among the top rural
hospitals.

Bill introduced
to help with cost
of higher education
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
bill introduced by two Kentucky
congressmen Tuesday would
exempt state-administered college
savings programs — including
the Kentucky Educational Savings Plan -- from federal
taxation.
U.S. Rep. Tom Barlow, D-Ist
District, who introduced the bill
co-sponsored by Rep. Scotty Baesler, D-6th, said the measure
would help Kentucky families
meet the costs of higher education for their children.
According to a statement from
Barlow's office, the bill would
exclude from gross income the
earnings on savings placed in a
qualified state educational savings plan. The earnings exclusion
would apply to the first $3,000 in
savings each year, and the $3,000
figure would be adjusted annually
based on the change in the cost of
higher education.
Meanwhile, U.S. Sen. Mitch
McConnell, R-Ky., introduced a
similar measure in the Senate.
McConnell's bill also would
exempt the earnings on up to
$3,000 invested in educational
trust, funds.

Rescuers recover body
from frozen pond Sunday
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BARBOURVILLE, Ky. (AP)
— Rescuers recovered the body
of a 34-year-old Barbourville
man who had been missing since
Jan. 17.
The body of Johnnie Ray
Brock was recovered about 5
p.m. EST Sunday from a pond
near his home, Knox County Coroner J.M. Hall said.
Hall said that Brock was last
seen Jan. 12 at a grocery and that
several hags of groceries were
found the next day near Brick
Yard Ponds near College Heights
Apartments, where Brock lived.
Hall said that because the pond
was frozen, rescue workers
weren't able to search for the
body sooner.
Brock had epilepsy, and Hall
said that autopsy results indicate
he suffered hypothermia and
drowned after having a seizure.
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SECTION B
Groups working
on renovation
of park trails

5

9

o•••••M•IF
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Several groups in Calloway
County have been working on a
special project since last spring for
the restoration of the MurrayCalloway County trails.
Initiated by the community
awareness commiuee of the Murray
Singles Organizational Society, the
goal of the project was to renovate
the existing trails at the Murray
Calloway-County park, to put in a
walkwy from the park entrance to
the pool, and to buy new muchneeded playground equipment. Besides the S.O.S., others involved in
the special project were: The Murray Rotary, city and county officials, the Bank of Murray, Peoples
Bank, United Commonwealth
Bank,the Wadesboro Homemaker's
Club, the Penny Homemaker's
Club, Xi Alpha Phi-Beta Sigma
Phi, the New Concord Homemaker's Club, H T Marketing, the
Murray Ledger and Times, Woodmen of the World, and many individuals.
As a result, several new playground pieces will be installed this
summer, A new swingset, complete
with baby seats, will be available.
Other swingsets and climbers will
also be part of the new face of the
park.
"The Woodmen of the World,
with Mark Anderson as representative, was extremely generous in
donating several new climbers. We
are very appreciative for all the
wonderful assistance and donations," says Pamela Dawes, project
organizer.
The gravel walkway, called the
Rotary Memorial Walkway, has
already been installed. The walkway provides a safe, one-half mile
trail along the driveway of the park.
As a special on-going project, the
Murray Rotary will plant trees along
the trail in memory of former Rotarians.
The scenic trail, winding through
the inner woods surrounding the
park, is still in the process of
renovation and will be complete this
spring. Local artist Mary Paterson is
currently completing the sign marking the trails.
"We are really proud of the
support for this project," says organizer Jeanne Fleming, "It just
proves that the community is willing to pitch in when there is a need.
This was definitely a unified effort."
Upon the completion of the
scenic trails, the public will be
invited to a special opening ceremony.
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Valet returns
$1,000 tip
to customer

Field Finest

T-Bone Steaks

ST. PETERSBURG, Fla. (AP)
— It was the valet's dream — a
$1,000 tip for bringing around a
customer's Cadillac.
"I saw a $100 bill. Then I
started flipping the money back
and saw another and another,"
21-year-old Ken Allen said. "It
just kept coming and coming and
coming. I was just, like,
Whoa is righi
Herold Berthy Jr. of West Virginia didn't realize until he
stopped for gas on his way home
Saturday that he'd given all his
money to the hotel valet.
"You can't imagine what I
felt," Berthy said. "I'm poor
folks. I have grown up scraping
nickels arid dimes."
He called the hotel and learned
the money was waiting for him.
Allen had turned it in to his boss
— all of it.
The valet ended up with a $20
tip.
"You got to feel good he got
his $1,000 back," he said.
"There's still honest people, and
I'm one of them."
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753-4347
302 A. North 12th Street
Murray, Kentucky

CUSTOM SHEET METAL
•Welding Fabrication
•Architeetural Sheetmetal
•Galvanized, Aluminum, Stainless, Copper, Brass
•Plasma Cutting Machine
MURRAY'S OLDEST SHEET METAL COMPANY
--Since 1937--

Randy Thornton Company, Inc.
802 Chestnut St., Murray, Ky.7153-8181, 753-2130 (FAX)

supporters

Dear Editor
On behalf of the Calloway County Laker Baseball program I would
Like to thank the following people and businesses for supporting our
efforts in hosting the West Kentucky Baseball Coaching Clinic: Jim
Bawer, Ken and Jill Asher, Dennison-Hunt Sporting Goods, Mr. Gatos
Pizza, MSU Curns Center staff, Murray Baseball Association and league
presidents, the Murray Ledger & Tunes, MSU athletic director Mike
Strickland, Shoney's Inn, MSU coaches Mike Thieke and Dave Jarvis.
Vernon Anderson and last but certainly not least, my wife Lori and
daughter Chelsea. Without the support of those listed above we could
not have put this program together.
Our purpose in hosting the clinic was twofold; 1) to use this clinic to
raise money for the baseball program at CCHS; 2) to provide coaches,
parents and players in our area with the opportunity to gather
information and ideas which will assist them in preparing for the
upcoming season.
I feel that those in anendance came away with a wealth of information
and ideas which will assist them in organizing practice, and an
assortment of drills to use in teaching the fundamentals of the game.
Ultimately, the players at the high school level and the summer leagues
will reap the benefits of this clinic.
Eddie K Morris
Calloway County Laker Baseball Coach

Cal Thoma0 Optimists express gratitude
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I Nationally Syndicated
Columnist For LA Times

Renowned for his strong stance on pro-family values
and Christian ethics will be the guest speaker at the

FIRST ANNUAL HOPE UNLIMITED BANQUET
Friday, February 11, 1994
Dinner & Program 7:00 P.M.
Executive Inn,Paducah,Ky.
11cketa may be purchased from:
Christian Supply House, Goodbook Store, Ohre Branch Christian
Boakatore, Morrow Book Service-Benton, Good News Slaoppe-Mayfield, or
Hope Unlimited Pregnancy Care Center
715 Kentucky Are., Paducah, Ky 42001 •(502)442-5842
TIC10E1'S $15 - SKATING IS MUTED!
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ClemeMeTeadiVor
Letters of Appreciation first
mission
moon
Coach thanks

Dear Editor
The Murray Optimist Club would like to express their sincere
gratitude to all those who helped us with our Christmas Tree Sales.
Without the support of these individuals and organizations our fund
raiser could not have been as successful: Arby's, Boone's, Mayor Bill
Cherry, Murray Electric System, Murray Ledger el Times, Murray
Sanitation Department, and Paschall Truck Lines.
The event helped our club raise much needed funds to assist local
programs that help the youth of this community. None of this would
have been possible if an many members of this community had not
supported us by purchasing a tree. Thanks to all of you who bought a
tree.
Like any other club, we could not have took on such a task if we did
not have so many members who are willing to sacrifice their time and
efforts. Thanks to all of you who worked so hard.

Terry Caldwell
president, Murray Optimist Club

To report local news call 753-1916
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VANDENBERG MR FORCE BASE, Calif (AP) — asemetime
I is off to take a close look at this moos sad as asteroid. Thee, bike
the miner's daughter is the song. the unmanned craft will be lost
and gone forever, abandoned tat specs.
A Max rocket carrying the 933-pound. 6-foot spacecraft lifted
off Tuesday on the first U.S. War axpioration since the last Apollo
flight in 1972.
Clementine's printery mission daring the severs-num* journey is
to test five miniature "Sur Wan" sensors designed to darnel and
track missile& The spacecraft will use the Bank, moos sad the
asteroid Oeogmphos as targets.
Clemastine will cubit the moo& mapping the entire surface in
visible and near-infrared light. Thee it will target 143 sensors on the
asteroid, passing within 75 miles of the rock on Aag. 31 After that,
it sail off into the void.
The mission is sponsored by NASA and the Peotagoe's Ballistic
Missile Daum Organization.
Clementine will enter the moon's crhat an Feb. 20.
The spacecraft cost $55 million, and the Titan and associated
launch costs added $20 million, said It. Cot Michael Stepp. He
said he did not have the cost of running the mission and other
related expenses.
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UK president pleased with budget
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
University of Kentucky President
Charles T. Wethington said Tuesday that he was generally pleased
with the governor's proposed
spending for higher education.
Gov. Breraon Jones' recommended 1994-96 budget calls for
operational funding to increase
by 2 percent next year and 3 percent in 1995-96.
"That's not a lot but it's better
than the recommendation we had
two years -ago, which was a 5
percent cut the first year and 3
percent increase the second,"
Wallington said in remarks to the
UK board of trustees.
— We are pleased that higher ed
is turning the corner and headed
up in terms of the budget recommendation rather than headed
down."
But Wethington said he was
concerned about a change in poli-

cy that would allow the General
Assembly rather than the state
Council on Higher Education to
set tuition rates.
Wethington said he was
pleased that Jones's budget
authorized millions of dollars in
bonds to begin construction on
projects such as the $58 million
library and $14.7 million
mechanical engineering building
on the Lexington campus.
Lance Dowdy, student,tsdtee
on the board, asked the administration to consult with students, faculty and staff before
making a decision as it did last
week to begin the spring semester
despite dangerous driving conditions from the winter storm.
In other action, the board
approved the appointment of
Janice Nahra Friedel as president
of Lexington Community College. She assumes the post April
1.
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No Sales Gimmicks • Nothing Held Back
FLEXSTEEL
Hide-a-beds • Sofas • Chairs

BERKLINE
Recliners • Lounges

RIVERSIDE
Sofas • Chairs • Entertainment
Centers & More

BASSET
Dining Rooms • Bedroom Suites

CALDWELL
Dining Rooms

DAYSTROM
Dinettes & More
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SOFA & CHAIR Blue or Beige'379"
SOFAS stamng at $27995
BERKLINE
$24995
ROCKER RECLINERS and up
ALL WOOD
'599"
BEDROOM SUITES
Dresser • Chest • Headboard

ASHLEY END TABLES

$169"

Cherry • 3 Pc. Set

OAK TABLES
With Glass Squares

Sofa Table ... $179" Square Cocktail 812995
$119" End Table .. 1119"
Cocktail

OAK BASKETWEAVE
TABLES
3 Pc. Sets

$9995
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Tell Your Neighbors... Call Your Friends... Everyone Must Know!

FREE DELIVERY • LAYAWAY • FINANCING AVAILABLE

WIGGINS FURNITURE
2 miles North of Murray on Hwy. 641 • Across from Memorial Gardens • 753-4566
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Officials discuss Jackson
settlement, his career
son ended when he canceled the
LOS ANGELES (AP) — By
WAIF.
paying millions to put a child"At this point I think the dammolestauon lawsuit behind him,
age is done. I don't think the setMichael Jackson may well have
tlement will help or hurt. Either
averted cnminal charges. too. But
way, there's serious damage to
some believe his UM may never
his drawing power as an enteragain rise so high.
tainer," said syndicated radio
"It keeps him in business, but
host Tom Joyner, whose Dallasto some degree I think he would
based show airs in 32 urban
have been better off from the
markets.
start fighting it," said Greg
KYSR-FM's Dunkin said, "I
Dunkin, program manager for
think a seulement is going to lean
KYSR-FM. "If he ever gets big
a lot of people toward believing
again, it won't be the day after
that he's covering up
tomorrow."
something."
The boy, now 14, sued Jackson
At Jackson's star on Hollyin September, alleging the pop
wood's Walk of Fame, Chris
star seduced him. Based on the
allegations, prosecutors in Los 'Campbell, a tourist from Melbourne. Australia, insisted the
Angeles and Santa Barbara nounnes began criminal investiga- singer was innocent. But he said:
tions. No charges have been filed "He'll never be the same. If people throw enough mud it will
so far.
suck. I think he'll go quietly."
Financial terms of the out-ofYet, Walt Disney Co. has no
court settlement, under which
Jackson maintained his inno- plans to pull the popular Captain
cence, were confidential. But a Eo attraction at Disneyland. And
source put it at at least $IO mil- Jackson's "Dangerous" album is
lion, which wouldn't hurt the still selling bnskly. In its 111th
bank balance of a man whose net week, it was No. 140 on the
worth, according to Forbes magaBilllxiard-Soundscan charts and
zine, is more than $150 million.
had sold more than 5 million
What the settlement could hurt
copies.
is the criminal probe. For one
"He's got such a loyal followthing, had the civil case gone to
ing, I don't care what he does.
court, prosecutors could have
Times have changed," said
used the testimony and deposiJames Miller, manager of Tempo
tions in their case.
Records in Los Angcles."If he
Also, Peter Arenella, a law
does capitulate and pays this felprofessor at the University of low off, there's always that shaCalifornia at Los Angeles, said
dow of a doubt. But the younger
the boy would probably not coopfans, they just want him to get on
erate anymore with prosecutors,
with it."
and under state law, he can't be
Not that Jackson plans to lie
could
spell
And
that
forced to.
low for long.
the end of the investigation.
A twice-postponed "Jackson
"There's little reason the boy's
Family Honors" special will be
parents would want to see their
taped Feb. 19 in Las Vegas and
child exposed to public scrutiny
broadcast Feb. 22 on NBC, netand media scrutiny in a criminal
work spokesman Flody Suarez
said. The event, featuring Elitrial," Arenella said.
zabeth Taylor and Motown
The boy's lawyer, Larry FeldRecords founder Barry Gordy,
man, said nothing in the settlewill attract some 15,000 people
ment pertained to the criminal
case. And he didn't rule out hav- and raise money for charity,
Suarez said.
ing the boy testify.
Last week, Jackson, whose
"Nobody has bought anyone's
good works have created a
silence," Feldman said.
devoted following, played host to
Los Angeles District Attorney
Gil Garcetti said the settlement about 100 Los Angeles children
won't affect his investigatscm••••„at Lii,k.Nmaiand Ranch and was a
Santa Barbara County District hit, said Chilton Alphonse, head
Attorney Thomas W. Sneddon Jr, of the Community Youth Sports
and Arts Foundation.
had no comment.
"The kids were saying we
Even with the case behind him,
don't believe all this, and why
Jackson could pay a price in
don't they leave Michael alone?"
terms of endorsements and fan
Alphonse said. 'Right now
appeal.
Michael is under so much presJackson's "Dangerous" tour
sure ... he just wants to take a
sponsor, Pepsi-Cola, wished him
break, and he deserves a break.
well in his recovery from what he
He'll take that and I think you'll
said was an addiction to painkillers last fall. But it noted its see Michael come back stronger
years-long relationship with Jack- than ever."
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getting ill with a hangover

ism

and hard-working individuals
must not be the victims of others'
self-indulgent behavior."
The ruling was made after the
arbitration panel heard testimony
from a clerk who said Phillips
told her in advance he wouldn't
be in for work the following
Monday because of an illness.
When the clerk asked him how
he knew he was going to be sick.
Phillips said he was attending a
wedding on the Sunday and
would have a "hangover."
Phillips denied he ever told the
clerk he would be ill in advance.
He said he told her the previous
Friday that he wasn't feeling well
and that if he continued to feel
that way, he wouldn't be in
Monday.
"It's not just a day's pay,"
Phillips said about his decision to
fight the punishment.
Housing Authority chairwoman
Pat O'Neill said she was "frankly shocked" by the ruling.
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FOR SALE
NEW PROPANE GAS

3 Bedroom
2 Bath

28x44
South Ridge
2 Bedroom
2 Bath

11www.
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'Pike Includes:
"3 Ton Central AC
'Vinyl Siding
'Shingle Root
"Ceiling Fan "Garden Tub
.Upgrade Carpet
'Storm Windows
.Upgrade Insulation
'Delivery Set-Up

.14' Single Wides
•16 Single Wides
•Triple Wides
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Get Your
FULL SPINAL

EXAMINATION
TO PAY
NOTHING
OBLIGATION
•
NO
You may have one of these 16
DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES:

Low Back Pain
HeadacheS
Shoulder Pain
Arthritis

5.
6.
7.
Et.

Dizziness
Sore Elbows
Neck Pain
Indigestion

9
10.
11.
12.

Numb Hands
Bursitis
Pain Down Legs
Muscle Spasms

13.
14.
15
16.

Numb Fingers
Hip Pain
Tight Muscles
Aching Feet

FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic care can relieve your aches

TANKS
Financing Available

See Our Selection

Your Choice

Rad 0irhaek

NUM

$30

WE WILL BEAT ANYBODY'S PRICE!

Dr. Dennis L. Notate!, D.C.

and pains.
This examination normally costs S30.00 or more. It will include a chiropractic orthopedic test,
a chiropractic neurological test, a blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check, an
examination for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a test for muscle strength and a
private consultation with the doctor to discuss the results.

Iris enbre examination is FREE
II you want more care and
treatment, we do all the paper
work

FREE.
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Lake Region Propane Gas
Hwy. 80 E., 31 Small Lane
Hardin, Kentucky
Call 753-8011

Hwy. 641 N. at 140 E.

Man gets sick pay for

r
Volunteer

Puryear Amoco

Double Wide Closeout

TORONTO (AP) — He was a
man of honor and foresight who
knew ahead of time that he'd
have a bad enough hangover not
to be able to go to work. The
combination has caused a bit of a
scandal.
Emmerson Phillips called his
employers, the Metropolitan Toronto Housing Authority, on a Friday to tell them he was planning
to get drunk at his daughter's
wedding two days later and
expected to be sick enough to
miss work the next day.
Then he filed for sick pay.
A provincial arbitration panel
in Ontario took a look at his
claim and decided this month
that, yes, he was indeed too sick
to work that day and awarded
him sick pay.
The panel in its ruling said the
authority erred in docking him a
day's pay because it believed the
hangover was "premeditated"
and "self-inflicted."
Cases of smoking workers who
have lung cancer and women who
willingly become pregnant are
examples of sicknesses that could
be unfairly construed as selfinflicted, the panel said in a
10-page written decision.
Regardless, Phillips" deemed
the panel's ruling entirely
appropriate.
"It's a serious issue," he said.
"I don't think it is a joke, but
people out there are taking it as a
joke."
"You can be sick from drinking or having a hangover," especially in this case because it
involved his daughter's wedding
reception, said Phillips, whose
duties include cutting the grass
and clearing the snow at a housing project in the Toronto suburb
of North York.
Others took a dimmer view.
Ontario Premier Bob Rae said
Tuesday that the decision was, in
a word, "bizarre." But he said
can," he said. Maggard said con- he could do nothing about it.
tacts to neighboring states have
"I don't have any more control
also turned up nothing.
over an arbitrator than I have
Maggard said Wells' relatives over a judge," he said.
told him he has never been away
"And a lot of things happen
more than a day without notify- that I don't agree with."
ing someone.
The issue was raised in the
Wells is 6 feet tall, weighs 170 national Parliament when deputy
pounds and has brown hair and
Werner Schmidt of British Colblue eyes. Anyone with informa- umbia told the House of Comtion about him is asked to contact mons that giving the man a paid
the Hazard Police Department at day off because he had a hangov(606) 436-2222.
er is an insult to working people
everywhere.
"Mr. Speaker, on behalf of
outraged Canadians, this abuse
must not be tolerated at any
level," Schmidt said.' Honest

•
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CHICAGO (AP) — Women who drink coffee ought to drink
plenty of milk as well to keep their bones strong, Teacart hen say.
Previous research showed that caffeine increases urinary excreuon of calcium. A lack of calcium can lead to osteoporosis, a thin.
rung of bones moat common in post-menopausal women.
In a new study, researchers from the University of California at
San Diego looked at the coffee- and milk-drinking habits of 980
post-menopausal wixnen ages 50 to 98 years and measured the density of their hip and spinal bones.
"If you're going to drink your coffee, Cat your calcium," Concluded Sharon Edelstein, co-author of the report in today's Journal
of the American Medical Association.
Women who drank two or more cups of coffee a day and ai least
one glass of milk a day for about 40 years were found to have bone
density 6.5 percent higher than women who drank two cups of coffee each day and didn't drink milk.
A decrease in bone density was seen in women who drank as
little as one cup of coffee daily and no milk over the same period.
Edelatein said other calcium-rich foods would probably achieve
the same results.

Dog teams brought in to
search for missing man
HAZARD, Ky. (AP) — Four
dog teams were brought in Tuesday as the search intensified for a
20-year-old eastern Kentucky
man missing since the latest
blizzard.
Joel Mark Wells, of Viper in
Perry County, has not been seen
since he left Hazard's Black Gold
Mall the night of Jan. 15. Police
Chief Rod Maggard said the
temperature plunged to minus 5
that night, and Wells was wearing
only a light jacket.
"He was not dressed for the
inclement weather at all," Maggard said Tuesday.
Maggard said the dogs were
volunteered by Grandpa Search
Dog Association Inc. of Owen
County. Up to 18 inches fell on
the area two days after Wells disappeared, and Maggard said that
has hampered search teams.
"We are grasping at straws,
you know, trying everything we
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SUPER BOWL XXVIII

Bills ignoring past Super botches
By BARRY WILNEFI
AP Sports Writer
ATLANTA (AP) — The Buffalo Bills have become masters of
ignonng certain things, such as
results at the end of January.
Such as 20-19, 37-24 and 52-17.
They also tend to tune out
things the Dallas Cowboys say
about last year's Super Bowl, and
this season's meeting with the
Bills.
Maybe that's how they'll finally win a Super Bowl. Just make
believe all those nasty things
never happened or don't matter.
That has no bearing — zero,
zip, nothing — on what happens
on the field Sunday." Bills linebacker Cornelius Bennett said
Tuesday, which was media day at

the Georgia Dome. "We've just
got to be better than they are
Sunday. I don't even think or talk
about the three Super Bowls. It
has nothing to do with this."
Not do the Bills put any stock
in their 13-10 victory over Dallas
in week two, even though the
Cowboys are using it as a motivational tool.
"I don't look at that game at
all," linebacker Marvcus Patton
said. "Emmitt Smith didn't play
and he's the key to their offense.
I doubt if we'll even watch film
on that game."
OK, what about avenging last
year's rout, when Dallas just
missed setting a Super Bowl
scoring record?
"There's no revenge factor

here," cornerback Nate Odomes
insisted. "They're the champs
last year, we're trying to be the
champs this year and it won't be
on my mind who is the champs
when we go on the field."
"There's not any extra incentive because of last year," safety
Henry Jones said. "The biggest
incentive is to win a world
championship, if it's against Dallas or Washington or
whomever."
Whomever, of course, is Dallas, a team that never lacks confidence and carries solid credentials into the game. The Cowboys
have won three Super Bowls and
could tie the record held by Pittsburgh and San Francisco by
handing the AFC a 10th succes-

sive loss in the title game.
Although the Bills can display
some records of their own — the
only team to reach four straight
Super Bowls, for example —
they try to ignore one they're
famous for: three consecutive
Super flops.
The Cowboys aren't discarding
it.
"I sort of wish they'd won
one, so they wouldn't be so hungry," Cowboys fullback Daryl
Johnston said.
"We know these guys have
been here three times and lost
three times," linebacker Charles
Haley added. —They are a good
team and they know they can
beat us.''
How can they know it if

they're dismissing the past?
Leon Lett tried to dismiss his
past by not talking about it. But
he had to discuss it Tuesday. By
league order, every player must
attend media day — Cowboys
All-Pro tackle Erik Williams
missed the bus and was fined —
and Len did his part.
So he spoke, reluctantly, about
his showboating in last year's
Super Bowl. He recalled how he
was headed to the end zone after
picking up a fumble in when Don
Beebe caught him and knocked
away the ball.
"I want to get it over with,"
he said, then, sweating profusely.
Lett responded to queries about
his infamous Super Bowl gaffe.
• See Page 5B

'Happy S-Day'
Nutt fills up Racers' prescription
Staff Report
Murray Lodger I Times
The Murray State Racers added
six football signees during the
December signing period, and
coach Houston Nuts and his staff
are hard at work finalizing
recruiting efforts for next week's
national signing day.
The Racers added live junior
college players and a prep school
signet in December, giving the
Racers immediate help at offensive line, linebacker and defensive line.
"This was the medicine we
needed," Nun said. "We were
fortunate to come up with six athletes who can come in right away
and help us. Last year, we had to

have speed. This year, we had to
have size."
Murray State finished 4-7 last
year in Nutt's first year at the
helm, as the Racers played 14
freshmen.
Nutt's initial recruiting class
featured wide receivers, defensive backs and quarterbacks and
were a big part of Murray State's
two-game improvement from
1992.
All six signees enrolled in
school this month, and will be
taking part in spring drills.
-They're all here and we've
got a chance for them to go
through spring practice and learn
our system," Nuu said.

While completing the December signing period, the Racer
staff is busy preparing for next
week's national signing day on
Feb. 2.
"Our football players and our
academic people on campus are
the best things we have," Nuu
said. "They've helped on Saturday after Saturday in selling Murray State."
The six recruits inked during
December are:
— Derrick Atchley, 6-1,
230-pound linebacker, Kilgore
Community College in Kilgore,
Texas. Atchley was an all-state
•See Page 5B
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Racer football coach Houston Nutt signed six recruits In he early signing period and looks forward to national signing day on Feb. 2.

Mayfield moves
to Third District
for next season

NFL, Robbie may block Miami sale

Staff Report
Murray Lodger I Times

By STEVEN WINE
AP Sports Writer

Mayfield, a current member
of the Fourth District in
basketball, will move to the
Third District starting next

MIAMI(AP) — NFL rules and
one of Joe Robbie's daughters
could upset H. Wayne Huizenga's purchase of the Miami
Dolphins.
Huizenp, who already owns
major league baseball and hockey
teams, must find a way around a
longstanding NFL rule prohibiting cross-ownership of a franchise in another sport.
That doesn't seem to pose
much of a problem to Philadelphia Eagles owner Norman Braman and Dallas Cowboys owner
Jerry Jones, who say they expect
the league to approve Huizenga's
purchase of the Dolphins.
"I believe that the sale of the
Dolphins will go through," Braman said Tuesday. "The entire
cross-ownership issue has been
discussed over the last couple of
years in great length (by NFL

SCSSOn.,

Mayfield will join crosstown rival Graves County in
the Third District, along with
Ballard Memorial and St.
Mary. The Fourth District will
then be left with three teams
— Calloway County, Murray
and Marshall County.
Mayfield's request for the
move was approved earlier is
the week by the Kentucky
High School Athletic Association's Board of Control,
Mayfield moved from the
Third District to the Fourth in
1981, five years before the six
high schools in Graves County
consolidated into one.

Flash catches, passes
Lakers in final quarter
Stan Report
Murray Lodger I Times
LONE OAK — Calloway
County trailed almost the entire
way, but after taking a threepoint lead late, Lone Oak
scored the final six points of the
game to hand the Laken a
52-49 defeat Tuesday night. It
was Calloway's first game since
a Jan. 11 loss to Graves County
at home.
Lone Oak led 13-12 after one
quarter and 26-21 at halftime.
The Flash pushed their advantage to 10, 31-21 midway
through the third, but the Lakers countered with a 12-2 run to
knot it up at 33-33. Lone Oak
led 37-33 at the third quarter
buzzer.
In the fourth, Calloway's
press helped them take a 49-46
lead late, but two steals by
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Lone Oak in the final moments
allowed them to score the last
six points to take the win.
Brad Cleaver led Calloway
with 16 points while Wesley
Cogdell added 10, Chad Darnall
and Thomas Hornbuckle had
eight apiece and Tyler Bohannon tossed in seven. The Laken
were just two of six at the free
throw line in dropping to 9-4 on
the year. Calloway was outre• See Page 58

owners). Now it will be
addressed on a more urgent basis.
"I would imagine the rule
would be changed."
Deborah Olson poses another
type of problem.
A member of the Dolphins'
controlling board, Olson said her
three siblings who oversee the
family's estate failed to get the
best deal.
"The process was totally inappropriate," she is quoted as saying in today's editions of The
Miami Herald. "Whether or not
we will sue, we don't know yet."
Nine children of Joe and Elizabeth Robbie share the family's
estate. Olson is among the
siblings who have fought bitterly
with the three who run the family
business.
Huizenga, who had the right of
first refusal on the sale, offered
to buy the franchise Friday as the
trustees were prepared to finalize

a deal with Palm Beach multimillionaire George Lindemann, the
newspaper reported.
Not knowing about Huizonga's
negotiations, Olson and other
siblings asked Dade County Circuit Court Judge Ronald Freidman on Friday to block any deal
with Lindemann so a bidding
contest could be set up.
"It wasn't done as it should
have been done," Olson said,
adding she had no problem with
Huizenga. "He did exactly what
he should have done. He got the
best deal."
Published reports said Huizenga's deal, announced Monday,
placed the value of the team at
$138 million. Huizenga, who
owns baseball's Florida Marlins
and the Florida Panthers of the
NHL, already owned 15 percent
of the club and bought the other
85 percent.
Robert Shevin, a lawyer for the

three Robbie trustees, told The
Herald he was comfortable the
deal would stand up in court.
"We're convinced that if we
sold the Dolphins for $300 million, they'd still sue us," he said.
Braman said the NFL rule
against cross-ownership might be
revised to allow ownership of
multiple franchises as long as
they're in the same city.
"If it were a case where Mr.
Huizenga owned a baseball team
in a different city and was in
competition with an NFL club
there, this would be a different
scenario," Braman said.
"I have spoken with other
owners, and there is a lot of sentiment in favor of doing something that would allow Wayne to
retain control of his baseball and
hockey teams and come into the
NFL," Jones told the SunSentinel of Fort Lauderdale.

Wildcats face difficult task
when meeting Gamecocks
By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
No. 9 Kentucky isn't expecting
an easy time with struggling
South Carolina on Wednesday
night.
South Carolina (5-9 overall,
2-3 Southeastern Conference) has
lost four of its last five games,
including a 79-53 setback at No.
5 Arkansas last Saturday.
"1 think they're a very difficult team to play against because
they switch up so much and they
do a lot of different things defensively," Kentucky associate
coach Billy Donovan said at
news conference Tuesday.
"You've got to be alert and
aware.

Kentucky coach Rick Pitino
was on a recruiting trip and
unavailable for comment.

The Gamecocks are led by
guard Jamie Watson (18.2 points)
and forwards Andy Bostick
(16.9) and Emmett Hall (15.5).
"Those guys on the perimeter
can put the ball on the floor and
score, and Emmett Hall inside is
a very good low-post player,"
said Donovan. "They're a team
that mixes it up a lot."
Kentucky will have to be
aware of the shot clock.
"Offensively tisey'll do things
to take time off the clock and
they'll get the ball to Jamie Watson and let him go one-on-one
and try to create," Donovan said.
Kentucky holds a 12-1 series
advantage over the Gamecocks.
But first-year coach Eddie Fogler
has a 3-6 record against the Wildcats, all while coaching at
Vanderbilt.
"Our guys have a tremendous

amount of respect for South Carolina and realize it's going to be
a tough game on Wednesday,"
said Donovan.
Kentucky (14-3, 4-2) has been
working with Andre Riddick,
Jared Prickett and Walter McCarty to improve their low-post
games since center Rodney Dent
suffered a season-ending knee
injury on Jan. 4.
"What we've got to be able to
do is catch the ball in the low
post, locate the defense and make
a good, hard move," said Donovan.
Mark Pope, who sitting out this
season after transferring from
Washington, is being used to
toughen up the inside players. He
is 6-foot-9 and 240 pounds.
Kentucky is coming off an
86-70 victory at Mississippi State
last Saturday.
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Edgar outlet
stocked full
of talented
merchandise
Other than their differing theories in hair cart, Dallas Cowboy
head coach Jimmy Johnson and
Scott Edgar have several things in
common.
Johnson, who never misses a
Dick, has put together a team that
will probably win its second Super
Bowl in a row. Edgar hasn't missed
a trick either when putting together
his second Ohio Valley Conference
championship team (maybe).
Through recruiting, most of it
two or three years ago, the Murray
State coach has left nothing to
chance with his third team.
Edgar's got it all.
If the Ohio Valley Conference
was a group of retail stores, most
teams would be shoe stores, clothing boutiques or hardware stores.
Murray State is the Wal-Man of
the bunch — "We have everything
and plenty of it."
Tennessee State, they're the
General Store — "We've got most
of everything, but not a lot of it."
Let's go shopping with our crewcut wearing store manager:
Need guards? Aisles 4 and S.
Our most popular items are
Cedric Gumm and Marcus Brown.
Gumm, the point guard, and
Brown, the all-purpose guard, are
head and shoulders above other
OVC backcourts.
Edgar used to call Gumm the
"Silent Assassin" for his quiet play.
Erase "Silent". Early last year.
Edgar called Brown "my best player." It's not early anymore.
Gumm and Brown are No. 1 and
No. 2 on the team in 12 of n statistical categories through Saturday's win over UT-Martin.
Each has started all 16 games
and are first or second in steals,
assists, shooting attempts, total
points and average, among others.
Brown leads the team with 17.9
points per game and Gumm is second at 13.1. Most impressive is
their 3-point shooting: Gumm IS
hitting 49.1 percent and Brown is
hitting 40 percent in the first five
OVC games.
After the win over Memphis
State last Wednesday, Edgar stated
that he couldn't find many backcourts in the nation that are better
than the Gumm-Brown combo.
He's right, No. 4 and No. 5 bring
the whole package to the floor.
If you don't want to spend that
much, we have...
Off the bench, which is where
the Racers separate themselves
from the rest of the league, Edgar
can turn to any number of players
and styles: William Moore, a deadly three-point bomber who hits 55.6
percent of his 3-point shots; Kenneth Taylor can come in with
quickness and savvy (Gumm is
finally getting a rest this season);
and Marcus Jones, averaging 11
points per game, has been a key
addition.
Here's an interesting
department...
At forward. Edgar has assembled
a mixed bag of talent. There's starter Lawrence Bussell, a defensive
hawk arid third on the team in
offensive rebounds. Vincent Rainey, though struggling to find
minutes, will be a star at Murray
State before he's done. Antiwar
Hoard gives the Racers a finisher
on the break and a catalyst for the
press.
So you're looking for something
bigger?
Jerry Wilson's maturity and leadership we invaluable.
Even bigger?
Look at our Michael lames and
Antoine Teague — Mr. Bruise and
Mr. Block.
At our store, you can shop small
or shop big, shop slow or shop
quick. But next year, we're restocking our shelves...
• • • •
Big questions surrounding the
Racers:
• See Page 5B
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Harper, Manning happier after leading Clippers

SPORTS

BRIEFS

The Associated Press
Ron Harper and Danny Manning, two of the unhappiest playen in the NBA, took turns wiping the smiles off the Seattle
SuperSoruce faces.
Harper scored a season-high 37
points on 15-for-21 shooting and
grabbed 10 rebounds in 46
minutes Tuesday night, while
Manning scored 27 points in 42
minutes as the Clippers surpnsed

Calloway County lrosh top Murray
David Greene scored 19 points to lead the Calloway County
freshmen boys team to a 55-49 win over Murray High.
For the Laken, Stephen Hester added 12 points and Josh McKoel
and Josh Morton each chipped in nine.
John David Poynor scored 17 for the Tigers and Maresnous Foster added 12.

Murray Middle sweeps Benton Middle
After a two-week layoff due to the recent winter storm, the Murray Middle School eighth grade teams were rusty, but victorious,
Monday night at Benton Middle.
• In the boys' game, Murray (6-1) ran out to a 14-point lead at
the start of the fourth quarter and came away with a 48-43 win.
Courtney Kent scored 21 points to lead the Tigers and Markenny
Hammonds chipped in 14. O'Shea Hudspeth and Drew Holton each
added four while Jake Thurmond chipped in throe and Jason Lafser
scored two.
• Despite a box-and-one defense on her, Jeanne Maddox scored
15 points to lead Murray's Lady Tigers (6-1) to a 45-35 win.
Courtney Christopher added nine while Mary Kay Howard and
LaCosta Beanne each poured in eight. Robin Ragsdale scored five
for the Lady Tigers.
Murray Middle hosts North Marshall in a pair of eighth grade
, games this Thursday.

Seattle 111-103.
The loss was a season-worst
third straight for the Sonics, now
17-2 at home. The Clippers also
broke a 19-game losing streak at
Seattle with their first victory
there since Dec. 28, 1985.
"The earthquake in Los
Angeles last week was a 6.6,"
Clippers coach Bob Weiss said.
"This win was a 7.8."
The Clippers, just 14-24 for the

High School in Texas, Dean was
first team all-state at linebacker.
- Emmanuel Duviella, 6-4,
250-pound defensive lineman,
Nassau Community College in
Garden City, N.Y. Originally
from Brooklyn, N.Y., Duviella
was a two-year starter at Nassau,
where the team played for the
junior college national champion-

FROM PAGE 48
liosiorabk mention at Haleyville
(Ala.) High School. He was twice
named all-conference linebacker
at Kilgore.
- Lamond Dean, 5-11,
240-pound linebacker, Tyler
(Texas) Community College. A
two-year starter at Chapel Hill

I

SCOREBOARD

•Bills ignoring...
And about his even more infamous Thanksgiving muff on a
blocked field goal that turned a
victory over Miami into a bitter,
baffling defeat.
"1 thought I had lost my job,"
Lett said. "But Coach Johnson
told me the next day not to worry, that 1 was still one of the
guys.
"But I thanked God when we

beat the New York Giants, won
the division and the homefield
advantage. It meant I didn't hurt
the team.Lett was hurting recalling the
blunders. At one point, 11
minutes into the interview, he
walked off. An NFL official convinced him to return.
"I've learned people will take
a shot at you whenever they get a
chance. You just have to persevere," Lett said.

II Flash catches...
FROM PAGE 4B
bounded 34-20 with Cogdell
grabbing eight boards.
Lone Oak, which moved to
14-2 with the win, was paced
by Chris Golightly with 20
points while Eric Fox tossed in
18. The Rash was eight of 12 at
the free throw line.
-There in the third after we

had the 12-2 run to tie it, we
lost the lead right back: Calloway coach Ron Greene said.
"We just had nine turnovers the
whole game but four were in
the fourth quarter. And we shot
poorly. That's all it came down
to."
Calloway returns to action
Friday night, playing at
Reidland.

•Edgar outlet...
FROM PAGE 48
• Have they peaked? Who can
say? But they'll lose one, possibly
two, before the OVC Tournament.
• Is it safe to go down to Tennessee State Monday? Absolutely.
While an energized crowd will be
waiting, you'll be safer than the
people from Murray who have to
play. The Tigers should be in a
nasty mood Monday, particularly
since they feel like one was taken
from them up here.
• Are the Racers still hungry? In
their minds, they haven't done anything yet. Remember, TSU took the
Racers three times last season.
Murray still owes them two,.

• Will the Racers look past Austin Pray on Saturday? Not if Edgar
can help it. The third-year coach
can tell you in mid-December who
the team to beat in the OVC is and
he's liked Peay all along. Besides,
he's I-1 in Clarksville playing
against weak Governor teams. It's
tough to play at Peay anytime and
this year they actually have players.
- NOTE: MSU ticket manager
Claire Benton reports that more
than 300 tickets have already been
sold to R&M fans for Saturday's
game in Clarksville. After going
through the first 300, Benton
ordered 300 more. She said it's
been years since she's sold that
many tickets to an away game.

I

The Insurance Center
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'Your more than one company agency."
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(First Come - First Serve Basis)
(Tickets must be picked up between Feb. 10 and March 1 at Room 211
Stewart Stadium Mon.-Fri. 9-4. Cash, Check, Visa or MC accepted.)

•
All-Session Women's Tickets '15
(with the purchase of any priced men's ticket-book)
'20 without a men's ticket-book purchase.

For More Information
Call (502) 762-4895

Millford Academy, Milford,
Conn. Robinson, who will have
four years of eligibility, earned a
3.3 GPA last fall at Milford.
- Michael Ruppe, 6-1,
280-pound center, Georgia Military Academy, Milledgeville, Ga.
The Danville, Ala. native was
selected Geona Military's best
offensive lineman in 1993.

ship in 1993.
- Paul Gomez, 6-3,
280-pound offensive lineman,
Ranger Community College in
Ranger, Texas. Gomez was a
three-year starter at Devine (Texas) High School and was named
offensive MVP in 1993.
- Mark Robinson, 6-3,
270-pound offensive lineman,
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50" Cinema Wide Screen
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General Public Ticket Sales - Feb. 7 Thru March 1

defeats, the Sonics' 30-8 record
is stall the NBA's best. Since
their 26-3 start after a victory
over Utah in Seallie on Jan. 8.
the Sonics are 4-5.
Los Angeles pulled away in the
fourth quarter after the score was
tied at 90. A 13-4 run gave the
Clippers a 101-94 lead with four
minutes kit, and Mark Jackson's
steal and layup made it 106-96
with 2.21 remaining.
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season, could lose Manning and
Harper to free agency.
"We are capable of having a
good game," Harper said "We
just need to put two, three, four,
five games together."
"Any win is bag for us right
now," Manning said. "That isn't
any secret This shows we have a
talented team and a lot of
character"
Despite their three straight

•Nutt fills up...
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Census Bureau claims
hard times no illusion

ONE OF THE BEST
WEAPONS TO FIGHT
VIOLENT CRIME
DOESN'T COST A DIME.

Preparing to -Toast the Haggis" we Tom Murray, Skip Clevenger, and John
McDonald. 'Paying the Floe Is just one of the traditions Included In the
Bums Supper that will be held In the MSU CurrIS Center ballroom Friday
evening at 7:00 p.m. For reservations call 7624888.

National Weather Service
warns of possible flooding
PIKEVILLE, Ky.(AP) — The
National Weather Service warned
Tuesday that melting snow and
rain could produce flooding by
week's end, but some people
weren't waiting that long.
Pikeville City Manager John
Johnson ordered a drill Tuesday
to make sure the city's two flood
gates were operating properly. He
said he didn't want to wait for
the Levisa Fork to come crashing
into downtown before testing the
city's defenses.
"We wanted to time it to see
how long it took," he said.
The weather service said
runoff and light rains Tuesday

1-800-WE-PREVENT

CALL TO RECEIVE FREE INFORMATION.

might be enough to cause minor
flooding in low-lying areas. But
heavier rains later in the week
pose a greater threat.
Up to 3 inches of rain could
fall in a 24 hourperiod in parts
of western Kentucky today,
spreading eastward on Thursday,
the weather service said. The
Licking River at Blue Lick
Springs was expected to reach
about 24 feet by this morning, 2
feet above flood stage.
The state Division of Disaster
and Emergency Services also
advised public officials at the
county level to be alert to the
possibility of flooding.

Superintendent steps down from job

41.1 TAKER BITMTE

PAINTSVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Johnson County schools Superintendent Frank Hamilton said
Tuesday that he is stepping down
after nine years on the job.

dtri
ji

4111111

"This is my 33rd year in the
school business, and I have 21
years of service in Johnson County," said Hamilton, 55. "It's
quite a few years."
Hamilton said he had been
considering stepping down before
the General Assembly passed the
1990 Kentucky Education
Reform Act.
"KERA itself probably challenged me to stay on a couple to
three years longer than I would
have." he said. "I've enjoyed
every bit of it."
Hamilton's retirement is effective when his contract expires on
June 30. He said the school board
would likely begin next month
looking for his replacement.

WASHINGTON (AP) — That
nagging feeling of harder times in
recent years was no illusion. The
government says American
households' net worth dropped
roughly $5,000 on average
between 1988 and 1991.
The Census Bureau on Tuesday
blamed the 12 percent decline,
after inflation, mainly on falling
real-estate values. Those years
included an eight-month recession and the start of an anemic
recovery.
Hard umes' bite was cushioned
by rising values of stocks, can
and trucks and retirement
accounts.
A falling net worth means real
hardship for real people.
"For kids, for example, it
means your parents may not have
the money for you to go to college, and it means they may not
be able to borrow money in an
emergency," said Arloc Sherman, a researcher at the Children's Defense Fund. "It certainly
means that your cushion in hard
times has suddenly become hard
and flat, and if your employer
decides to drop you, you won't
have much of a cushion there to
catch you."
The median American household's net worth was $36,623 in
1991, down $4,849 from 1988.
The 1988 median of $41,472 was
little changed from the $42,934
recorded in 1984. All the figures
were adjusted for inflation.
Median means that half the
households had net worth —
assets minus liabilities — of

more than that amount, and half
had less.
Wealth In America is distributed unevenly along Lines of
race, age, family situation, geography and education, the study
shows
The median black household's
net worth, $4,604, was about a
10th that of the median white
household, $444,408.
"That's due to differences in
income and earning power," said
Ti. Eller, the Census Bureau
demographer who wrote the
report
Hispanic households had
median net worth of $5,345. Hispanics are 3 cultural group and
can be of any race.
The elderly were worth 16
times the young. Households
headed by people under 35 were
worth $5,565: ages 35 to 44,
$31,148; 45 to 54, $58,250; 54 to
64, $83,041; and over 65,
$88,192.
Households in the Northeast
were America's wealthiest, with
median net worth of $57,294.
The South was poorest, at
$26,775. The typical household
in the West had net worth of
$39,735, and in the Midwest, of
$38,677.
The college educated were far
wealthier than their classmates
who went to work after high
school. Households headed by
people with four years of college
or more were worth $72,373:
those with a high-school diploma,
S33,254.

Gillooly may implicate
Harding in Kerrigan attack
PORTLAND, Ore.(AP) — A grand jury extended its investigation into the clubbing of Nancy Kerrigan to Feb. 18 — three days
before the final roster for the U.S. figure skadng team at the
Olympics has to be submitted.
Meanwhile, The Oregonian newspaper today cited unidentified
sources as saying Jeff Gillooly was prepared to implicate es-wife
Tonya Harding in the Jan. 6 attack that nearly knocked Kenigan
out of the Olympia.
Harding bas maintained her innocence and has not been charged,
but U.S. skating authorities may try to remove her from the learn.
Kerrigan has a slot on the team.
The grand jury had been scheduled to complete its report by Feb.
3 but needs more time because it has subpoenas out all over the
country, said FBI spokesman Bart Gon.
The U.S. Figure Skating Association has until Monday to imbinit
the team roster to the U.S. Olympic Committee but can make substitutions up until Feb. 21.
Sources told The Oregonian that Gillooly was willing to admit
his own role in the attack and testify Harding helped plan the
assault as well as cover it up.
The report followed others Tuesday in the Detroit Free Press and
on NBC that Gillooly is trying to work out a plea bargain implicating Harding.
Sources told NBC that Harding's legal strategy is to maintain she
found out about the alleged conspiracy and got involved in a coverup out of fear of Gillooly and Shawn Eckardt, her 310-pound
bodyguard.
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SOFAS
Beige, Blue & Mauve Matched Floral
By Fairfield. Traditional Style With
Attached Back.
Reg. $1499.95
Sofa & Loveseat By Hickory Hill.
Country Style With Green & White
Checked Cover. Contrasting Arm
Pillows.
Reg. $1,699.95

were far
,ssmates
er high
ded by
college
72,373;
liploma,

Traditional Style Loveseat By Hickory Hill. Burgundy, Green, Blue &
Beige Stripe Cover With Tapestry
Arm Pillows.
Reg. $799.95
Lodge Look Loveseat By Hickory
Hill. Red, Blue & Green Cover With
Arm Pillows.
Reg. $799.95

.k

estiga* days
at the

Rataan Loveseat With Off-White
Frame With Blue, Mauve, & Yellow
Cover.
Reg. $700.00

*tilted
nt-wife
errigan

Traditional Style Sofa By Southern.
Green, Red, & Blue Plaid Cover With
Matching Arm Pillows. Reg. $1,099.00

urged,
:seam

Traditional Style Attached Back Sofa
By Fairfield. Burgundy & Blue Tapestry Like Cover.
Reg. $1,599.95

ty Feb.
ver the

submit
LC sub-

Camel Back Sofa By Hickory Hill. Hunter
Green With Burgundy Stripes & Contrasting Arm Pillows.
Reg. $899.95

admit
an the

as and
iplicat-

Traditional Style Two Cushion Sofa
By Hickory Hill. Green, Blue & Mauve
Floral Cover.
Reg. $899.95

sin she
Covet-

-pound

Loose Pillow Back Sofa. Green With
Burgundy Stripe Cover. Contrasting
Arm Pillows. Matching Chairs
Available.
Reg. $899.95

NOW
$49995
NOW

$69995

Sheraton Leg Sofa By Fairfield. Burgundy, Navy & Green Stripe Cover WI
Down Like Cushions. Reg. $1,199.95

re

CHAIRS
NOW

$49995

NOW

$29995
NOW
$29995
NOW

$29995
1/2

$39995
$39995

1 Queen Size Sleeper With Innerspring Mattress. Blue & White Awning
Reg. $899.95
Stripe Cover.

'59995
NOW

$49995

1/2
$49995
NOW

$49995
NOW

$49995

NOW

1/2
NOW

$499"
$79995
2 Pc.

2 Wing Backs By Huntington House.
'Teal With Queen Anne Legs.
Reg. $699.95
1 La-Z-Boy Recliner. Beige With
Burgundy, Green & Blue Cover.
Reg. $599.95
1 Club Chair By Best. Loose Pillow
Back With Green Muni-Colored
Fabric.
Reg. $349.95

NOW

2 Occasional Chairs By Fairfield.
Brick Red With Black & Green Cover.
Reg. $369.96

$999"

NOW

1/2
NOW

29995
Each

'799"

NOW

$250"
NOW

1/2
NOW

$249"
NOW

$150"
Each

NOW
Reg. $249.95

NOW
NOW

1/2

13 Pc. Set Of Glass Top Tables. Two
NOW
End Tables & One Cocktail Table.
49995
Reg. $599.95
1 Set Of Bookcases By PetersRevington. Oak Finish. One 2-Door
Unit & One Glass Door Unit.
Reg. $1,499.95
1 Large Entertainment Center By
Hooker. Pull-out TV Swivel With
Pocket Doors. Distressed Finish.
Reg. $1,999.95
1 Daybed Sofa By Fairfield. Cherry
Frame With Black, Green & Burgundy
Reg. $999.95
Fabric.

BALDWIN PIANOS

$9995

1 3 Pc. Wall Unit From PetersRemington. Contemporary Style
With Entertainment Center, Door Unit
Reg. $2,150.00
& Audio Unit.

NOW

$250"
Each

1 Wing Back By Fairfield. Ball & Claw
Leg With Navy & Beige Fabric.
Reg. $599.95

1 7 Pc. Dining Room By Keller. Solid
Oak. Heavy Double Pedestal Table
With One Leaf & 6 Chairs. Only One
Reg. $2,316.00
To Sell.

1 Oak Sofa Table.

1/2

2 Large Wing Backs By Southern.
Chippendale Leg With Nailhead Trim.
Hunt Scene Cover. Reg. $899.95

NOW

$499"
NOW

NOW
1 Chair & Ottoman By La-Z-Boy. Dark
Muni-Colored Fabric. Reg. $749.95

NOW

1 Queen Size Sleeper With Innerspring Mattress. Traditional Style With
Beige, Blue & Burgundy Cover.
Reg. $899.95

5 Pc. Table & Chairs By Kessler. Iron
Chairs & Table Base With 1/2 inch
Glass Table Top. Reg. $1,999.00

'39995

NOW

MIS.

NOW

NOW

NOW

1 Traditional Style Sleeper. Queen Size
Winnerspring Mattress. Blue With BurReg. $899.95
gundy Dot Cover.

NOW

Lane Recliner With Massage Unit.
Three Colors To Choose From: Blue,
Brown, Or Green.
Reg. $899.95

Each

1 Twin Size Sleeper lit/Innerspring
Mattress. Muhl-Color Fabric.
Reg. $599.95
1 Contemporary Style Sleeper. Full
Size Winnerspring Mattress.
Reg. $899.95

NOW
2-Pc. Sofa & Chair. Traditional Style
W/Covered Bun Feet, Green Cotton
Reg. $1,499.95
Floral Cover.

1 La-Z-Boy Queen Size Sleeper W/
Innerspring Mattress. Burgundy &
Reg. $1,199.95
Green Stripe.

2 Pc

Camel Back Sofa By Hickory Hill.
NOW
Floral Stripe Cover W/Mauve, Green
& Beige Colors.
Reg. $899.95 $49995
Double Reclining Sofa By Lane. Burgundy & Green Stripe Cover. Matching
Recliners Available
Reg. $1,299.95

Till July 1994
With Approved Credit
$400.00 Minimum

OFA SLEEPERS

NOW
Double Reclining Loveseat By Lane.
Blue & Mauve Cover. Reg. $1,099.95

No Payment
No Interest

SALE STARTS THURSDAY 9 A.M.
OPEN THURSDAY & FRIDAY
NIGHT UNTIL 8 P.M.
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NOW
$59995

1 Baby Grand Piano, Black Hi-Gloss
Finish By Baldwin. Reg. $1,299.95

NOW
1 Baldwin Classic Console. Cherry
Reg. $3,795.00
Finish.

NOW

$400"

$2,795"
NOW

1 Baldwin Classic Console, MahoReg. $3,995
gany Finish.

$2,9951
NOW

1 Baldwin Walnut Spinet Plano
Reg. $3,595.00

'2,595c'
NOW

NOW

s899"

995°'

S89

1 Baldwin
Piano

Mahogany Acrosonic
Reg. $4,995.00

$3,4951
NOW

1 Baldwin Classic Console. Oak
Reg. $3,995.00
Finish

'2,7951

BEDR•'MS
Lazy Boy & Lane

Recliners
ALL SELECTIONS
REDUCED FOR
THIS SALE

9

4834

1994

SEMI-ANNUAL SALE

nd half

VI

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 26.

*Le

ALL ITEMS SUBJECT
TO PRIOR SALE

3 Pc. Bedroom With Oak Finish,
Triple Dresser & Mirror, Chest &
Pedimont Head & Foot Board. Night
Reg. $1,299.95
Stand Available.
3 Pc. Bedroom With Green Bases &
Natural Tops. Dresser & Mirror, Chest
& Head & Foot Board. Night Stand
Reg. $1,999.95
Available.

NOW

$899"
NOW

sl 299"

4 Pc. Bedroom In Honey Pine Finish.
Triple Dresser, Mirror, Large Chest,
NOW
Head & Foot Board & 2-Drawer Night
Reg. $1,749.95 $99995
Stand.

3 Pc. Shaker Style Bedroom. Triple
Dresser & Mirror, Chest & Head &
Foot Board. Night Stand Available.
Reg. $1,799.95
4 Pc. Oak Bedroom By Lexington.
Dresser & Mirror, Head Board, Chest
& 2-Drawer Night Stand.
Reg. $3,731.00

FURNITURE

1,199
NOW

1/2

3 Pc. Bedroom In Cherry Finish.
Triple Dresser & Mirror, Chest & Head
NOW
Board. Night Stand Available.
$89995
Reg. $1,299.95

Thurman's
208 Main St.

NOW

753-4834

FREE
DELIVERY

7B
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Multicultural Center offers opportunities

CONTRACT BRIDGE

It All Adds Up to 13
preemptive three spade opening,
West dealer
which is almost sorely based on a
North-South vulnerable
seven-card suit, the odds no longer
NORTH
favor cashing the A -K of clubs, since
.9
West is now much more likely to
•8 7 5 2
have started with•singleton or void
• 1093
in clubs Because of this, you might
•K J 9 4 2
decide to lead•club to durruny's king
EAST
WEST
at trick two. planrung to finesse East
•J 4
•AQ87532
for the queen
•QJ 96 3
SP 10
7nfort unately,this seemingly ra•J 7 5 4 2
•86
tional conclusion would fail in the
*7
•Q_8 5
actual case and you would go down
SMITH
one after East showed out on the
•K 106
second club You could then claim
•A K 4
bad luck, hut a more accurate assess• AKQ
ment would be bad play
•A 1063
Before committing yourself to
The bidding
which way to tackle the club suit, you
South
North East
West
should first gather all the informa3 NT
Pow
•
Pass
tion you possibly can about West's
ipening lead — seven of spades
holdings in hearts and diamonds.
Assume you've reached three Accordingly, you cash the A-K-Q of
notrump on the bidding shown and diamonds and A-K of hearts. One
West leads a spade to East's jack, possibility is that West will follow to
which you win with the king You all five leads, revealing that he has
can now count eight sure tricks, and at most one club.
But in the actual deal. West turns
your only chance for a ninth lies in
up with precisely two diamond/3 and
the club suit
In isolation,the percentage play one heart, leaving him with exactly
,n clubs would be to cash the A-K, three clubs. It is then a simple mutplaying for the queen to fall in accor- ter to cash the club ace and take the
dance with the adage "eight ever, marked finesse against West's queen
nine never.' But considering West's to finish with 11 tricks in all.
Tomorrow The art of good defense

The Multicultural Center at Murray State Uruversity offers student
the opportunity to gain knowledge
about the African American culture,
as well as providing them with a
family aunosphere.
The center, which opened approximasely two years ago, may still
seem quite new to some students as
they discover the many acnvities
and programs that it offers. According to Mike Young, assistant to the
associate vice president of soinent
Affairs," the purpose of the center is
to provide an environment for students to leant about other cultures
and promote the contributions of the
African American Culture to the
American experience."
Outlined in the center's objectives are to "create a sense of
community among black students,
serve as a resource of cultural
material, and promote an apprecianon and awareness of the unique
characteristics of diverse ethnic cultures through programmatic efforts."
Young noted the center's numerous resources available to the students. Among the types of resources included are books; magazines
such as "Black Collegian" and
"Black Enterprise"; publications,

as "Black Issues in Higher
Educauon", history games: and information bulleun boards.
"The center's also doing some
programming." Young said, noting
a lecture that has already been lined
out for this semester. In addition,
the center has emphasis weeks,
poetry readings, reception, meeting
to encourage African American Student organizations, and a Wall of
Fame. 'Through cultural type planning,students can learn about other
cultures and contributions made,"
he said.
The Multicultural Center's an
exhibit, a particular note-worthy
feature, highlights numerous artists
such as Gilbert Young, Bayless
Marbrook, Paul Goodnight, Leroy
Wilson,
Kathleen
Campbell,
Brenda Joysmith and Dr. John
Biggers. Included in the an exhibit
LS "Desert Queen" by Charles Bib:
"Malcolm, Martin, Dubois" by
James Kemp: and "Moorish Chier
by Edward Charlamont, in addition
to many more artists' works.
'My own personal hopes for the
center is that the students will see
this as an opportunity to enhance
their knowledge and understanding
of their culture and the contributions that African Arnencans have
SOCA

. 9.
C.994.7,
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Ranch House
Hilltop Mills
Self-Rising or Plain

15 Oz, Can

5 Lb. Bag

Flour

59
Ginger Evans

Cake Mix
os. Boa

Gold Leaf

Cherry

Pie Filling
31

Morning Jem

Wyhirood

Kidd's

Regular or

as. Can

59'

594
Mini

Marshmallows

Mixed
Vegetables

Corn

Flakes
18

16 oz. Can

39'
FROZEN & DAIRY
VALUES:
SwLss miss

29'
Sour Cream or Onion

Buttermilk

Dip

Chocolate
Swirls

98'

44'

8 or. Pkg
Unique Imitation ray9

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE

LOW PRICE

LOW PRICE

Biscuits 59

Old South

Western Ranch

Western Ranch

Pork

All Meat

All Meat

Sausage
16 or, Pkg

Franks
12 oz. Pkg

Bologna
16 Oz, Pkg.

79'

49'

99'

Orange Juice $129
12 or, Pkg
Borden American
Singles

$100

HOUSEHOLD
NEEDS:
Sea Pack
Breaded

8 or. Pkg.

Shrimp

$179

Partners "N Cream

8 or. Cup

39'
99'

10.4 or. Box
Totino's
Pizza

A

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE

Extra Value

Thom Apple Valley

Mama Rosa's

Believe

Beef

Little

Deluxe

Interstate Shoestring

Margarine Spread
16 Oz, Tub

Patties
5 Lb Box

Smokies
16 or, Pkg

Pizzas
22 or. Pkg

French Fries
20 Oz. Pkg.

$199

39`

Dip

79'

39
We accept checks for
the amount of purchase
only, manufacturers
coupons and food
stamps. Savings up to
40% on the food you
use the most100% guaranteed!

$399
$

99

THURSDAY,JANUARY 27,1994
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horos,...ope, based on your own
date of birth, call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 95
cents a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE whter. A telephone call or letter sets
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: your pulse racing. Put on the brakes!
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 221: Be
Everything should come up roses for
you and yours! Keep the momentum prepared to assume new responsibilgoing at work. A new contract or job ities: those in authority will show
will appear by early spring. Your you greater respect. Heed your
finances begin to stabilize. Far- humanitarian instincts and give aid
reaching family decisions must be to the needy. Buy a few books for
made over the summer. Marriage is your home library.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22):
likely for singles. Academic pursuits
are favored in the fall. Seek the com- Research projects and literary
pany of those who share your intel- endeas ors get the green light. A
lectual prowess. December will willingness to compromise helps
you sills age a close relationship.
bring a well-deserved tnumph.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON The time is right for big business
THIS DATE: ballet great Mikhail and bold moves. Forge ahead.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
Baryshnikov. actress Mimi Rogers,.
author Lewis Carroll, football's Cris Use your considerable will power to
reach lofty aims and gain new
Collinsworth, actress Donna Reed.
ARIES (March 2I -April 19): respect front influential people. New.
Unexpected changes and fluctuating sights and associations give you
business fortunes could leave you valuable insights. Put more pizzazz
feeling angry or perplexed:Consult in your social life. Issue invitations.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
experts about streamlining your
operation. Romantic vibrations are 2(1: Success comes when you show
on the rise; go for it! Treat mate's greater flexibility. Put a legal matter
on hold. The ability to speak a second
concerns seriously.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): language opens new business doors.
Others depend on you to see them Make the most of your resources.
through difficult times. Refuse to be Emphasize spintual growth.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-fan. 19):
distracted by office politics; concentrate on working and learning. Love Hopes raised early in the day could be
may be blind. Refuse to retreat on dashed unless you proceed with caution. Stay away from people who sap
important issues.
GEMINI (May 21 -June 20): your energy. Your wannth is a healLearn to stand on your own two feet ing balm to a disappointed loved one.
AQUARIUS Ilan. 20-Feb. 18):
and make firm decisions. A real
estate or accounting class could lead Reinforce your reputation as a savvy
to new career goals. Help a friend or executive. Apply our managerial
talents in business (Sr the arts. Spiriturelative going through a crisis.
CANCER (June 21 -July 22): al rewards bring greater satisfaction
The emphasis now is on sticking to than new financial gains. Perform an
the straight and narrow. This is no act of charity or make a donation.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
time to waver or go back on your
word. Keep a close eye on invest- Thoughts,of the unknown dominate
today. The true meaning of life is
ments in order to remain solvent.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Look uppermost in your mind, Business
for ways to improve your earning activity is brisk and involves high
potential. Enhance your mental tal- stakes.
ents and become a skilled speaker or
TODAY'S CHILDREN are incredibly persistent, refusing to take "no"
for an answer when convinced that their cause is just. High achievers, these
diligent Aquarians usually get top marks in school. Their loyalty ensures
that they will always remember those who helped them on their rise to the
top. Freedom-loving and self-sufficient, these Aquarians often resist the idea
of marriage. If they do decide to wed, they will make wonderful spou4es'.
To order S revised and updated stnr, or team Doon'• hem -.clime hook -Smolt:iv Fodav and Forever
r5 phis S I ryvvoge and handimg
He. Asnoloto Can Help Via Find Your Plate in Dud', Plan.- send SA,
Doon. vio Andre., and Mt. Meei. P0 Bon 414242. Karm• Cov. Mi. MI41 Man< heck', pay ahle
Andrews and Mc Med

Read the classifieds

Ivan Neal has put out
a lot offires.

4 oz. Pkg.
Banquet Beef

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE

16 or. Cup

All donors will receive a free tshin and refreshments and the organization that recruits the most donors will receive S100. Western
Kentucky Regional Blood Center
and Alpha Sigma Alpha are looking
forkard to 250 to 300 blood donors.

Pot Pies

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE

Chlp Connection
French Onion

Alpha Sigma Alpha sorority is
sponsoring a blood drive at Murray
State University on February 9th
and February 10th. The drive will be
held in Banquet Room I of the
Corns Center front 1000 A.M. until
6:00 P.M.

7 or, Ctn.
Banquet

Cooking Bag

$169

Alpha Sigma Alpha
sponsors blood drive

59'

Topping

8

Morning Delight 12 oz. Can
Texas Style

1/2 Gal, Ctn.

2 For

Whipped

Mozzarella

Crisp

Muffins

1/2 pi. Ctit.

as. Ctra.

99'

Fruit

89'
Prairie Farms

16 or. Ctn.

Ottis lipunkmeyer

as. Boa

Prairie Farms

lux.'
Aside from focusing on the African hentage and the individual
contribuuons made by those of
African decent, one of the main
goals of the center is to name a
facility after a disunguished African
American Astray State alumnus.
The maim dm immods 10 acknowledge the schisagaisiss of African
American studeali MINI alumni.
The Multiosinsaiataier's hours
are bfeaday dyes.Friday, front 9
aim to 4 p.m.;--aid also on
wellheads when special events are
schedukd. The center is located on
the first floor of the CURLS Center,
near the Student Government Office

HOROSCOPES

Our Name Says It AllValues Every Day!

Chili
W/Beans

made," said Young,. "1 want the
vehicle for African
American students to network with
each other and also provide each
other with support system," he
noted, saying that although the
center's focus is on Afncan Amencans, I is not to exclude anyone.
Young indicata1 that the center
has received much "positive feedback." He said that the center's
meccas is also due In part to ii
'providing them access to other
areas of the university by linking
them with the Student Organizauon/Leadership Development Office, the Office of African American
Student Services/Ethnic Programs;
and the Student Government OfCCM(to act as a

Crisp

79

He's not a

12 oz. Can

Orange
Juice

firefighter—
l

he's a teacher. But to the
Sr&

kids he's reached, he's a hero.

SAVE•A•LOT
FOOD STORES
Hwy.

641 South

Ad Good
Wednesday
January 26.
Through
Tuesday.
Feb. 1. 1994

BE A TEACHER. BE A HERO.
Call 1-800-45-TEACH.
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CLASSIFIED
CALL 753-1916
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Reader Adl
254 per word, &5.O0 minimum
Istrlay 54 per word per eery tor
each coldreonol consecurty•
day $1 75 •otra for Shopper
flues Classtileas go into Shopping Cruel.) $200 rostra for
blind box ads.
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000
230
250
290
530

REAL ESTATE RENTAL
M00410 Homes for Pent
280
265 Mode Horn• Lots for Rent
Buenos Rentals
Wont To Rent
31 C
Apartments For Rent
320
Rooms For Pont
330
Houses For Rent
340
For Rent or Loose
360

47'3
48C
485
490
495
503
510
520

360
370
090
100

110

FARMERS MARK E I

Xarsilgle_12.22.112P-24
A $200 tee we be ropmect mak•
Wit changes to ad calor deadline

c I.

toga tvot,ce
Nonce
Personas
Cord of Thanks
In kesmory
.ost & Found

90
370
390
400
550

Form EtasOrtlant

Uvesloc-k & S000lies
Pourny & Supaos
F.roduce
Feeo & Seed

SERVICES

EMPLOYMENT
Help Wonted
Domestic & Chat:leas
Situation Wonted
Business Opporturoty
Instruction

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Old
020
025
030
040
050

aft

lots

ADJUSTMENTS

TO PLACE
AN AD

AO% Discount 2nd Nun
OM Discount 3.0 tun
ValmsetWer ad, Isom a Day Peat./
$1.75 per column Inch extra tor
Tuesday (Shopping Geode)

MSS

inetioneaa

Exterrnthating
&airless Services
Heating & Cooling
Services Offered
TRANSPORTATION
Motorcycies
Aulo Services
Auto Ports
Used Cars
Vans
Jseo Trucks
Campers
Boo's & Mceors

120
130
140
150
155
160
165
170
180
195
203
20
220
240
260
380

MERCHANDISE
Cant:kJ/ors
For Sole or Triode
Wont To Buie
Articles For Soilt
APC‘Oncits
Home Furoirungs
Antic:Mfrs
Vocuurn Cleoners
Sewing Mochnes
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Muscat
Miscellaneous
TV & Radio
Pets & Sucriones

REAL ESTATE SALES
Maxie Hornes For Sole
For Sole or Lease
Horne Lou's
Rea Estate
Loke Property
Lots For Sole
Forms For Sole
Homes For Sole

270
365
420
430
435
440
450
460

MISCELLANEOUS
Public Sole
For Trade
Free Column
Wonted ,

410
540
560
570

140

gadotern
111Cf
:ing
OTS

11

Nodes

Wake

SEARS

TAX DEFERRED

Open Sundays
1 p.m.-4 p.m.

INTEREST

ANNUITY
6%

Guaranteed 5 years

753-2310

own
95

BORDERTOWN
Sit Iles •

Set5
;Csc.
Be
billow
Our

l'orycas,

January 29th

Hot Was
Treat
Yourself Manicure

'30 se '10

Monthly income
available ,

733..1137

100% reinsured,

AURORA Pizza Magic
Closed for the winter
Watch for reopening
dean

100% investment
wade assets,

IfS

Substantial penalty
for early withdrawal
INAS3A041 TO l'OU
McConnell

Mockhogiplyd

17,

Insurance

1141RAMIMIC
MASSAGE

aid

60's & 70's
Rock Band

for

Murray, KY
,YOUR MOVE
ii isa a:MOW 0

753-4199
Open 7 p.m. til
12 Midnight

ary
. A
Ops
tip.
less

DortrirRT OWN
eLKO LAIL I Lfive.thitil L
/ 541
(9011 2.17.5645 • Hs's,

T to
w
Jew
you
OtZ2

Wed - Country Dance Lessons

ALTERATIONS and re
pairs Rental gowns & see
dos Ruth s See and Sew
Country Square 1608 N
121 Murray 7536981

DWI OTIS 753-3•01
_
.1.1 & Co otters Swedish
message sessions $25 for
30min $40 for thr Gift
certificates available (Great
gifts for Valentines) Come
by or call for an appoint
ment 753-2511

VOLUNTEERS INTERNA
TIONAL EXCHANGE
COORDINATORS wanted
Sr Murray Work with fore
gn exchange students
twat famines local high
schools Full training pro
vided Call Ronnalee &
Norman HUrtISI at (502)
78 1
or
3 86 1
1 800 44 SHARE EF Edo
cabona for Foreign Study

112
I Sat. - Live Rock N' Roll or Blues
WED.-SAT.

OPEN:

Peewee

Bands

7 P.M.-MIDNIGHT

LONELY? To meet singles
in your wee Al ages Con
tact Locus USA, 2312 University Station, Murray, KY
42071-3301

America's Second Car

19):
I be
:ausap
cal-

UglyDuckling
Locations Coast to Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES

181:
555
nal
rilulion
1 an

Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving

CRAFT supplies: Priced
to sal unta stock a gone
Includes numerous craft
books of all types paints
nansters craft kris hoop
frames design stamps
license plates ribbons
dried flowers floral acoas
sores fabric dye deco
faces studs & mac 702
Main St Mon Fn eam 2pni
759 1965

To Re
Done&
& Char:iron

Office:

112 So. 12th

753-6910

1 -800-THE-DUCK

Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

!(II:
nate
C is
less
ugh

Every

lesc
Lines

Tuesday Night at 7:00
lbora open at 601:11

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 west to Johnny ROIMIlLSOP Road
mouth to So Kaki Road. nght on So Haie Road to mie

the

idea

OPEN 10 THE PUBLIC

753.0166

NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION

PO Box 1033

Murray

ii•

Income Tax
By Appointment Only

Page Bookkeepin
& Tax Service
Call Tony Page at

753-8107
TURNING AGE 65?

TA•

PLEASE vie us a call for a rate quote on
your Medicare Supplement Policy These
policies are now written in 10 standard plans
and we write all 10 Also at age 65 to 654.
accordIng to Federal Law. they are all guaranteed issue regardless of health_
As all plans are EXACTLY ALIKE, your
consideratron now should be
1 Price. 2. Company stability 3. Service
We represent 7 'A M Best A- or As rated:
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service We may be able to save you
several nundred dollars per year We have
been serving West Ky for Over 30 years and
would like to be your Agent

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore
Murray, KY

753-4199

Nationwide toll tree:
1-800-455-4199

CHILD care Mother of two
will babyert children in my
home CPR certified
753-1197
CLEANING houses a my
business Reliable and expenenoed, references Cal
LirXla 759-9553

FOUND male gray & white
cat new Crossland wee,
new Hazel 492 8215

WILL sit for elderly & sick
Call 753 4590 tor
information

Map
Waned

A fast growing cornpany in
Murray is now accepting
aggressive applicants to fill
sales positions We offer an
excellent benefit package
and a stable future Al sen
out applicants should send
a resume to PO BOX
1040-U, Murray. Ky 42071
DERMATOLOGY of Murray is presently seeking
parterne office help It you
can type work wel web
people. have • pleasant,
upbeat atlitUde, and enpay
working ins smal, well run
office, MI want to hear front
you) Please submit resume
(0 30)S 81e, Sure 281 W
All potential candidates we
be contacted personally for
an interview No phone
calls please

ASSEMBLERS:
Excellent income to assemble
al
products
home Info 1-504-6461700 Dept Ky-2321

DO you need a GED7 Do
you need hope for the tunes and help to get a solid
career? We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21 teat are not full time tegh
school students Call
7534378 Five days a week
between 8-00am-3 00pm
We we an EOE This pro.
pot a funded by the Western Kentucky Private Industry Councal-JTPA.
DRIVERS ()Me for the lop
truckload refrigerated carrye in America' Outst
ng pay and miles, over
1300, ride average length
of herd Opportunity to become an owner operator
wroth our, no down payment
lease cotton pan Mk OW
drivers about the Prime opportunity Students ac°Keel for team 2nd seats
Pone. Inc 800-224-4585.
Dept AD-42
EARN up to $3,003/mo prooesaing nvorege rekindle in
your wee No experience
necessary 502 569 1962
FULL erne day waitress
needed, expenence pre
*erred Apply in person
Homeplace Restaurant
1008 Coldwater Rd Owe
121 N in Murray

ANTIQUES by tie pace or
Cal 7539433
alter 5pm

HUMMEL figurines for
sale Cal 759 9338

GOBBCOORIS

WILL do house cleaning
Have references Call
474-2131 after 3pm ask for
Betty or leave message

1121

Business

5 220 WALL Heaters 1 3
Stack 4 2 Steck, 120/ea
Cal 489-2453

SAFETY Advisors. $2150
per mean Company we
train C•II Mon-Thur.
only,
9ano1pm
GOLD Star floppy disk
615-399-8269
computer, color monitor,
keyboard table and disks
TRUCK driver, parcel delta
ery lull Wire CDL required included $600 753 7968
Send resume to PO Box
Tan
528, Murray KY 4207?

Lost
And Fated

acin

CAMCORDER, excellent
condition cal 437-4327

Miele*
For Sete

BOGARD trucking and ex
cavating no We haul top
soil gravel hi dirt whrle
rock rig rap 759 1828

WILSON Real Estate at
302 So 12th Phone
753-326.3 Speoakzes In
estate property saes

I Fri - Country Music (DI)

106 FT brake. Pro Two for
vinyl song 436-2701

vit

GIFT shop o Murray, guar
anteed income Call be9am 5pm
tween
753 6798

I Thurs - Top 40 Rock N'Roll (College Nile)

kc.
sow
ltlef
and
o(3.
es.

A 18 store route Contemporary greeting card busi
nem No selling Requires
8 10 hrs per week Income
to $1,000 • a week Invest
merit required $15,600)
1 800822 7454

041
Pollee
Wanted
SEWING ote wanted in
eluding formal wear
753-1061

CASH for mobile home
tires es axles 4.36 2578
901 644 067S

INDUSTRIAL size desk,
$75, 30 gallon hsh tank,
accessories included. $75,
electhc dryer, $100 Cal
759-9629

CASH paid la good, used
rifles shoguns and patois Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 121h,
Murray

LADIES Ic-t diamond sob
tore new condemn Appraised for $1,750 Greatly
reduced $850 753-5281

DISNEY move* All Dogs
Go To Heaven, Cinderella.
The Lady And The Tramp,
and The Little Mermaid
753 0199

MATTRESSES, any size
Buy factory drectl Ask aio
out our Fiepadol Smith MatFactory
tress
502-851 3160

FISHER Price toys (all
hinds) fountain pens wrist
arid pocket watches kid's
metal lunch boxes old
glassware furniture and
appliances 753-7047
Gray's Flea Market, 6094
South 4th

NEW go-cart with rot ter &
larger tires After 5pm
753-1500

PHYSICAL THERAPIST or LICENSED
PHYSICAL THERAPY ASSISTANT
Methodist IL:spite' of McKenzie 1 lome Care has an
immediate opening Must be licensed in Tennessee
Previous home health experience desired. Fullrime position with all benefits Interested pone,
should contact:
Joyce Hamilton, Human Resources Director
Methodist Hospital of McKenzie
945 N. Highland Drive
McKenzie, TN 38201
901-3524171
E.O.E.

NEW metal siding & roofing Cover 36 cut to length
in 10 colors galvanized
and gaival Lena Secondary
rf available Portable cm
port kits 489-2722 or
489-2724
SOLID oak entertainment
center $1.003 vake. $350
753-7275 after Spin
SUN wrong beds new &
used financing wadable
Parts, service & supping*
Call Sonny /Hooks
92 7 4
7 5 3
T800 5409790
VERMONT Castries wood
stove Vigilant model
50,00) BTU heat, 8.500/co
2956w 753-4856

RN or LPN
PRN
We have an immediate opening for an RN or LPN
to work 12 hour shifts in our Birthing Center
Preferring Nursery, Labor and Delivery and Post
Partum experience
PineLake Medical Center is a new facility full of
exciting challenges Salary commensurate with
experience and an exoelent benefits package
Interested applicants send resume application to
PlneLake Medical Center
P.O. Box 1099
Mayfield, Ky. 42066-1099
Ann Human Resources Department
EOE

'
,
W.

R.N. ADMINISTRATIVE
COORDINATORS

Applied*
FRIGADAIRE washer,
good condrbon • 5100 Days
492-8138, nights
753-0061

Nees
Purnieekles
COLOR coordinated living
room furniture and soon
some Bega/brown queen
hide-a- bed, 2 chars. 2 end
tables, recliner, 25in RCA
comet TV and VCR eabinet 7591987 for unto &
prices

3-11 AND 11-7 SHIFTS
PmeLake Medical Center is a brand new
and growing facility located in Mayfield, Ky
Our facility now has immediate openings for
two Administrative Coordinators. Must
have decision making and leadership skills
BSN is preferred. We offer a competitive
salary and benefit package, plus the opportunity to work and advance in a progressive
Organization ofrenng many exciting chal
lenges.
REGISTERED NURSE
Immediate opening in our Surgical Depart
ment for the day shift. The hours are from
8:00 to 4,30. BSN and surgical experience
preferred. Salary commensurate with ex
perience and an excellent benefit package
Please send resume/application to:
PineLake Medical Center
P.O. Box 1099
Mayfield, Ky. 42086
Attn: Human Resources
EOP M/F/R/V

OFFICE HOURS.
,
Mon.-Fil..8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 o.m.-12 p.m.
'Deadlines are 2 days
An advanced

labia
Nome For Ilea

laseelemeoes
KILL ROACHES! Buy EN
FORCER Overt-ere Roach
Spray or Overalls Pest
Control Concentrate
Makes 2 gallons Kills
roaches overnight or your
money back. GUARAN
TEED) Available at Coast
b Coast. 604 N 12th St
Murray, KY

NORDIC Trac & stationery
bicycle Cal 753-7307 to
leave massage

Ito
Ikeesses
Opporlunky

Advertisers are requested to
chect the Itra Insertion of
their ode for any error. Mundy
Lodged 8 flaws wi be Responsible 001 only on* incoered insertion. Any error
should be netaortod Irnrrioelcagey so cotrecnons can be
mode.

2e0

Want
To Buy

Norm leant'' Nails

9B

WEDNESDAY. JANUARY 2e, 1994

MURRAY LEDGER, & TIME,S

Fro
Equipment

LATE model 50 TAF tractor
excellent condition
753-5463. 753-0144

210
Flowed
A FIREWOOD for sale
437 4667
FIREWOOD, also tree en
VIGO Cal 436 2562
220

SERMON

theists
Ilemes

'COWIE RCIAL budding fix
ore Great Icoation, zoned
right Available immediately 404 So 12th St
28R Grogan & Mobile
753-7435 days. 753-3966
Home Village Appliances
nights
& water furnished Cole
man RE 753-9898
DOWNTOWN olfic•
space-Courl Squ•r•
28R. stove & refrigerator
upsoirs-begrong at $100
honshed. gas central Iva,
includes Larkins Call De$200/mo. $200 deposit
bby at 753-1266
Wm 12 miles east at Mur
ray. Hwy 94 & 497 RETAIL or Office Space n
474 2100
S Side Shoppong Center
753-4509 or 753-6612
28R trader No pets 1608
N 1611 St 753-9866
10X55 2BR at Grogens
$165/no, lease & depose
750-2570. 753-3860

KTI and Associates oiler
rig 5 hal line of nvesagarre
Bel As Center SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br,
electric or gas Walking do
753-3868 or 4366099
once to college 7535209
MAYBELLE Joyner Bridal., Wing°, KY Latest
styles prom gowns and fat Mobile
del gowns Great pnoas
Ham Las Fur i.e
Expert alterations Shown
by appointment 376-5387
MOBILE home lots fix rent
492 8488

rp.a.T

SOfMCGS

270

fkible
Hears Fer IN.
1971 2BR healer, $320/i
Cal after 5pm, 436-5701

ENERGY efhoent hornets
at special discount Immo
See the Housing LanderDinkins Mobile Homes,
Inc 2427 E Wood St,
Pens, TN 1 9:0 642 4891

CLASSIFIED

1BR. good her en, low
Leanne $200imo 631 N
4th 7532339 or 753-8767
1BR neer MSU appliances
furnished Coleman RE
753-9698

Wares'
Rentals

4 CAR garage with office &
1993 GATEWAY Mobile paved lot 7534509
Home 14r60 2te, 1 bath,
800 2200S0 ft Coleman
completelty furnished
RE 7539898
502-753 7753 after sale
30 days poosessoo
CUMMINGS Maier Poke
Specializing in mobile
home electric services 200
amp $375 Too amp 5.175
435-4027

1.2,380 apt, Furnished.
very nice neer MSU No
7 5 3 - 1 25 2
pets
days.753-0606 after 5prn

1 OR 21, apts MEM down
loom Murray 753-4109
2BR apt, 2 blocks from
campus, wafer & garbage
furnished 753-593)

Tobacco Farmers

LYNN GROVE FEED & SEED, INC.
Offers a Complete Line of
• Soil-Less MUCK
Houses
'Finished Plants
.• Outside Float System
• Started Plants
• Float Trays
• Gr0011

Now booking started & finished plants
Construction available on greenhouses.
1-800-831-3239

(502) 435-4415

Classified Ad
Sale!
- February Only (Run a Classified Line
3 days get 1 day

FREE
days - 2

days tree, 9

)1
.
days - 3 days free

The sale is open to everyone, as long as
they meet the following requirements:
V Ads must run three consecutive
days.
V No changes will be made in copy.
V Paid days will run first.
V No rebate will be given if cancelled
before expiration.
All standard rates on classified line ads will
remain in effect. If you are a regular classified
customer and your ad is already scheduled to
start in February, you will automatically receive the benefit from the sale.

Take Advantage qv
Of This
Sale and

E!

MAIM
PIANO, re-fnished, very
old great shape Call
753-7237 afar Son
PIANO tuning John
Gottschalk. 7539803

• .....1.1••••••••••••••-

753-1916

10B

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 26

MURRAY LEDGER 8 TIMES

Nome
Pm WI
2EIR dose to iseeenity on
wooded lot 753 8755
7534664
2BR duplex in Northwood
$326rmo 756-4406
213R townfricum neer.
ons. a6 appliances incluctdry•r
ing washer
753-4673

2BR new MSU sir save
reIngwator arid vse 1100
Lip. lame ancl seartv de
pose relefenoes No pee
7531089
MR with wieched grape
deep lot 711 Pare St
$350,no 753 2339 or
753-8767

1994

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waring to purchase
homes al once ranges It
you are *warm ot seeing
contact one al oie courts
ous and prolession•I
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by oar. at 711 Man St

1971 CHEVROLET. prs.
MOTOBC/CLE reeeere51.600 759-1823
eon panting tames, lan- 'sang
cers rinks. sec. Al WOIll 753-4646
guaranteed, reasonable 1982 CHEVROLET ow
C•II Mike at am, 6 cyc , areight seal
r•t•s
753-3643
Pt, pi, good ccralleon.
$1,700 436-4486
•

1984 DODGE D 160 pica
LOOKING to buy secluded
P/a. Pk/ 6 ofc. bulb
house with wood•d
Askew $2.800 759-4093
Fixer upper with 1982 CUTLASS 2 door
48R 2 bah kik turreted. We
1988 FORD Lana sups,
48R 2 tath apis evedabie lekshont deck, whinpool shop &or out building •
63,XXX local miles ears
cab, 2 toned, 4 wid, with •
tor Jan ocovency Canal tub, weekly or monthly pka 753-7585 anytime
sew 6pn
753-8166
don
iii applicanoes furnished
auto 58.900 Gass lop
Col•man RE ROBERTS Raab Ciao
rateS
Located on Deugue Cale. 753-9098
1966 AUDI 40005 1973 table wi 4 chairs $70
wey County s oldest and Mercedes 220, gas Both 758-1327
man RE 753-9896
4BR with gas heat 'era most reMble reel maw loaded, both excellent conIWO BLACK Stherado 2
BEAUTIFUL 2br duplex, all nice large yard 605 Syce agency For all your mil
dition 753-8756
burnaid. one owner, good con
the arneriess, wood
rnore $400/rno 753 233e eerie needs cell them to
SE,
Am
753-9810
dion
ing deplore gangs II or 753-8767
Sycie
GRAND
1086
day at 7531651'
deck 753-3742 ado 5pm
73)00( miss, V6. loaded
more and 12th St
% ton tuck bed.
CHEVY
BEAUTIFUL 26r dude..
$3,300 duo 753-7975 or
EMBASSY 2br. central lake view. wrap around
no taigas Ready b put on
759-9404
turnahed
$275 753-03115
paint
gas. appliances
deck, minutes born Murray
Coleman RE 753-9198
1088 PONTIAC Bonnie..
$400, HUD o k 527 9639
asking $5,200 C•11
HAZEL Apertnients, Hazel, NEWLY remodeled 2br
753-1292
3 ACRES wooded lot
KY now taking applications
home wi garagentorage
You must be 62 hand- New 1.41SU and downtown Cotes Campgrourxf 8 16th 19890105 Gulags, 4dr. 1
16th
N
on
lootege
icapped, or disabled Rent 5375/mo Witt lease and St 5394t
owner, low neaps ment 1991 17FT Sportscraft
$20.000 753-7975
based on income Equal depart 753-4199
condition, eats good gas walk Ihru windelisid. 4 cyl
Housing Opportunity
masage Pnoe negotiable
Yamaha inboard with
901-584-4475
527-8574 on 492-8721
Yamaha out drive Garage
Nome
kept Alpine stereo, Con
Fes Beat
lAUR-CAL Apartments now
1980 TOYOTA Caeca ST
Fer Sele
skies. Comely We
Or Lames
Red. 53.XXX mass. excel- rely
accepeng applications for
pickets and Ices of extras
1. 2 and 3br apartments CREEKVIEW Sett storage 3811 home in ICingsviood lent condition, great gee
nos, $7.800, 0130
Extra
Subdivision Southwes
new $8.500 492-8866
Phone 759-4984 Equal warehouses on Cents
753-6094
School District lenrg room
Housing Opportunity
$
Shoney
behind
Drive
1990 CAVALIER, 2dr, auto,
den 8 lumen axribinason
750-4061
14 bath CM 753-0639 trs, prb, arc, 40.XXX actual
NEW 2br dudsx with ca- 520-$40/mo
miles, red, sharp car
Servica.
leave
or
storage.
pon and outside
NORTHWOOD Storage after 5 30pm
-53-8428
011wei
$4.36rmo plus lsas 8 de- presently has urea anal
freitige
posit Cal 753-7951
able Cal 753-2905
1990 HONDA Accord XL I
1 I 1 A floang, MG Wen
3B09 hone on well shaded
inoellent ming. tree removal, deanNICE duplex 2d. central STORAGE trailers
we lot South 121. 6 owner, local car,
753-9778 at- rig out sheds, atlas, odd
Ns, appliances furnished
miles Immediate posses- condition Sap
753-7888
ter 6prn
lobs Free •stimates
Coleman RE 753-9896
won 436-2621
me- 436-2102 Luke Lamb
370
NOW eking applications
IBR brick house on 5 1901 TOYOTA Carry,
Unstuck
1 1 A Hauling. moving,
tor Section 8 low rent housacres needs work_ A 1973 Isaac beige, 44,XXX
Call dean up, odd pbs tree
II implies
ng Apply in person at
12X60 2br mobile home excellent condition
trimming, tree removal,
Southside Manor, 906 HAY for sale Timothy 8 Wit eel together or sap- 753-7853
mulch hauling, green fireBroad St Extended, be- Clover $2 253ale Oat Hay crate to best offer
wood Free oatmeal.' Twit
tween 8am- 12noon No $2/bale CM Steve Arent 753-1078
Lamb 436-5744
phone calks please EQUAK alter 9pm 492-8376
Vasa
CAMPUS-CLOSE 3br
Housing Opportunity
oountry blue home with 1977 FORD van, has ia
ROUND bales of grass
Al 1 A leaf neap mulchTAKING applications tor $21/roll Square bales or deep lot 8 garage Boasts.
captains chairs. MAN, sir,
seclion 8 rent sub...dual clover. $2 50/bale
affordebte, fine quality Gas & • table. 48,XXX miss ing, bght hauling 436-2528
ask for Mark
apartments 1, 28 3 bed- 753-8848 before Oprn
heating Offered in mid
7S3-0065,
rooms. hendicap amass..
540's through Kopperud
de Equal Housing Oppor- SQUARE bales hey, $1 50 Realty 753-1222 MLS41
tunity Apply Hilda° Apes Jap 8 Fescue. 51 25 5406 Fresh on the market
Hardin, Ky or call Fescue 759-9060 cal alter
IMMEDIATE possession
S
502-437-4113
Scrn
i i.jr
j
could be yours in this great
VERY nos Zor, 2 bath du- TIMOTHY hay, square 3br, 2 bath brick ranch with
CUST0411 KITCHEN GMNIKETS
plex, appliances firnshed. bales Grass hey in rolls
many recent improveCUSTOM WOODWORKING
central gas him Northwood Call 436-2575
ments, including new vinyl
All Types Of
Dr $475/mo 1 month de
trim and shutters. security 1(
Custom Woodworking
pose. 1 year lease No oats
doors, remodeled baths
753-2905
Specious living and dining
&
areas. Priced in the low
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
i
330
80's MLS 5290 Call
• Drop by and see our showroom
Room
AKC karmic° Pomeranian 753-1222 for more into and
401) SUNBORV MURRAY (Refund Bunny Einem
today
For Reel
puppies Vet checked. your showing
5 °
"
753_
4- •‘\1_...c___
'
1614 OLIVE. all utilaies ready to go 5150/ea
MAKE an otter on tee new
furnished, kitchen 8 Irving 901-584-4475
listing' Owner being transferred & vccaild like •quick
morn pnvieges Coleman DISCUS Fish Watley Tur
1993 doubts
RE 753-9898
goose High Fin Difterent sate Beautiful
mo61286 avalabee to choose wide 1820 square feet
vaulted darlwith
home
bile
from Locally rased high
ing & SWIG frepleoe, 3br. 2
Heuer
quality fish 7530919
bath, fenced yard & back
Per Ilest
HAVE an obedient. safe deck, in quiet area, just
Computer Cut Vinyl, Logos and Letters Custom
dog for show or home
minutes from town Offered
Banners Plywood Signs, Magneto Signs Velocie
Classes or private lessons
in mid $40's through KapLettering, Plexiglas. Signs Window Lettering. Reel
Serving Murray tor over perud Realty. 753-1222
Estate Sync Oboe &gnaw,Greeting and Advertising
12yrs 436-2858
ML.Sli 5416
Posters, Sancblasted Redwood Spa, kc)-etectural
21311 al electric house in PEG'S Dog Grooming (MINI PAR()describes this
Sows, Meal end Foam Losers,Bronze Plaques, Trade
Panarema Shores Kitchen 753-2915
splended 3tx, 2 bath home
Show Signs/Displays My Custom Wood Works
feIngensior
with stove
nestled on 3',4 acres ingreat room, screened in
Call 502-382-2306 Phone or Fax
ducing stocked pond with
porch 8 deck lyr lease,
We Accept MasterCard it Vita
bridge Over 2400 square
$275/trio oath lano deposit
foot detatched garage
753-6313 842-8664
Quality amine to numerous to mention Contact
29R house on So 7th St
Kopperud Realty,
$360Yino. lease & deposit
753-1222 for details AILS,
required 753-4100
5422

1511

i

WOOD WORKS

ns

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

Qun
quailIc5ION
6UBDIV

New subdivision featuring large lots,
all utilities and no city taxes.

Save 19.94%
Discounted lot prices from $9,500
through February!

PORDOM MOTORS, INC.

NEW LISTING, Cixii miss
this extremely race remodeled home Priced in the
mid $50's 3br home lo
Gated near Murray Waddle
School Vinyl siding, replacement windows.
kitchen updates Central
gas heat and central air
Plus tasteful decor up
dates Offered at $55.900
MLS 5441 Contact Kopperud Realty 753-1222

Owen Ionannmg Auckbie,

Call 753-3387 for Details

Al. AL'S hauling yard
work, tree removal, newFree estimates
ing
758-1083
At TREE Service Slump
removal and spraying Free
asemaim 753-0006 alter
5pm 7599616 753-0496
ALPHA Builders Carpentry remodeling porches.
fooling, concrete drew
ways painting. marmot•
renoe. etc Frye esernass
419-2333

THE Craw Keeper Going
out or town? Unable so keep
your per/ I od oome to your
home lli care for your pet
Mee you cant Nett put
your pet through the mean
of being Sept in an vagina
ier place I have worked n
Murray Ion 4 years Rater
•ncits available Cell
527-0068 Maar eipm
THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum putters variety
of colors Lioensed in
sued Estimate anatebte
759-4890

ANTENNA Reese and etwallelon Replace or mated VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
quality Channel Maser an- Servioe Censer, dewingtenna' rotors and acme- servng $15, most repairs
fiers BM/hi/JIB Antenna $36 RIO OMITIMIS ROW/
Buchanan, 1, Aino Open 9-12 1-5
Service
901442 4077
Mon Fri 753-0530
ANTTOUE refinahng kir- WINDOW & door repair
noture repair & custom 20yrs iirp•ri•nc•
woodworlking 753-8066
753-2330
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory bared by 3 rriapr
Fee
manufacturers All work
Cause
and cans warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
MALE cat dedswed. rev
Works, 753-2455
tared alt shots 7533213
APPLIANCE SERVICE
WANTED a good home for
Kenmore Wesenghouee
2yr cad male. Toy Poodle
Whirlpool 30• years ex
Dog for older person
BOBBY
patience
436-5000
HOPPER 436-5848
BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Sepbc system, dnvs
ways hauling, foundelsons.
etc 758-4664
BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN "spec tank
rateleson, repair, replacement 75191515
BACKHOE Service corn
plea foundabons septic
systems R H Neobat, No
sorry Phone 492-8516
BOB'S Plumbing Repair
Service Al work guaran
753-1134 or
teed
436-5832
CARPORTS for cars and
Pucks Special sizes tor
motor home, boats. RVs
and etc Excellent promo
bon, high delay excellent
value Roy He 759 4664

Eddie Linn

753-53115
1
'
BODY SHOP '
AU Work Guaranteed To Your Sutisfactionl
Rental Can Available
Work On All Makes & Models- Foreign or Domestic s

swmusE yonc vALENTINE
With their picture & message, or a Loveline in the paper on Feb. 14, 1994!

COUNTERTOPS. custom
Homes, trailers, offices
Wulffs Recovery, larray
436-5660
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Coding Service Complete installation and SWCall Gary at
vice
759-4754

D & T Construction Re
modeling, addreons, decks,
siding, fences, electncal
plumbing 436-2744
ELECTRICAL-Ron Hall
Heating, Cooing 8 Doom,
Inc Service, sales and installation (502) 435-4699
436-4327
EXPERIENCED dry wall
freshing References avail
able 436-2060

GERALD WALTERS
Roofing, vinyl siding painting Free estimates 18
years experience Local re!Granolas 436-2701
HADAWAY Construction
Remodeling, vinyl siding,
vinyl replacement windows, vinyl flooring
436-2052
HEATING Ron NM Heating, Cooing and Electnc
Co Service isnI replacement arid complete instal
bon Licensed gas installer
Phone 435 4699

MR Chimney chimney
dearer 492-8723
PLUMBING repairmen with
same day service Call
436-5256
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing siding
painting plumbing. concrete Free summate& CM
474-2307
SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Bann.753-2674

Deadline for receipt of Photos & Lovelines is Noon, Thurs, Feb. 10th.

Murray Ledger

81 Times
753-1916

('!ossified Advertising Dept.
.
0

Only $5 A Week!
(Minunuan of 13 WseiLs,

Stop by ow office today or dial 753-1418

Protect Your Number Ono Investment

MI

RN Day maim
PAPr8111111GING
wi

Raserems Rem
Hrimui *mot

IRWIN

1
753493
_

High Standards With An

„

Extra Touch For Detail

DAVID LAMB.

CONSTRUCTION
Roofing
Remodeling
Plumbing
Electrical

FR EE ESTIMATES!
RI I. Box 58-89
Murray, KY

1542) 559-18.0
(502) 753-5113

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

Visa and Master Card

AUCTION
ABSOLUTE
Feb. 3, 1007 a.m.

Thursday,
Hwy. 641 and 80 Hardin, Ky.
Mart- Lock and Key Business'.5 commercial tracts
Convenience
TNT
- 2 commercial buildings - 200 to 1000 ft. frontage t 7 acres.

DRYWALL, finishing, repairs, additions arid blowing ceilings 753-4761

LICENSED ton IROUTIC and
gas 753-7203

Just bring in $8.00 for a picture, names & lovelines, along with a stamped,selfaddressed envelope for the return of the original photo. Or $5.00for Lovelines(no
more than 20 words). All ads must be pre-paid.

1:1y displa7
2
°L4
theydamtheas'
ad. regullin
rwudag
Y P:
asd'You
irtaat $1000, for

CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe Walk, septic systems, 364-8161 alter 4pm

LEE'S CARPET CLEANING 'Serving Calloway Co
for 22 years • Carpets
Upholstery Emergency
water removal 753-5827

Happy
Valentine's
Day
To All
My
Family!
Love,
Kristin

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

Dsal-A-Sennott a a Wady daps
ew

CHM Chlm Chlinn•y
Sweeps has 10% senior
amen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
43.5-4191

GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing, tree work
436-2642
I.
Gerald Linn

.ittentitm
Classified Advertisers!

Isisless
011ars•

111•1
bob

Masepilme

SHEETROCK finishing,
textured ceilings Larry
Cbrisnen 492-8742
SUDDEN service residencommercial repair
bet
759-1011
Stump
SUREWAY Tree
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free es
tansies Day or night,
753-5484
T C Chril Raw 1. Mamenanos Electrical-Cleaning
Sewers 1210 11.1an Steel,
753-1262 office 753 0806.
753-5706 alter 5pm

For your consideration this 4 year high volume/high profit 8900,000
annual business (1993). Located at the crossroads on the bighly
traveled Hwy.641 at Hardin. This higilly productive business has all
ft.
the amenities you seek including a modern attractive 2600 sq.
store building with wide easy merchandising isles, convenient
kitchen, deli and cash out area. Gondola shelving, large reach-in
display coolers; deli display cooler; meat slicer; popcorn popper,
cabinetry and all the equipment necessary for ease of operation.
The building has 2 natural gas - gas pack HVAC systems for heating
and cooling and has city sewers and water. The building's served by a
400 AMP in conduit breaker system.
This excellent well designed and well located operation fills the needs
of hundreds of passersbys daily. It is situated on a blacktop lot and
has plenty of site area for expansion.
The three 8000 gallon gasoline tanks and the 2000 gallon kerosene
tank is owned by the store. This allows the new store owner the
opportunity to select the distributor of his or her choice. All tanks are
4 years old with 30 year warranties and are current to or surpass
upgraded EPA regulations.
The canopy, gasoline dispensing equipment and gasoline signage is
provided by the current distributor.
The convenience store is situated on tract 2 and will be offered on
single tract with approx. 2 acres and 280 ft. of frontage and also
offered in combination with adjacent tracts and offered to include the
entire approx. 7 acres 1000 ft. tract.

TRACT 3
with
The 2400 sq ft. commercial building is situated on tract 3
ft. frontage. The all metal free span
130
approx.
approx. one acre &
building has comn- r-rr ' windows and door. Ten x ten ft. overhead
door, insulated walks and ceiling, concrete floor, separate metered wired in conduit, forced air natural gas heat, city water and sewers
and fluorescent lighting. The office is 12x15 ft. dry walled, tiled floor
and wall unit air conditioning.

TRACTS I, 4 AND 5
Consider these excellent commercial lots. High traffic, high visibility
and located within 10 minutes of the lake and Murray and within the
community of Hardin. Situated at one of the few cut through. on
Highway 641 which is considered a highly limited access highway
with fenced right of ways. A current survey should be available by 1±1
28-94. Our best estimates at this writing. Tract 1 ±250 ft. frontage
acre; Tract 4 ± 140 ft. frontage t 11/. acres; Tract 5 t 250 ft. frontage i
with
1.3 acres. All tracts will be offered separate and in combinations
adjacent tracts.

TERMS OF AUCTION: Tract 2 - TNT Convenience Store -

$25,000.00 deposit day of auction. Tracts 1, 3, 4 and 5- 15% deposit
day of auction. Balance within 30 days - all tracta. A 10% Buyers
Premium will be added to final bids and included in the total contract
prices.
INVENTORY:As this is a highly productive ongoing business,store
will remain open with all stock to be inventoried day of real estate
prices.
closing and purchased by new owner at wholesale discounted
Approx. inventory this writing $20,000.00.
AUCTIONEER'S NOTE: Survey incomplete at this writing. Ap2 -2 acres;
proximate Mzes as follows: Tracts 1, 3 - 1 acre each; Tract
Tracts 4 & 5 approx. 1.5 acres each.

ROBERT ALEXANDER
REAL ESTATE & AUCTION SALES
1860 Lone Oak Rd. Paducah. Ky. 4200:1

PHONE (502) 554-5212
0

Rolled Alexander, Broker & Auction...,
John Alexander, AM'i i1.11..1-1.
Nation Wide Toll Free twin 307 Soli)

-
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LOOKING BACK

By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Jan. 26, the 26th day of 1994. There are 339
left
days
in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Jan. 26, 1788, the first European settlers in Australia, led by
Capt. Arthur Phillip, landed in present-day Sydney. (The party
included 700 convicts from England.)
On this date:
In 1802, Congress passed an act calling for a library to be established within the U.S. Capitol.
In 1837, Michigan became the 26th state with the signing of a statehood bill by President Jackson.
In 1841, Britain formally occupied Hong Kong, which the Chinese
had ceded to the Bnush.
In 1861, Louisiana seceded from the Union.
In 1870, Virginia rejoined the Union.
In 1979, former Vice President Nelson A Rockefeller died in New
York at age 70.
In 1988, the Andrew Lloyd Webber musical "Phantom of the Opera" opened at Broadway's Majestic Theater.
Ten years ago: On Capitol Hill, House Democrats chose 164 delegates to the Democratic National Convention, 75 of them going to
front-runner Walter F. Mondale.
Five years ago: Virginia Lt, Gov. L. Douglas Wilder launched his
successful campaign to become the first elected black governor of a
U.S. Staid.
One year ago: U.N. Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali called
on the Security Council to take "whatever measures are necessary" to
compel Israel to readmit 400 deported Palestinians. Former Czechoslovak President Vaclav Havel was elected president of the new Czech
Republic.
Today's Birthdays: Former Commerce Secretary C. William Verity
is 77. Actor Paul Newman is 69. Singer Earths Kitt is 66. Movie
director Roger Vadim is 66. Cartoonist Jules Feiffer is 65.
Sportscaster-actor Bob Uecker is 59. Activist Angela Davis is 50.
Movie critic Gene Siskel is 48. Singer-musician Eddie Van Haien is
37. Hockey star Wayne Gretzky is 33. Musician Andrew Ridgeley is
31.
Thought for Today: "As long as men are fret to ask what they
must, free to say what they think, free to think what they will, freedom can never be lost, and science can never regress." - J. Robert
Oppenheimer, American physicist (1904-1967).

ries

Tea years ago
Sunbird Airlines is now operating at Murray-Calloway County
Airport and offers three daily
flights to and from Nashville.
Tenn., according to Johnny Parker, manager of the airport
State Senator Greg Higdon, DFancy Farm. and State Representative Freed Curd, D-Murray,
gave their qualified support to
raising new revenues to fund education improvements at a meeting
with about 30 local residents
here.
Ruth Ann Coleman, staff writer, and Jim Rector, sports editor,
of the Murray Ledger & Times
were award winners at the annual
Kentucky Press Association Fall
Sweepstakes contest.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Ricky Dale Cunningham, Jan. 19, and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Albert

Chapman, Jan. 17.
Tweaty years ago
A 1974 budget of S835,500
was approved by Murray City
Council at s meeting with Mayor
John Ed Scott presiding_ Fred
Workman was named as mayorprotern.
Johnny Parker, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Lynn Parker of Rt. 2, Murray, has been named as manager
of Murray-Calloway County
Am port.
Frances Paschall was the leader for a program on -Church
Growth in Northern Plains" at a
meeting of Baptist Women of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church.
In high school basketball
games, Calloway County Lakers
beat South Marshall Rebels and
Murray High Tigers beat Farmington Wildcats. High team
scorers were James Wells for
Callowa_y, Mike Reed for South

DEAR ABBY: I have been married for 16 years to a woman who
chain-smokes. I used to be a chainsmoker, too. but I quit two years
before we met.
I dislike the smell of smoke, and
her secondhand smoke isn't doing
me any good. so I asked her if she
would please try to quit smoking.
She said."No, I enjoy it."
Then I asked her if she would
mind going out on the patio to
smoke, and she replied, 'Yes,
I would mind; this is my house, too."
I said, Well, how about dividing
the house into 'smoking' and 'no
smoking'zones?"
She said."Ni. that's stupid."

Abby, she refuses to compromise
What can I do?
SECONDHAND SMOKER

Marshall, Glen Jackson for Murray and Chambers for
Farmington
Thirty years age
Airman First Class Roy D.
Williams, has been assigned to
Rtchar-Gebaur Air Force Base,
Missouri.
Donna Bell, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Ben Bell, has been
crowned as 1974 Basketball
Queen at Calloway County High
School. Attendants were Phyllis
Jones, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Paul D. Jones, Carolyn Bucy,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Bucy, and Carolyn Garrison,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs, J.H.
Garrison.
The Rev. Norman Culpepper,
pastor at Sinking Spring Baptist
Church, received his Bachelor of
Divinity degree from the School
of Theology of Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary at

DEAR SMOKER: As I see it,
since she is unwilling to compromise, unless you want to
leave her, you will have to leave
the area in which she chooses to
smoke.
Have you considered joint
counseling for your troubled
marriage? You both need to
know why she insists on punishing you - and why you continue to permit it.
•• •

DEAR ABBY With regard to the
graduate and his bickering relatives: I'd like to tell you how my
daughter handled that situation.
am her mother.)
Her college graduation is in
June. Included in her Invitations
are me, my first husband her
father, my second husband (he
raised her), my third and present(
husband, her father's second wife,
his new girlfriend, and the families
on both sides.
My daughter told us both: "I
want everyone there, and I expect
all of you to behave yourselves."
Abby, I couldn't agree more.
After all, this is her day; we are
supposed to be adults, and if we
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DEAR ABBY: After reading the
letter from "Hurt in Euclid, Ohio"
about people who don't answer letters promptly - and because I happen to be one of those people - may
I have my say?
1 have a friend (actually, she's
more of an acquaintance) who lives
in Indiana and writes me long, flowery letters several times a year.
I also have a husband, two kids,
four dogs, a full-time job, plus a
part-time job helping my husband,
and I flat out do not have time to
write letters. My friend in Indiana
is a stay-at-home mother who
apparently loves to write. letters.
I do not. I prefer to keep in touch by
telephone.
I hope "Hurt" will be a little
more understanding when it comes
to her letter-writing campaign.
EXHAUSTED IN TENNESSEE

By Peter H. Gott. M.D.

tension

...AND BREATHE AND TWO
AND BREATHE AND.., WHAT
ARE YOU COIN6, ELECTRA??
NO STSPPI

DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm a recovering
alcoholic and have cirrhosis. My problem is red blotches on my body
because of the disease. My physician
tells me they will go away, but how
long am I supposed to wait for this to
happen?
DEAR READER: Cirrhosis (liver
scarring) is permanent and untreatable, although it can be arrested in its
early development if the patient stops
drinking alcohol. Because the liver
manufactures proteins necessary for
Answer to Previous Puzzle
blood coagulation, people with cirrhosis (whose livers don't function norEIH E (go B pp IOU
mally) often experience bleeding tenuc3A liciuuE 1MB 0 dencies,
including bruising
EBEignap UNPIN
tend to suffer from
cirrhotics
Also.
DB H E OR A P
harmless rashes and vascular flush
A LIM LIAINITINEB ing, which -- in my experience may
BEI t- CI A LillElla S III last for weeks or months. Ask your
T I1131 C131211TO TKO doctor to refer you to a dermatologist
for a second opinion. Perhaps the spe
I S la 1 qui SHEOT
R 131.1 E D UM] 1 Mg cialist will diagnose a treatable skin
condition, such as an unusual form of
ALor (90E0
that is unrelated to your liver
CI eczema,
El N 11111113 0121C1C1 1 EAD
disorder.
ail L I Lovg ei
To give you more information, I am
US Ell DEO E AU sending
you a free copy of my Health
1-26 C) 1994 United Feature Syndicate
Report "Eczema and Psoriasis "
Other readers who would like a copy
(abbe)
8 Opposite of
should send $1.25 plus a long, self2— pollo1
hewS
addressed, stamped envelope to PI).
3 — Landers
9 Clergyman
Box 2433, New York, NY 10163 Be
4 Settle by
10 — and Mindy
arbitration
sure to mention the title
11 Large
5 Metal strands
vehicles
DEAR DR GOTT. My gynecologist
6 Exclamation
18 Ancient
has not given me a pelvic examination
7 Two — —
Jewish
in four years I'm 70 and feel that I
time
ascetic
should have one at least every other
20 Even (poet)
year Do you agree'
22 Paid notice
DEAR READER No. I don't
23 Scottish
Because the incidence of cancer is so
NNW%
24 New — City
low in this age group, most women
25 Plutonitwn
past menopause, even if they are sexaually active, do not need regular
28 Mrs in
pelvic exams and Pap tests done
Madrid
unless they are having symptoms.
30 Writer
such as vaginal discharge or bleeding
32 Detest
I should emphasize that my view is
33 Soon
accepted
36 Large deer
universally
not
38 Foolish acts
Nonetheless, most of the gynecolo
41 Gruesome
gists I know prefer to take each situa
43 Ordinance
tion on a case-by-case basis, in prefer
45 Neon symb01
ence to recommending across-the •
47 For Instance
49 implements
board periodic pelvic exams for all
50 Tear
post-menopausal women without
51 Opera sob
symptoms.
52 Historic
On the other hand, if you want such
periods
an examination every two years. you
56 Actress
should have it Ask your gynecologist
Gabor
to perform this service. Because your
55 Actor
Wallach
gynecologist apparently sees no put
SO Hockey org.
pose in examining you periodically. Ill
bird
SmeN
80
side with him -- at the same time cau63 Newstioning you to have yearly breast
gathering
exams and mammograms, both of
Or GI
which are necessary.
c lot NTWSPAPAI RSITICRPFUSIr ASSN

After many years of marital bliss,
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DEAR NO BICKERIN(;: Well
said. Please let me know how
your daughter's graduation
turns out. Congratulations, and
good luck to you and your
daughter.

Mate 0111001

e needs
lot and

;nage

can't make the effort to get along for
one afternoon, then we are the ones
who need to grow up
NO BICKERING IN PHOENIX

DEAR EXHAUSTED: I know
that you echo the sentiments of
many people in the other 49
states and4 the District of
Columbia. So, to you and all the
other like-minded folks who
find letter-writing a chore or a
bore, make no apologies for
unanswered letters. Continue to
stay in touch with friends and
relatives by telephone to let
them know that you are among
the living.

CALVIN and HOBBES

I tracts
acres.

Losisvilk.
Forty years ago
Pvt. Robert L. King, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce King, is
serving with the 4th Infantry
Division in Germany.
Dr. Frank M Gaines, commissioner, Department of Mental
Helsel, Louisville, spoke at a
meeting of Murray Business and
Professional Women's Club held
at Murray Woman's Club House
W.O. Conner has been named
as manager of Bowling Green
District of Woodmen of the
World. He is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Herbert Conner of Rt. I.
Almo. His wife, the former Mary
Jones, is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Rob Jones, Rt. I, Dexter.
Murray State College Thoroughbreds beat Eastern Kentucky
Marroons 61 to 73 in a basketball
game. Howie Crittendent was
high scorer for Murray.

DEAR ABBY

DAILY COMICS
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PARTY

t Counts!!!

It's The Total On The Tape T

V:Vot

Fresh Pork

Imported
Red or White

Fresh

PARE
RIBS

uar 7-9
-Sat.
Monl
Sun. 11-8:30

URKEY
BREAST

4 1'
.

SEEDLESS
GRAPES

Lb.

Fresh Picnic Style

op. 89'

Pork Roast

Louis Kemp

IGA Cooked Sliced

S2.89
s oz. $1.59

Ham

lb.

Sea-Pak

Shrimp Poppers

E rtey
Mushroomsntea
l
aMonterey
Fresh

$1.99
22 oz. $3.49

Crab Delights
Field Pickled

Bologna

99'
113 oz. Bag 99'
8 oz.

To
Carrots

Jim Adams

PEPSI
PRODUCTS

WIENERS
OR
411t7iER5:i
SLICE BOLOGNA

Oscar Mayer Reg.
Bryan Cocktail

12 Oz. - 12 Pack $2.99

is oz. $2.89

Smokies

APPLES

2 Liter

4.5 oz. $1.19

Lunchables

Washington State
Fancy Red Delicious

virgmi
orr
-'141"
10'7

ORICINAL

.4
(1.k4
17=
Cal)
Grandma Shearer s
Assorted Varieties

PrairieFaLfirtes

son. CREAM

Tanya Italian Pastry

ONION DIP

8511
Kraft hlvesta
12 oz. Box
Shells and
Cheese Dinner

1

Sesta All Flavors Saftbia

PIZZA

CRACKERS

Assorted Varieties
15 oz.-17 oz. Box

Kraft Reg. or Lite

VELVEETA
32 Oz. Box

$399
18crOtz.

Kraft Philadelphia 118
Reg. or Lit*
Cream
11 oz. Box
Cheese

Boxes

Totino s 9-10 oz.

IGA
10 Lb. Bag

Pizza

Charcoal

Lays 6 oz. Bag

990

Potato
Chips
•

nasikt.

I

Maxwell
House

- Pilkiourt

GA

' I''
II
i ,1 - -

?
- l'
.4,

ORN FLAKES

.A-N
.
'11
0

18 OZ. Box

99*
Effective Data:
Jan. 28-Feb. I

•I

I
Pillsbery

GE JUICE

BISCUITS

CREAM PIES

COFFEE

4 Pack 10 Cl. Pack

14 Oz. Box

13 Oz. Bag

9299e

Gge

HOMETOWN PRIPIJD

$169
We reserve the right lo
limit quantities and correct
printing wore.

